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ABSTRACT 
 
MECHANISMS CONTROLLING FRICTION AND ADHESION AT  
THE ATOMIC LENGTH-SCALE 
 
Xin Z. Liu 
Professor Robert W. Carpick 
A lack of understanding of the fundamental mechanisms governing atomic-scale 
adhesion and friction creates ongoing challenges as technologically-relevant devices are 
miniaturized. One major class of failure mechanisms of such devices results from high 
friction, adhesion, and wear. This thesis presents investigations into methods by which 
atomic-scale friction and adhesion can be controlled. Using atomic force microscopy 
(AFM), friction and adhesion properties of graphene were examined. While friction 
between the tip and graphene depends on thickness, as explained by the ―puckering 
effect‖, adhesion is independent of the thickness when measured conventionally. 
However, adhesion is transiently higher when measured after the tip has slid over the 
graphene. This effect is caused by increased adhesiveness between graphene and tip due 
to aging. Second, chemical modification of graphene, specifically fluorination, affects 
friction strongly, with friction monotonically increases with increasing degree of 
fluorination. As supported by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, this dependence is 
attributed to the fact that attachment of fluorine to graphene greatly enhances the local 
energy barrier for sliding, thereby significantly altering the energy landscape experienced 
by the tip. Finally, through matched AFM and MD, the speed dependence of atomic 
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friction was explored within the framework of the Prandtl-Tomlinson model with thermal 
activation (PTT). For the first time, experiments and simulations are performed at 
overlapping scanning speeds. While friction was found to increase with the log of speed 
in both AFM and MD, consistent with the PTT model, friction in experiments was larger 
than in MD. Analysis revealed that the discrepancy was largely attributable to the 
differences in contact area and tip masses used in experiments vs. in simulation. 
Accounting for the overall influence of the two with the presence of instrument noise 
fully resolves the discrepancy. Through those novel studies and findings, it has been 
demonstrated that atomic-scale friction and adhesion can be controlled and understood, 
assisting the development of applications where variable or constant friction and 
adhesion are desired. 
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Figure 2.1: Schematics of sliding contacts at three different length scales: macro-, micro-, and 
nanoscale. At the macroscale, two surfaces are seemingly flat; at the microscale, the contact 
consists of multi-asperities; at the nanoscale, single-asperity contact can be revealed. Ar denotes 
the real contact area.  
Figure 2.2: First atomic stick-slip friction data acquired with a tungsten tip on a graphite surface. 
(a) A characteristic saw-tooth pattern can be resolved, where the period of the pattern corresponds 
to the graphite lattice. (b) A regular pattern indicating the graphite lattice can be resolved.  
Figure 2.3: Cartoon showing atomic stick-slip motion for an AFM tip with an amorphous tip 
apex sliding across a crystalline surface. Red arrows indicate the sliding direction. From (a) to (c), 
the torsion of the cantilever is increasing while the tip apex is stuck at one position corresponding 
to the potential minimum. When the elastic strain in the cantilever reaches a critical magnitude, 
the tip apex will overcome the potential minimum, and thus the strain is quickly released by 
slipping quickly to the next position, as drawn in (d). This process repeats itself and the recorded 
lateral signal will produce a regular saw-tooth pattern, where the period of the pattern 
corresponds to the lattice spacing of the crystal. 
Figure 2.4: A 1-D representation of Tomlinson model. A monatomic tip (blue) scans over a fixed 
chain of atoms (grey). The tip is attached to a slider support (black rectangle) through an elastic 
spring having a stiffness k. The forces on the tip atom are Ftip-sample, arising from the interaction of 
the tip and sample and Felastic, arising from the movement of the base. 
Figure 2.5: 1-D schematic of the FK model in which the tip atoms are connected by springs, 
having a force constant k, with their direct neighbors. They interact with each other while 
experiencing the surface potential. Pulling on the chain will build an elastic stress in the springs 
(sticking) and eventually cause the atoms to move up the side of the potential well and quickly 
slide down to the next bottom simultaneously (slipping). 
Figure 3.1: (a) Schematic setup of an AFM. A rectangular microfabricated cantilever scans 
across the sample surface; the cantilever deflection is recorded by a laser beam that is reflected 
from the backside of the cantilever to the four-quadrant photo-sensitive diode (PSD). (b) A 
representative TEM image of an unused contact-mode silicon tip. In the center, the silicon lattice 
is resolved, revealing the crystalline structure which is covered by a native, amorphous silicon 
oxide layer of a few nanometers thickness. The red dash circle was fit to estimate the tip radius of 
~4-5 nm in this case. (c) A PSD is used to simultaneously monitor the normal and torsional 
motion of the cantilever. Detection of forces is through the laser displacement: normal 
displacement of the laser corresponds to the cantilever bending normal to the surface due to 
normal forces; lateral displacement of the laser is due the cantilever twisting in response to 
lateral/friction forces. 
Figure 3.2: (a) A typical friction force image from a Si tip scanned over an area consisting of two 
materials, graphene on A and SiO2 on B, which exhibit distinct frictional behaviors. The image is 
constructed from a 512×512 matrix of sampled points. Lower brightness corresponds to lower 
friction. (b) A typical friction loop taken from the red dash line in (a). Black arrows indicate the 
scan direction. Due to hysteresis, the forward and backward scans form a friction loop. Clearly, 
the gap of the loop at A is smaller than that at B. (c) A friction force image of a Si tip on clean 
muscovite mica surface, resolving an atomic stick-slip pattern. Three-fold symmetry can be 
observed from the image, which matches the symmetry and spacing of the sample‘s lattice. (d) A 
representative friction loop, where stick-slip pattern can be seen. The slope of the sticking phase 
corresponds to the total lateral stiffness ktot. 
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Figure 3.3: The work presented in this thesis is performed with four different AFM‘s. (a) Veeco 
Multimode AFM, (b) Asylum MFP-3D, (c) RHK 350 AFM, and (d) RHK 750 AFM.   
Figure 3.4: A typical force distance (FD) curve. Dark blue arrows indicate the direction of the 
AFM tip motion. The tip approaches the sample surface from a large tip-sample separation 
distance (out-of-contact state, curve part 1), and after the snap-in, the tip presses on the sample 
(in-contact state) while it pushes on the sample (curve part 2). This completes the approach part 
of the curve, plotted in green. After the approach, the tip retracts from the surface (curve part 3), 
and the tip remains in contact with the surface until the pull-off event occurs (curve part 4), and 
separates from the sample (curve part 5), plotted in black.   
Figure 3.5: A typical FD curve measured in a direct pull-off measurement on graphite. The blue 
arrow indicates the magnitude of the pull-off force; the green arrow indicates the pull-off event. 
The pull-off force measured in this graph corresponds to ~18 nN. 
Figure 3.6: Schematic view of the D-LFC setup. Note here the design of the AFM. During the 
calibration, the AFM tip and the PG sheet are moving together with respect to the magnets. 
Figure 3.7: Left: Schematic view of the holder for the D-LFC setup specially designed to ensure 
compatibility with the RHK AFM‘s. Right: Optical image of the setup mounted into a RHK 
specimen holder inside the RHK AFM.   
Figure 3.8: Two types of inelastic electron scattering. Left: the final scattered state has a higher 
energy than the initial state (Stokes scattering); Right: the final state has a lower energy state 
(anti-Stokes scattering).  
Figure 3.9: (a) Vibrational modes of carbon atoms (black spheres) in a graphene/graphite 
network. The case on the left corresponds to E2g mode, or the ‗stretching mode‘; and the right 
case represents the A1g mode, or the ‗breathing mode‘. (b) A typical Raman spectrum on a single-
layer graphene, with the G and 2D peaks at ~1580 cm
-1
 and ~2700 cm
-1
.  
Figure 3.10: Results from Raman spectroscopy presented in the thesis are acquired with a NT-
MDT Integra Raman spectrometer. The key components of the spectrometer are indicated, from 
left to right: upright microscope, inverted microscope allowing for bottom illumination of the 
Raman laser, and finally the spectrum analyzer. The entire spectrometer is resting on an air table 
to reduce mechanical noise when the sample is moved with respect to the laser beam for 
recording a Raman map. 
Figure 3.11: (a) Tip profile of a Si AFM tip; the probe chip (not shown) is located beyond the far 
left of the image. (b) A zoomed-in image of the tip shank. The typical fringes are due to the 
variation in the thickness of the shank. (c) A high-resolution TEM image of the tip apex where Si 
crystal lattice can be resolved. The tip is terminated by a thin amorphous silicon oxide layer.  
Figure 3.12: The JEOL 2100 high-resolution TEM that was employed to investigate AFM tips.   
Figure 4.1: (a) Graphene friction vs. layer numbers. The magnitude of the forces is normalized to 
the value for the thinnest layer. (b) and (c) The proposed puckering effect. As the AFM tip slides 
over the graphene membrane (direction indicated by the green arrows), due to the low bending 
stiffness of thin graphene (b), the graphene deforms elastically in the out-of-plane due to shear 
and adhesion forces, resulting in an increased contact area in front of the tip (indicated by the 
color scale, red being the highest deflection height and blue the lowest). 
Figure 4.2: Mechanical exfoliation method is used to prepare graphene samples. (a) Optical 
image of a typical graphene flake prepared this way. (b) A typical Raman map of the G band, and 
(c) AFM topography image of the same flake. Layer numbers are determined based on AFM 
topography and Raman topography images, and are indicated here by 1L, 2L etc. Single-layer 
graphene has a thickness of ~0.34 nm. 
Figure 4.3: Normalized pull-off forces plotted versus measurement number on FLG with 1 to 5 
layers, acquired using direct pull-off measurements. The measured pull-off forces have been 
normalized to their mean values in each set of connected data points. Normalized pull-off forces 
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plotted versus FD curve measurement number for (b) freshly-cleaved and (c) aged graphite, 
respectively. In (b) and (c) the same tip was used. However, each ―set‖ refers to pull-off forces 
measured in different regions of interest on the same sample. A gray dashed line indicates the 
mean value in each case.  
Figure 4.4: (a) Normalized pull-off forces versus number of layers of graphene. The same tip 
was used within one test, and a single area investigated for each bar plotted. The number of layers 
was varied with a random order. Different tips and FLG samples were used in the three tests. 
Each test on graphite was performed on an N2-aged sample, using the same tip used for the other 
FLG samples indicated for that test. Error bars represent the standard deviation in the mean value 
of the normalized pull-off force for each FLG or graphite sample (a few tens of measurements 
acquired for each). (b) Normalized pull-off forces versus number of layers of graphene, measured 
in ambient air. The same tip was throughout the entire measurement. The number of layers was 
varied in random order. Error bars represent the standard deviation in the mean value of the 
normalized pull-off force for each FLG (~100 measurements acquired for each). 
Figure 4.5: (a) Normalized pull-off forces vs. measurement number on FLG with 1 to 5 layers, 
acquired using the pre-sliding methodology. The pull-off forces of the each set (connected with a 
solid line) have been normalized to the mean values of that particular set (represented by a grey 
dashed line). The measurements on graphene come from a single sample and have all been 
conducted using the same tip. The same pre-sliding measurement carried out on (b) freshly-
cleaved graphite and (c) aged graphite. In (b) and (c) the same tip has been used in both ―sets‖, 
but measurements have been performed on different regions of interest that are far away from 
each other. The pull-off forces have been normalized to the mean value of the dataset (black 
dashed line). 
Figure 4.6: Mean pull-off forces of the first data point of all dataset of pull-off force 
measurements collected, normalized beforehand in a manner described earlier. The mean values 
for each FLG layer number and for aged graphite was calculated from over 100 measurements of 
an increased pull-off force during pre-sliding measurements. Error bars represent the standard 
deviation obtained from averaging the first data points for each layer number. 
Figure 4.7: (a) Normalized pre-sliding pull-off forces measured on graphene on muscovite mica. 
Clearly, overall the pull-off force stays rather constant and no sliding-history dependence is 
observed due to the stronger graphene-mica adhesion. Notice the 1 layer graphene shows an 
extremely low variation. (b) Normalized pre-sliding pull-off forces measured on a bare muscovite 
mica substrate. No sliding-history dependence is observed in any of these cases.  
Figure 4.8: (a) FEM simulation results for normalized pull-off forces for interaction rations of 
wtip−gr/wgr−sub =1.2 (green) and 2.0 (red) using direct pull-off measurements and with pre-sliding. 
The direct pull-off force is the same as that with pre-sliding for an interaction ratio of 1.2, 
whereas an interaction ratio of 2.0 results in an increase of ~9% compared to direct pull-off. (b) 
and (c) show excerpts from simulations with interaction ratio 1.2 for direct pull-off and with pre-
sliding, respectively. The same for (d) and (e) is shown but with interaction ratio 2.0.  
Figure 4.9: A schematic view of the pre-sliding pull-off measurement. The bold, green arrows 
indicate the direction of the tip motion. The red line represents the top graphene layer that is aged 
and thus can delaminate due to its enhanced interaction with the tip. (a) The AFM tip makes 
initial contact with the graphene sheet prior to reciprocating over that local area. (b) While 
scanning in a reciprocating motion, a small, asymmetric pucker gradually develops due to 
adhesion and friction between the sample and the tip. (c) At the end of the sliding cycles, the tip 
retracts. Due to the strengthened tip-graphene interaction, the interfacial configuration has 
changed such that the top layer locally delaminates. This enhances the pull-off force. (d) After 
retraction, the graphene sheet relaxes and returns to the undeformed state.  
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Figure 5.1: Atomic structures of (a) graphene, (b) partially fluorinated graphene, and (c) fully 
fluorinated graphene. Black spheres represent carbon atoms and green spheres represent fluorine 
atoms. Note the hexagonal structure of graphene is retained after fluorination, although the 
perfectly planar structure is lost due to the different bonding properties between C-C bonds and 
C-F bonds, resulting in out-of-plane deformation. Note that the structures illustrated here only 
represent ordered fluorination.  
Figure 5.2: Sample preparation steps: (a)-(c) CVD graphene grown on Cu foil and transferred 
onto SiO2/Si substrate. (d) PMMA mask was locally patterned. (e) Graphene on SiO2/Si was 
selectively etched by XeF2 gas; (f) after lift-off, pristine and fluorinated graphene were obtained 
side-by-side on substrate. 
Figure 5.3: Two snapshots of MD simulations during tip sliding from left to right. The red 
arrows indicate the scan direction. The black arrows indicate the direction of the normal load. (a) 
C4F and (b) pristine graphene.  
Figure 5.4: (a) Optical image of graphene and FG after 10 minute XeF2 exposure. Small purplish 
islands are multi-layer fluorinated graphene regions. (b) Optical image of graphene and FG after 
1 minute XeF2 exposure. Blue boxes are drawn to better indicate the graphene-FG boundary.  
Figure 5.5: (a) Raman D peak map of the area indicated with red box (iii) in Figure 5.3 (b). (b) 
Raman spectra of graphene with various degrees of fluorination. For pristine graphene (black 
spectrum), the ratio between the 2D and G peak intensities indicates that the region consists of a 
single layer graphene. As soon as the fluorination begins, a clear D peak appears, signifying the 
presence of defects due to fluorination. As the exposure time further increases, the intensity of 2D 
peak is suppressed and the D peak emerges, indicating that graphene is becoming more 
fluorinated.  
Figure 5.6: AFM topography and AFM friction map scanned on the area indicated with the red 
box (i) in Figure 5.4 (a). (a) Topography image from which it is clear that fluorination does not 
modify the roughness or topography of the area, (b) The corresponding friction signal taken at the 
same area. Darker region corresponds to lower friction forces. (c) Friction image collected on a 
different area. (d) High-resolution lateral force image acquired on the pristine graphene in (c), 
atomic stick-slip friction can be resolved with a periodic lattice, indicating the surface is highly 
ordered. (e) High-resolution lateral force image taken on FG. The absence of stick-slip friction on 
FG suggests that fluorination has destroyed the regularity of the graphene surface. 
Figure 5.7: Friction vs. load data acquired across the graphene-FG boundary. Comparison of 
friction vs. normal load data sets plotted obtained by AFM experimental data. The slope of the 
two data sets are fit by a linear function, revealing a 6× difference for friction coefficients 
between FG and pristine graphene. (b) Ratio of measured coefficient of friction (from linear fits 
to respective friction vs. normal load plots) between fluorinated graphene and graphene, as a 
function of fluorination time. Labeled vertical lines indicate specific stoichiometries determined 
from X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) for corresponding fluorination times.  
Figure 5.8: Results from MD simulations. (a) Friction as a function of normal load for pristine 
graphene, C8F, C4F, and C2F. A strong increase in friction occurs once the graphene is 
fluorinated. Additional fluorination does not affect the friction further. Overall μFG/μgraphene ratio 
ranges between 7.3-8.0. (b) Corrugation amplitude of the potential energy as a function of atomic 
content of fluorine on graphene from the simulations in (a), calculations performed at 3 different 
loads: 0, 10, and 20 nN. (c)-(f) Contour maps of the tip-sample potential energy for the same 
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samples. Each map is shown for an area of ~0.7×1.0 nm2. The color scale for all three maps 
covers the range 0-0.9 eV. 
Figure 5.9: Simulation results for C4F. (a) Friction traces obtained in MD simulations of sliding 
on ordered FG and graphene. Consistent with the experimental observations, the simulation 
results indicate that friction on FG samples is much higher than that on pristine graphene. 
Because of the regular distribution of F atoms on graphene, the friction profile shows ordered 
pattern for FG samples that is different from the experiments. (b) The line profiles of the friction 
force for disordered C4F as a function of normal load. 
Figure 6.1: Gold samples prepared through thermal evaporation onto freshly-cleaved muscovite 
mica. The nominal thickness of the gold layer is 300 nm. (a) Optical camera image of the as-
deposited sample; (b) AFM topography image, as-deposited; grains with an average size of ~100 
nm are visible. (c) AFM topography, after annealing, showing many atomically flat terraces. 
Figure 6.2: NI USB-BNS 6125, with a data sampling rate of 1.25 MHz. Only one analogue input 
channel is connected to the lateral signal channel output from the AFM controller.  
Figure 6.3: (a): Photographs of the newly designed sample holder. The green arrow indicates the 
flat top assembly of the new sample holder. (b) A close-up photograph shows the shear piezo 
mounted on a ramp. The blue arrow indicates the direction of shearing. The green arrows indicate 
the lead wires supplying voltage to the shear piezo. (c) Schematic cross-sectional view of the 
sample when mounted onto the shear piezo and a steel wedge. The steel wedge is has an angle of 
5° to compensate the intrinsic tilt angle of the AFM yet allowing the tip to approach. (d) The new 
sample holder mounted into the AFM chamber. (e) AFM cantilever and a gold sample. Due to the 
steel wedge, the tip can be brought into contact by walking the AFM scanner laterally to the left. 
Figure 6.4: MD model of the SiO2 tip scanning across the Au(111) substrate. Gold-colored 
spheres represent gold atoms. Black-grey particles represent SiO2. The red arrows indicate the 
direction of the normal load. 
Figure 6.5: (a) Topographic image shows large terraces (> 100 nm
2
) are observed on the Au(111) 
surface. The quality of the surface preparation was verified by the presence of herringbone 
surface reconstruction (shown in (b)) and the stick-slip pattern in the friction signal (shown in 
(c)).  
Figure 6.6: Pre-mortem TEM images of Tips 1 and 2 used for data acquisition. The initial tip 
radius for Tip 1 is 4.9 nm and 3.6 nm for Tip 2.  
Figure 6.7: Step-by-step schematic illustration of the analysis method using custom-written 
MATLAB script. The algorithm is used to extract individual friction loops in the string of data 
collected at each frequency. (a) A representative friction vs. time data acquired at 300 Hz with 
Tip 1. At sliding time ~150 ms the shear piezo was actuated for 10 cycles and stopped 
immediately, at sliding time ~175 ms; given the frequency, 10 cycles lasted for ~33.3 ms. (b) A 
zoomed-in plot of the individual sliding cycles at the red dashed box in (a). MATLAB script is 
then used to identify forward and reverse scan directions, and plotted vs. sliding distance in (d). 
From (d), fiction force is calculated.  
Figure 6.8: Friction force vs. scanning speed for Tip 1 (black squares) and 2 (red circles). The 
solid line (Tip 1) and dashed line (Tip 2) are fits of the PTT model to the data, which yield, for 
Tip 1: Fc= 1.5±0.2 nN, β = (4.8 ± 2.0)×10
5
 N
3/2
/J, and f0 = 108±42 kHz; and for Tip 2: Fc = 
0.9±0.2 nN, β = (2.5±0.3)×105 N3/2/J, and f0 = 700±200 kHz. The normal applied force is 0.0±0.2 
nN in both data sets. Error bars represent the standard deviation in the calculated mean friction 
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force. Top-left inset shows a friction loop acquired with Tip 1 at ~5.8 μm/s; an atomic stick-slip 
pattern can be clearly resolved corresponding to scanning along the [110] direction.  
Figure 6.9: Friction force as a function of scanning speed from MD at 300 K (cyan diamonds) 
and 0.5 K (purple triangles), and PRD (blue circles) at 300 K. Dashed lines indicate fits of the 
PRD data to the PTT model using a value of Fc of 2.56±0.02 nN from the simulations run at 0.5 
K, yielding β=(2.9±0.2)×105 N3/2/J and f0=120±30 GHz. 
Figure 6.10: MD (cyan and red solid diamonds), PRD (blue solid circles), and experimental 
results from Tip 1 (black squares) and Tip 2 (red solid circles) plotted together. MD predictions 
are reported for 1.0 nm (cyan diamonds) and 2.2 nm (red diamonds) contact radii, rc, where the 
latter is consistent with an extrapolation of the low-speed friction trend observed for Tip 1. The 
relationship between Fc and contact size is also used to extrapolate the PRD data to a 2.2 nm 
contact radius (blue hollow circles). 
Figure 6.11: Master equation method (two-noise model) fit to experimental data. One can 
observe that due to the instrument noise, it is possible to reproduce two transitions in friction vs. 
speed data.  
Figure 6.12: Pull-off force acquired as a function of sample temperature, ranging from ~115 – 
300 K. No systematic variation of the pull-off force with temperature was not observed. The blue 
dash line represents the mean value (~7.3 nN) of the data set and the red box indicates the range 
of the standard deviation of the mean.  
Figure 6.13: Stick-slip friction is clearly observed for scans performed near RT (a), however, as 
the temperatures increases (b), the pattern significantly decreased compared the one obtained at 
RT shown in (a). These images were used for calculating friction forces. (c) Friction vs. sample 
temperature varied from ~115 – 480 K, a strong decrease in friction was observed, data acquired 
at a 17 nm/s scan speed. 
Figure 6.14: (a) Friction vs. temperature data acquired at three different speeds. For all three 
speeds, friction drops rapidly as a function of temperature up to RT, at which point friction 
remains fairly insensitive to temperature. Inset: At cryogenic temperatures, a trend of speed-
dependent friction at a particular temperature  is visible, indicating that at those temperatures, 
friction is more sensitive to speeds than above ~180 K. Straight lines are drawn simply to indicate 
the trend. (b) MD simulation results from studies at a comparable temperature range after closely 
matching the test parameters, plotted for the same axis ranges as (a). Similar friction behavior is 
observed, although the dependence is far less strong compared to the experiments. The inset 
shows that the friction forces are also slightly affected by the scanning speed, with higher 
scanning speeds leading to higher friction, as seen previously for studies at room temperature.  
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 
Latin symbols 
a lattice spacing 
ar real contact radius 
Ar real contact area 
b width of the cantilever 
E Young‘s modulus 
E0 potential energy barrier height 
Ec composite Young‘s modulus 
f0   attempt frequency 
f0,n   cantilever normal resonance frequency 
f0,t cantilever torsional resonance frequency 
Fadh adhesion force 
Fadh, DMT adhesion force in the DMT model 
Fadh, JKR adhesion force in the JKR model 
Fc mean friction force at zero Kelvin 
Ff friction force 
FL lateral force 
FL,fwd lateral force forward direction 
FL,bwd lateral force backward direction 
Fn normal force 
Fpo pull-off force 
G shear modulus  
G* reduced shear modulus 
h tip height  
k spring stiffness 
kB Boltzmann constant 
kcontact lateral contact stiffness 
kL cantilever lateral stiffness 
ktip lateral stiffness of the tip 
ktot total lateral stiffness 
kφ torsional stiffness  
l cantilever length 
m mass 
Qn normal resonance quality factor  
Qt torsional resonance quality factor 
rc contact radius  
R tip radius 
xix 
 
S sensitivity of photosensitive detector 
t cantilever thickness 
T temperature  
v scanning speed 
v0 characteristic speed 
Va-b normal photo detector signal 
Vc-d lateral photo detector signal 
w cantilever width 
wgr-sub graphene-substrate interaction strength 
wtip-gr tip-graphene interaction strength 
W12 work of adhesion 
z0 equilibrium separation between two bodies 
 
Greek symbols 
β  parameter related to the lateral potential profile 
ε depth of the potential well in the Lennar-Jones potential 
δ   elastic deformation 
ΔE energy corrugation amplitude 
  
  imaginary part of the normal hydrodynamic damping function for a rectangular 
cantilever 
  
  imaginary part of the torsional hydrodynamic damping function for a 
rectangular cantilever 
λ Maugis transition parameter 
η viscosity of the medium 
ρ material density 
ρf fluid density 
ζ equilibrium distance in the Lennar-Jones potential 
τ interfacial shear strength 
μ friction coefficient  
μFG friction coefficient on fluorinated graphene  
μgraphene friction coefficient on graphene  
μT Tabor‘s parameter 
ν Poisson‘s ratio 
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Important of Tribology 
Tribology, a field whose name was coined in the 1960s and derived from the 
Greek word ‗tribos‘ for ‗rubbing‘, is the multi-disciplinary study of friction, adhesion, 
lubrication, and wear [1]. Although this name is relatively new, the founding ideas have 
been known for centuries. As any pair of contacting bodies with relative motion 
experiences frictional dissipation, it is therefore one of the oldest physical phenomena 
that we know. While humankind has dealt with friction phenomena already since the 
ancient times, as illustrated by wall paintings found in an ancient Egyptian tomb dating 
from the 18
th
 century BC [2], the first recorded scientific study on friction was not carried 
out until the 15
th
 century AD by Leonardo da Vinci, and further developed by Guillaume 
Amontons and Charles-Augustin de Coulomb in the 17
th
 century [3]. 
The multi-disciplinary nature of tribological phenomena is well demonstrated in 
the fact that tribology is relevant across a tremendous range of length scales. For 
example, starting from the kilometer scale, geoscientists study tribology in order to better 
understand the behavior of tectonic plates and thus to better predict earthquakes [4, 5]. At 
the meter scale, mechanical engineers and material scientists study tribology to improve 
the fuel efficiency of automobiles [6, 7]. Thanks to the continued development of 
tribological sciences, automobiles have become more efficient, safer, and more reliable 
[8]. At the micrometer scale, tribology is relevant for the performance of hard disk drives 
and other microscale devices which are commonly found in modern Digital Light 
Processing (DLP) projectors [8]. In particular, hard disk drive technology poses a great 
challenge for tribology given the ongoing demands for increase in data storage capacity 
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and reduction in size [9]. From 1956, with the introduction of the first computer hard disk 
drive, to today, the storage density has increased by a factor of ~10
9 
[8, 9]. Finally, at the 
nanometer scale, tribology is relevant in studying fundamental physical phenomena, 
including atomic-scale vibrations, sliding, and wear [10-14].  
Despite its long history, the importance of tribology was first pointed out only a 
half century ago by H. P. Jost to the government of the United Kingdom in his seminal 
‗Jost Report‘ in 1966 [1]. This report then triggered a significant investment in tribology 
research. Jost recognized that 1.3%-1.6% of the gross national product of an 
industrialized country could potentially be saved through proper understanding and 
control of tribology [15]. This percentage equates to hundreds of billions of dollars 
annually in the United States alone. Knowing that undesired friction, adhesion, and wear 
are pathways of energy loss and material waste, tremendous gains can potentially be 
attained in energy efficiency and reduced material consumption if friction, adhesion, and 
wear could be better understood and controlled. In the light of the increasing need for 
energy and the decreasing available energy resources, it is vital to humanity to learn how 
to deal with friction, lubrication, and wear, making the field of tribology a highly relevant 
area of fundamental and application-oriented research. Another industrial and societal 
aspect that continually requires better knowledge of tribology is the rapidly growing field 
of nanotechnology, namely the link between the atomic and nanometer structure of 
materials and their respective tribological properties. This field also includes the study of 
device miniaturization, such as the design and fabrication of micro- and 
nanoelectromechanical systems (M-/NEMS). Specifically, as devices shrink in size, the 
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increased surface-to-volume ratio ensures that friction and other interfacial forces such as 
adhesion become a critical concern, compared to larger-scale machines.  
Despite the long history of friction, our current understanding of the fundamental 
principles that govern friction remains incomplete. Fundamentally, this fact is best 
demonstrated by the fact that there is no fundamental theory available yet to predict 
friction. Before the advent of microscale/nanoscale tribology, due to the complexity of 
tribological interactions, much of the insight made was largely empirical or was gained 
through trial-and-error. Indeed, interactions between two surfaces in contact and/or 
relative motion, either through rolling or sliding, are governed by a large number of 
physical parameters, including material properties, the shape of the contacting bodies, 
their topography, and chemical and physical compositions, as well as the interaction 
conditions, such as the speed of the relative motion, temperature, direction of scanning, 
applied load, presence of lubricant, air or vacuum etc. Additionally, the fact that the 
contact is constantly evolving makes studying it even more challenging. For example, 
during the motion, the contact interface can evolve as a result of frictional heating, 
material transfer or loss, elastic and/or plastic deformation, bond formation and breakage 
between the two surfaces, or the occurrence of other chemical reactions, such as 
protective layers.  
Owing to the advancement of instrumentation tools (and complemented by 
simulation techniques), it is now possible to better understand the fundamental 
mechanisms as we can examine sub-microscale, single-point contacts (known as 
asperities) with extremely high force and displacement resolution [16]. Therefore, one 
highly successful approach of studying tribology is to reduce the interacting interface to 
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small scales, where one can more easily isolate the interaction parameters and identify 
their influences. This approach defines the relatively recently identified field of 
nanotribology, which has become increasingly relevant since 1990s. Using the 
knowledge gained at the small-scale single-asperity contacts, fundamental physical 
mechanisms of friction can be identified and subsequently bridged and applied to larger-
scale multi-asperity contacts. This thesis, however, will not cover all friction-related 
disciplines; instead, its main focus will be studying the mechanisms controlling friction 
and adhesion at dry, nearly wearless, elastic contacts at the atomic length-scale by 
examining interfaces between materials that are simple and well-defined, but also 
scientifically and technologically relevant, including contacts between silicon AFM tips 
and two-dimensional (2-D) solid lubricants, and between silicon AFM tips and gold 
surfaces. The overall objective of this thesis will be to contribute to a deeper 
understanding of the origins of friction and adhesion, which will benefit scientists and 
engineers in both nanoscopic and macroscopic research communities. Indeed, achieving 
those goals has the potential to produce highly useful insights into larger-scale contact 
phenomena, which will certainly be applicable to many different length scales, including 
M-/NEMS devices, the automobile industry, or even systems as large as tectonic plates in 
geosciences. 
This thesis has been structured as follows. Following the Introduction (Chapter 1), 
a literature review of the published literature on friction and adhesion at the nanoscale 
will be presented in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 will discuss the experimental tools and analysis 
techniques used in the studies presented in this thesis. Chapters 4 through 6 will discuss 
the experimental results collected and analyzed within this thesis. Specifically, Chapter 4 
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will present work on adhesion studies on graphene, one of the most promising 2-D 
materials, partially based on the work published in Ref. [17]. In Chapter 5, friction 
studies on graphene and fluorinated graphene, partially based on the work in Ref. [18] 
will be presented. Chapter 6 will cover novel results obtained during this PhD on 
thermally-activated friction processes during sliding, including the speed-dependence 
friction on gold thin films, already published in Ref. [19], as well as studies of 
temperature dependence of friction for contacts with bulk molybdenum disulfide (MoS2). 
Finally, in Chapter 7, I will draw conclusions from the previous chapters and point out 
the future plans.  
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Chapter 2: Friction and Adhesion: A Review 
2.1.1: Introduction to Friction 
The classical friction laws we know today were largely the results initiated by da 
Vinci, Amontons, and Coulomb. From his experiments with sliding blocks and rolling 
weights, da Vinci empirically found that friction is doubled when the block‘s weight is 
doubled, and it is independent of the planar dimensions of the object, as long as the 
weight is not changed [1]. About two hundred years after da Vinci, Amontons published 
the first scientific report on macroscopic friction laws by reformulating da Vinci‘s 
findings in a mathematical way:  
(1) The friction force Ff is directly proportional to load (normal force) Fn:  
Ff = μFn ,      (2.1) 
with μ being a proportional factor that is known as the frictional coefficient and is a 
property of the pair of surfaces in contact. 
(2) The friction force is independent of the apparent contact area between the sliding 
surfaces [1]. About a century later, Coulomb built further on this and developed the 
understanding of friction by uncovering the difference between static and kinetic friction, 
and added an observation that the friction force is almost independent of the scanning 
speed within a practical speed range. Those classical laws of friction still hold for a wide 
range, macroscopic sliding interfaces and remain extensively used currently. 
During the first part of the twentieth century, along with the advancement of 
modern physics, including the invention of the theory of relativity and quantum 
mechanics, Bowden and Tabor realized that virtually all surfaces are rough, and that for a 
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contacting interface, the true contact area is actually a very small percentage of the 
apparent contact area (which Amontons had considered in his formulation) [2]. The true 
contact area, rather, consists of a number of smaller individual asperities, which are 
created when two macroscopic surfaces are brought together. This hierarchy is 
demonstrated in Figure 2.1. Given that friction is governed by these asperities, Bowden 
and Tabor then re-formulated the friction law by including the observation that Ff is 
proportional to the true contact area, as given by  
Ff = τAr,      (2.2) 
where τ is the average interfacial shear strength of the contact and Ar the real contact area. 
Later on, Greenwood and Williamson found that for surfaces with randomly roughness, 
Ar is nearly linearly proportional to the load Fn [3], in which case, the classical friction 
law in  Equation 2.1 is recovered. In more modern approaches, the real contact area was 
observed to be linearly proportional to the load at low loads for self-affine surfaces [4, 5].  
 
Figure 2.1: Schematics of sliding contacts at three different length scales: macro-, micro-, and 
nanoscale. At the macroscale, two surfaces are seemingly flat; at the microscale, the contact 
consists of multi-asperities; at the nanoscale, single-asperity contact can be revealed. Ar denotes 
the real contact area.  
Art
Microscale contact Nanoscale contactMacroscale contact
Surface 1
Surface 2
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2.1.2: Microscopic Single-Asperity Friction 
For microscopic single-asperity contacts, one often applies the contact mechanics 
models of a single asperity being pressed into contact with a flat surface under some 
applied load to interpret experimental friction results within the context of the previously 
discussed theories of friction. This ‗asperity-on-flat‘ problem is approximated such that 
the model of sphere on a flat can be applied. This approximation lets us gain insight into 
the nature of single-asperity contact. A commonly used model that works extremely well 
is the Hertz model [6], as formulated by Heinrich Hertz, who was considered to be the 
first to set the foundation for the field of modern contact mechanics [6] when he analyzed 
the elastic deformation for an elliptical contact area. According to the Hertz model, the 
real contact area Ar, and elastic deformation δ for circular contact between a spherical 
lens and a flat plane under an applied normal force Fn can be described by the equation: 
     (
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,    (2.4) 
where R is the radius of the sphere, Ec is the so-called composite elastic modulus of the 
contacting materials and defined as 
 
  
  
    
 
  
  
    
 
  
. Here,    and    represent the 
Young‘s moduli of the sphere and plane;    and    are the Poisson‘s ratio of the sphere 
and plane. The Hertz model considers the area of a smooth macroscopic contact between 
two homogeneous, isotropic, linear elastic materials and does not consider any attractive 
forces acting between the bodies. Moreover, Hertz model also assumes that the radius of 
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the sphere is much greater than the radius of the true contact, strains are small, and finally 
that no friction exists between the sphere and the flat [6]. 
When the shear strength τ is taken as a constant, friction is then calculated by  
      (
    
   
)
 
 
,    (2.5)   
or more simply Ff ∝ Fn
2/3
. Although this dependence has been shown to be reasonably 
accurate, it turns out that particularly at the microscale and nanoscale, contacts are 
adhesive, and more challenging is that the effect of adhesion is rather crucial and thus 
cannot be neglected. Following this, two important models were introduced. The first is 
the Johnson-Kendall-Roberts (JKR) model, which considered that due to the surface 
energies of the contacting solids, the adhesive force will result in a tensile stress at the 
outer edge of the contact and cause elastic deformation [7]. This model included the 
adhesion force and formulated a new equation for the contact radius and deformation δ 
that is greater than the non-adhesive Hertz contact. Another important contact mechanics 
is the Derjaguin–Müller–Toporov (DMT) model [8], which provides the other limit of 
infinite range adhesion interaction, as is more applicable for perfectly rigid solids [8, 9]. 
The DMT model also adds an extra term representing the adhesion force to the total 
contact area. In short, the JKR and DMT models provide two limiting cases: JKR is valid 
where the elastic deformation induced by adhesion greatly exceeds the range of the 
adhesive interactions, which is the case for contacts of low stiffness, large radius of the 
sphere and work of adhesion, and small interaction range. In contrary, DMT is valid in 
the case when the contacting bodies are highly stiff, and have a weak, long-range 
adhesion interaction. 
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All three models predict a non-linear dependence of contact area vs. load; which 
early on has been confirmed by a considerable amount of experimental studies on a 
single-asperity contact, including Refs. [10-14]. While the JKR and DMT models seemed 
contradictory, Tabor formulated that the two models are in fact the two ends of the 
spectrum, and defined a transition parameter or the so-called Tobor parameter μT [15] 
   (
   
  
   
 )
   
,    (2.6) 
where W is the work of adhesion, z0 is the equilibrium separation between the two bodies.  
The Tabor parameter was used to examine the model that applies depending on the 
degree of elastic deformation and the range of adhesion: for large μT the JKR model 
applies and the DMT models applies for small μT. The use of the Tabor parameter will be 
discussed more in Chapter 6. Maugis further combined the JKR and DMT models 
together to interpolate the two limiting cases in order to deal with intermediate cases [16]. 
In this Maugis-Dugdale (M-D) model, he defined the transition parameter, the Maugis 
parameter λ, that can be used to evaluate the regime that applies to a certain problem, 
either JKR, DMT, or intermediate. The transition parameter is equal to 1.16μT. It is 
shown that the JKR model is applicable when  >5, and DMT when  <0.1, whereas the 
Hertz model applies when  =0 [16].  
2.1.3: Atomic-Scale Stick-Slip Friction 
Besides the observations of frictional properties that deviate from classical 
friction laws, another interesting observation in nanotribology that was possible due to 
the development of the AFM is atomic-scale stick-slip behavior on crystalline surfaces. 
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This behavior, unlike the conventional macroscopic stick-slip behavior observed e.g. in 
creaking door hinges, screeching tires, or even in earthquakes, originates from the 
atomic-scale periodicity of the substrate atomic lattice as the tip, which often has an 
amorphous crystal structure, slides across the surface. Atomic stick-slip behavior is 
manifested as a very characteristic saw-tooth shape of the lateral force that is caused by 
the AFM probe tip jumping unstably over single, or, under certain conditions, over a 
multiple number of lattice spacing [17, 18]. Mate et al. published first pioneering results 
on atomic stick-slip using a tungsten tip sliding over a graphite surface (Figure 2.2 [19]).  
 
Figure 2.2: First atomic stick-slip friction data acquired with a tungsten tip on a graphite surface. 
(a) A characteristic saw-tooth pattern can be resolved, where the period of the pattern corresponds 
to the graphite lattice. (b) A regular pattern indicating the graphite lattice can be resolved. 
Adapted from Mate et al. [19]. 
Atomic stick-slip motion is a seemingly simple process, yet it contains a wealth of 
physical information, of which some is not fully understood yet, which will be discussed 
in more detail in Chapter 6. Atomic stick-slip motion can be understood in the following 
manner: the tip and substrate stick together initially while lateral strain builds up because 
of a high interfacial potential barrier – this is referred to as sticking, as shown in Figure 
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2.3, cases (a)-(c). When the lateral strain reaches a maximum value, the tip will slide 
rapidly with respect to the sample – this is referred to as slipping, shown as case (d) in 
Figure 2.3. This slip will result in the tip slipping one (or an integer number) of atomic 
lattice spaces until the tip becomes stuck in a surface potential minima once again. The 
process repeats itself as the strain energy needs to be built up again until the magnitude 
reaches a critical value to initiate the next slip event. Schematically, atomic stick-slip 
motion can be visualized with the saw-tooth pattern shown in Figure 2.3. From this 
figure, note that stick-slip behavior is characterized by the slow sticking phase followed 
by fast slipping of the tip with respect to the sample, with a contact area of multiple 
atoms involved, rather than the AFM tip smoothly tracing out individual atomic 
corrugations. After Mate et al.‘s work, it has been reported that many other materials also 
exhibit atomic stick-slip friction, including muscovite mica [20], MoS2 [21], diamond 
[22],  as well as some metallic materials (e.g. copper [23] and gold [24]), and some ionic 
crystals (e.g. NaCl, NaF, KBr) [25-27].  
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Figure 2.3: Cartoon showing atomic stick-slip motion for an AFM tip with an amorphous tip 
apex sliding across a crystalline surface. Red arrows indicate the sliding direction. From (a) to (c), 
the torsion of the cantilever is increasing while the tip apex is stuck at one position corresponding 
to the potential minimum. When the elastic strain in the cantilever reaches a critical magnitude, 
the tip apex will overcome the potential minimum, and thus the strain is quickly released by 
slipping quickly to the next position, as drawn in (d). This process repeats itself and the recorded 
lateral signal will produce a regular saw-tooth pattern, where the period of the pattern 
corresponds to the lattice spacing of the crystal. 
Several theories have appeared as an attempt to explain and model atomic stick-
slip behavior, and among them is the Prandtl-Tomlinson (PT) model, which was 
introduced in 1929 [28, 29]. The model is schematically depicted in Figure 2.4. In this 
one-dimensional (1-D) model, the atoms (grey spheres) ordered within a lattice acts a 
series of periodically-arranged energy barriers that the tip (blue sphere) must overcome as 
it slides over the surface. The elastic forces between the tip and sample, as well as the 
force generated by the cantilever, are modeled as a single spring with a stiffness k pulling 
the tip along the surface by the scanner (black rectangle), which defines the scanning 
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speed. As the tip slides along the surface, it becomes trapped in the potential minima 
between the atoms until sufficient elastic strain has built up in the spring to slide to the 
next site. When this occurs, the tip jumps to the next potential minima, advancing one 
atomic lattice position and resulting in the energy stored in the spring being dissipated. 
Determining where and how the stored elastic energy is dissipated is of great importance 
in order to explain the fundamental mechanisms of friction. The PT model has been 
expanded to address a number of important issues.  For example, the stiffness of the tip-
sample contact, tip, and cantilever all have different values separately considered in AFM 
experiments. Furthermore, the contact between the AFM asperity and the surface is not 
one point mass, since the AFM tip apex has a radius of ~10 nm.  
 
Figure 2.4: A 1-D representation of Tomlinson model. A monatomic tip (blue) scans over a fixed 
chain of atoms (grey). The tip is attached to a slider support (black rectangle) through an elastic 
spring having a stiffness k. The forces on the tip atom are Ftip-sample, arising from the interaction of 
the tip and sample and Felastic, arising from the movement of the base. 
Another common model is the Frenkel-Kontarova (FK) model [30], developed in 
1938, which has another picture by taking a chain of atoms (representing atoms at the 
AFM tip apex) connected by springs with their direct neighbors. Hence, there is mutual 
interaction via harmonic potentials as represented by springs. The FK model is 
schematically depicted in Figure 2.5. Similar to the PT model, while pulling the chain 
along the periodic potential, the tip atoms feel a resistive force also from the gradient of 
k
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the periodic potentials in the surface. For the case of equal density of tip atoms and 
potential minima, and in the absence of lateral force, the equilibrium configuration is for 
all atoms to stay at the bottoms of the potential well. Pulling on the chain will build an 
elastic stress in the springs (sticking) and eventually cause the atoms to move up the side 
of the potential well and quickly slide down to the next bottom simultaneously (slipping). 
This special equal density case gives a maximum lateral force needed for sliding which is 
equal to the sum of the force to overcome each individual potential well. For the case of 
incommensurability, if the chain is stiff enough compared to the magnitude of the 
potential, the chain becomes free of the potential. This also will result in superlubricity 
since the loss and gain of each atom's interaction energy will cancel out each other [31, 
32]. Additionally, if the number of atoms is not equal to the number of wells, friction is 
also greatly reduced. 
 
Figure 2.5: 1-D schematic of the FK model in which the tip atoms are connected by springs, 
having a force constant k, with their direct neighbors. They interact with each other while 
experiencing the surface potential. Pulling on the chain will build an elastic stress in the springs 
(sticking) and eventually cause the atoms to move up the side of the potential well and quickly 
slide down to the next bottom simultaneously (slipping). 
2.2: Review of Adhesion Phenomena 
Adhesion, which describes the energy of attraction between two surfaces, is 
another critical parameter that must be characterized in the fields of surface science and 
kk
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nanotribology. Adhesion results from the attractive interaction between the two materials. 
The effect of adhesion increases at small scales, since the body forces scale with the 
object‘s volume whereas the surfaces forces scale with the radius of curvature and 
surface area. In tribological studies, adhesion is typically characterized as a force, and it 
is strongly geometry-dependent. Therefore, to better relate it to more fundamental 
quantities in surface science, such as surface energy, interfacial energy, and work of 
adhesion, models that can describe adhesion, based on physical assumptions and in terms 
of energies for given geometries must be considered. 
As previously introduced, several existing contact mechanics models have 
considered adhesion. The Derjaguin approximation was the first to formulate the force to 
separate two contacting bodies, Fadh, may be estimated for two spheres (deformation 
neglected) using [33] 
 adh     (
    
     
) 12.   (2.7) 
Here, R1 and R2 represent the radii of the spheres 1 and 2; W12 is the work of adhesion per 
unit area given as a function of distance D. The negative sign indicates that the force is 
compressive for positive values of R and W. W12 is determined by the difference in total 
energy per unit area between the interface and its isolated slabs, as formulated in the 
Dupré equation [9]: 12           . In this equation,  1 denotes the surface energy 
of material 1,  2 the surface energy of material 2, and  12 the interfacial energy between 1 
and 2, the unit of γ is energy/area. It is then trivial to apply this analysis to a sphere-on-
flat configuration (i.e. R1=R, R2=∞), which is more commonly considered in tribology, 
the Derjaguin approximation becomes  
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 adh         12.    (2.8) 
Here, the adhesive force is then only dependent on the radius of the sphere and the work 
of adhesion between materials 1 and 2. This equation is identical to the case of the DMT 
model, which is more valid in cases of rigid solids. For more compliant bodies, which is 
in the opposite limiting case, the JKR model describes more accurately the contact and 
adhesion properties between them [34], resulting in a different expression relating the 
adhesion force with the work of adhesion: 
 adh JKR   
 
 
   12.    (2.9) 
As discussed before, the M-D model shows a transition between these two values of 
adhesion forces obtained by JKR and DMT models.   
2.3: Brief Discussion on Computer Simulations in Tribology 
While significant progress in nanotribology was made possible thanks to the 
success in experimental tools, particularly the AFM, one important drawback of it (and 
some other characterization tools, including the surface force apparatus (SFA) and the 
quartz crystal microbalance (QCM)) is the inability to observe in-situ the buried interface 
for a nanoscale single-asperity contact. Although analytical models, such as the 
aforementioned FK and PT models, were able to help explain experimental observations, 
they are quite limited because they usually consider ideal conditions, e.g. zero 
temperatures, and/or impose assumptions, e.g. wearless sliding, no heat dissipation etc. 
Computer simulations can avoid some of those issues and have been extremely powerful 
tools to investigate nanoscale friction phenomena at the buried interface by providing 
atomistic insights, predicting new observations and also explaining experimental results, 
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and in turn, experiments can help validate simulation results. The rapid advancements of 
computing hardware were primarily responsible for popularity and usefulness of 
computer simulations. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to discuss the simulation 
techniques in detail. Below is a brief introduction to the two widely used simulation 
techniques that were implemented by my collaborators by optimally matching the test 
parameters. 
Computer simulations in tribology can perform virtual, numerical tests in which 
test parameters can be precisely predefined, such as the geometry, test conditions, and 
environmental parameters, and interactions between system‘s building blocks. 
Simulations allow us to explore the effect of those test parameters on friction, adhesion, 
lubrication, and wear. Unlike laboratory experiments, simulations enable tribologists to 
follow and analyze the full dynamics of each building block instantaneously. While all 
simulation results must be interpreted with care, several previous studies explicitly 
demonstrated (by direct comparison by matching experimental parameter or to other 
simulation techniques) that the useful physical information can be well captured by 
simulations [24, 35-37]. 
In tribology, one common simulation technique is the finite element method 
(FEM). FEM is a numerical technique in which the building blocks are considered as 
finite bodies governed by continuum mechanics, and problems are analyzed by finding 
approximate solutions to boundary value problems for partial differential equations. One 
major advantage of FEM is its capability of simulating a large range of systems with 
sizes from nanoscale contacts to macroscopic devices, such as automobile or buildings, at 
large time scales; on contrary, one possible disadvantage is that at the nanoscale the 
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applicability of FEM, or rather the continuum mechanics assumptions that form the basis 
of the mathematical equations solved in FEM, become questionable. To date, FEM has 
been utilized in many tribological studies across length scales, including the following 
reports [36, 38-43]. 
Another commonly used simulation technique in tribology is molecular dynamics 
(MD). MD simulations are based on atomistic interactions between the building blocks, 
i.e. atoms and/or molecules. MD is capable of tracking the evolution of each building 
block‘s configuration and energetic information by obtaining how displacements, 
velocities, and orientations of particles evolve with time. MD uses empirical potential 
energy models that describe the interaction between the particles. While MD is 
considered to be capable of capturing the discreteness of atoms and their respective 
interactions, compared with the continuum equations used in FEM simulations, the 
complex and large number of equations that must be formed typically limit the size of the 
simulation volume. Furthermore, given that MD calculates atomic-scale phenomena, 
calculations must be performed at very small time steps, on the order of pico- or 
femtoseconds, to capture the dynamics of atomic-scale phenomena. 
Recently, many important fundamental discoveries in nanotribology were 
achieved thanks to various simulation works. For example, Luan et al. observed that 
continuum mechanics predictions may breakdown if the atomic arrangement at the 
surface is not properly considered [44]. Mo et al. found that continuum mechanics is well 
applicable to nanoscale friction in cases of large adhesion forces, but will fail for non-
adhesive contacts [45]. Finally, with the increasing availability of computing power, 
researchers often utilize the combined approach of experiments and simulations, allowing 
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them to compare results obtained from the two techniques. Some recent examples of 
experimental studies combined with simulations for studying nanoscale friction include 
Refs. [24, 43, 46] and the excellent review papers [10, 47]. 
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Chapter 3: Experimental Techniques and Setup 
Due to the multidisciplinary nature of nanotribology, the studies presented in this 
thesis involve the employment of multiple instruments to perform nanotribological tests 
and characterization. The key instruments, including an atomic force microscope (AFM), 
a Raman spectrometer, and a transmission electron microscope (TEM) are described 
within this Chapter, as well as AFM force calibration details.  
3.1.1: Atomic Force Microscopy 
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) [1] was invented by Binnig et al., shortly after 
winning the Nobel Prize for the invention of scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) in 
1986 [2]. Unlike STM, which was capable of imaging of atomic-scale features of only 
electrically conductive samples, an AFM can achieve the same performance on both 
conductors and insulators while also measuring the tip-sample forces. The original AFM 
incorporated a STM tip as sensing mechanism [1] and thus was only sensitive to forces 
perpendicular to the sample surface. Later, Mate et al. expanded the AFM to measure 
both normal and lateral forces using optical interferometry as a bi-axial sensing 
mechanism [3]. 
Since then, Mate‘s design had proven to be highly valuable to nanotribologists. A 
sharp AFM tip can be considered to represent a nanoscale asperity; this is substantially 
easier to analyze than the complex, multi-asperity contacts typically encountered in 
macroscale sliding experiments. Marti et al. developed a design that uses a four-quadrant 
photo-sensitive diode (PSD) that was based on Meyer et al.‘s PSD-based normal force 
detection system [4]. This allowed both normal and lateral forces to be simultaneously 
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recorded in a convenient way [5]. Currently, this optical beam deflection method is found 
in most AFM‘s. A schematic view of Marti‘s design is shown in Figure 3.1 (a).  
An AFM is capable of measuring several physical quantities at ultrahigh 
resolution: sub-nanometer normal and lateral displacements of the cantilever, sub-
nanonewton forces exerting on the tip, sub-millivolt voltages in terms of the work 
function difference between the tip and sample, and sub-nanoamp electrical currents 
through the tip-sample contact. In modern commercial AFM‘s, the force sensing device is 
an ultra-sharp microfabricated probe tip attached to the free end of a flexible cantilever 
that mechanically amplifies tip-surface interaction forces. These microfabricated tips 
typically have a radius of curvature of ≲10 nm, as shown in Figure 3.1 (b). High-
precision sample translation in the x, y, and z-directions are generated by piezoelectric 
scanners that allow the tip to move laterally and vertically with respect to the sample. 
During scanning, the interacting atomic forces between the tip and the sample surface 
cause the cantilever to bend and deflect. The cantilever will bend vertically from its 
equilibrium position as a result of attractive or repulsive force in the normal direction, 
and will twist laterally from its equilibrium position as a result of the lateral friction 
force; this mechanism is shown in Figure 3.1 (c). This thesis only deals with contact-
mode AFM which simultaneously monitors normal forces and records lateral forces, i.e. 
during the scan, the AFM electronics maintain a constant normal force for their feedback 
loop by pressing the tip against the sample while the PSD records the lateral signal. 
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Figure 3.1: (a) Schematic setup of an AFM. A rectangular microfabricated cantilever scans 
across the sample surface; the cantilever deflection is recorded by a laser beam that is reflected 
from the backside of the cantilever to the four-quadrant photo-sensitive diode (PSD). (b) A 
representative TEM image of an unused contact-mode silicon tip. In the center, the silicon lattice 
is resolved, revealing the crystalline structure which is covered by a native, amorphous silicon 
oxide layer of a few nanometers thickness. The red dash circle was fit to estimate the tip radius of 
~4-5 nm in this case. (c) A PSD is used to simultaneously monitor the normal and torsional 
motion of the cantilever. Detection of forces is through the laser displacement: normal 
displacement of the laser corresponds to the cantilever bending normal to the surface due to 
normal forces; lateral displacement of the laser is due the cantilever twisting in response to 
lateral/friction forces. 
In all commercial AFM‘s, the cantilever long axis is not parallel to the sample 
surface, but rather has a finite tilt angle. The rationale for this tilt is to prevent the 
cantilever and the probe chip from touching the sample surface during scanning, which 
can be problematic for samples with out-of-plane features similar to or exceeding the tip 
height (~15 μm). Another reason for this tilt is to minimize interferometric effects of the 
laser reflection from the backside of the cantilever and the reflection from the sample 
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surface. However, the presence of the cantilever tilt angle causes a slight longitudinal tip 
displacement along the cantilever long axis upon tip-sample contact with an increased 
applied load of the cantilever [6]. This issue is particularly important when performing 
force-distance spectroscopy, to be discussed in Section 3.2, or when varying the applied 
normal force during a friction measurement. The slight tip displacement is undesirable, 
but it can be minimized by tilt angle compensation proposed by Cannara et al., which 
involves moving the y-piezo by a small fraction of the z-piezo displacement [6]. The 
definitions for x, y, and z are given in Figure 3.1 (a).  
3.1.2: AFM Friction Force Microscopy: Atomic Stick-Slip and Contact 
Stiffness 
One of the most important modes of AFM that is utilized for our studies is the 
measurement of lateral forces
1
. When a tip scans across a flat homogenous surface at a 
constant normal force, a uniform lateral signal can be observed in both forward and 
backward directions. While the AFM tip rasters over a surface, data (surface topography, 
applied normal force, and lateral forces) are recorded at a certain resolution, e.g. 512×512 
elements, i.e. 512 points in the x-direction and 512 lines in the y-direction, and stored in a 
matrix. The recorded matrix is then used to construct a 2-D or 3-D image. A typical 
example of a silicon tip scanning on a heterogeneous sample is shown in Figure 3.2 (a). 
This sample consists of a single-layer graphene (area A) deposited on a SiO2 substrate 
                                                          
1
 This mode of AFM for measuring lateral forces is often referred to as friction force microscopy (FFM) or 
lateral force microscopy (LFM). In this thesis no distinction is made among them and AFM, and the 
terminology is used interchangeably. 
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(area B). The hysteresis loop, as shown in Figure 3.2 (b), enclosed by the forward and 
backward lateral signals is called a friction loop. The friction force is computed from 
   
            
 
,    (3.1) 
where FL,fwd and FL,bwd denote the lateral force in the forward and backward directions, 
respectively. Since the gap of the friction loop represents the friction force magnitude, 
hence material A is exhibiting a lower friction force than material B. 
As discussed in Section 2.1.2, when a tip scans over a crystalline surface the 
lateral force typically exhibits a periodic stick-slip pattern. For example, Figure 3.2 (c) 
shows a 2-D lateral force image recorded when a sharp AFM silicon tip is scanned over 
an ultra-clean surface of muscovite mica in a dry nitrogen environment. A regular three-
fold symmetric lattice is observed. A typical line scan from the image shows that the 
friction loop exhibits a saw-tooth pattern in the forward and backward scan directions, as 
shown in Figure 3.2 (d). From such a stick-slip friction loop, a number of important 
physical parameters can be extracted. First, the mean friction force can be calculated in 
the manner given in Equation 3.1; the maximum lateral force (the force at which slip 
occurs, which is the static force of friction) can also be determined. Second, when 
integrated over the scan distance and divided by the length scanned, one obtains the 
energy dissipation per unit length or unit cell of the material. Third, the underlying 
crystallinity, including the lattice spacing and crystallographic alignment, can be 
observed directly from the friction image. Lastly, the total lateral stiffness, denoted as ktot, 
can be determined. 
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Figure 3.2: (a) A typical friction force image from a Si tip scanned over an area consisting of two 
materials, graphene on A and SiO2 on B, which exhibit distinct frictional behaviors. The image is 
constructed from a 512×512 matrix of sampled points. Lower brightness corresponds to lower 
friction. (b) A typical friction loop taken from the red dash line in (a). Black arrows indicate the 
scan direction. Due to hysteresis, the forward and backward scans form a friction loop. Clearly, 
the gap of the loop at A is smaller than that at B. (c) A friction force image of a Si tip on clean 
muscovite mica surface, resolving an atomic stick-slip pattern. Three-fold symmetry can be 
observed from the image, which matches the symmetry and spacing of the sample‘s lattice. (d) A 
representative friction loop, where stick-slip pattern can be seen. The slope of the sticking phase 
corresponds to the total lateral stiffness ktot. 
The lattermost quantity is equal to the slope of the lateral force vs. displacement 
data during the sticking phase in the stick-slip friction traces, as indicated in Figure 3.2 
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(d). This quantity can be used to determine the lateral contact stiffness at the tip-sample 
interface using the following equation [7] 
 
    
 
 
        
 
 
  
 
 
    
,   (3.2) 
where kcontact represents the lateral contact stiffness, kL the lateral stiffness of the 
cantilever, and ktip is the stiffness of the tip apex. The first experimental studies on the 
lateral contact stiffness were performed by Carpick et al. [7] and by Lantz et al. [8], 
independently from each other around the same time, and has been measured and 
evaluated in a number of other studies. The total lateral stiffness includes contributions 
from both the lateral stiffness of the tip-sample contact kconact, the cantilever stiffness kL, 
and the stiffness of the tip structure ktip. In continuum theory, the lateral contact stiffness 
is related to the real contact area according to 
kcontact = 8G
*
ar     (3.3) 
where G
*
 is the reduced shear modulus, given by 
 
  
  
      
    
  
      
    
, and ar the contact 
radius. 
Experimentally, the value for ktot for nanoscale contacts typically ranges between 
1-10 N/m. Values in this range were observed in the present studies and also reported by 
multiple other previous studies [7-14]. Typical values of kL for contact-mode AFM are 
usually much greater than ktot (tens to hundreds of N/m). The stiffness of the tip has also 
been reported to be on the same order as kL, implying that kcontact should also be on the 
order of 1 N/m, which was indeed reported Refs. [7] and [8]. In Chapter 6, the 
significance of ktot will become clear as we discuss matching test parameters between 
experiments and simulations. 
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3.1.3: Brief Overview of AFM Instrumentation Used  
Four AFM systems were employed in the studies presented in this thesis. The first 
is a Veeco Multimode AFM (formerly Veeco, now Bruker Inc., Santa Barbara, CA, 
USA), referred to as the Multimode AFM henceforth. The Multimode AFM can operate 
in either air or dry environment. The dry environment is achieved using a home-built 
hood, and the humidity can be maintained at ~2% relative humidity (RH) by purging the 
hood with nitrogen gas from a nitrogen gas cylinder (Airgas Inc., Malvern, PA, USA). 
The noise level of the scanner is minimized with the hood mounted while the entire AFM 
is secured on a vibration isolation air table. In the Multimode AFM, the cantilever has a 
tilt angle of 11°. The Multimode AFM is shown in Figure 3.3 (a). 
Second, an Asylum Research MFP-3D AFM (Asylum, an Oxford Instrument 
Company, Santa Barbara, CA, USA), referred to as the Asylum AFM henceforth, was 
used in a dry nitrogen environment. The samples were placed inside a BioHeater Closed 
Fluid Cell from Asylum Research under relative humidity ~3% by purging the fluid cell 
with nitrogen gas obtained from the vapor of a liquid nitrogen dewar (Airgas Inc.). Two 
key advantages of the Asylum AFM is that the optical contrast is sufficiently high 
allowing for quick identification of samples (such as graphene and fluorinated graphene) 
and the large scan size of the scanner (100×100 μm2). The noise level of the scanner is 
minimized by the closed hood while the entire AFM is secured on a vibration isolation air 
table. In the Asylum AFM, the cantilever has a tilt angle of 11°. The Asylum AFM is 
shown in Figure 3.3 (b). 
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Figure 3.3: The work presented in this thesis is performed with four different AFM‘s. (a) Veeco 
Multimode AFM, (b) Asylum MFP-3D, (c) RHK 350 AFM, and (d) RHK 750 AFM.  
Third is the RHK 350 AFM (RHK Technology Inc., Troy, MI, USA), referred to 
as the RHK 350 AFM henceforth. All measurements in this instrument were performed at 
<2% relative humidity by purging the chamber with N2 obtained from the vapor of a 
liquid nitrogen dewar. The RHK 350 AFM has an extremely low noise level, which is 
achieved by the compact design of the scanner (the ―Beetle-type‖ design first developed 
by Dai, et al. [15]) resulting in a relatively small mechanical loop; the sample stage is 
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located atop a stack of metal plates separated by Viton rubber for vibration damping, and 
the entire AFM is vibration-isolated by a table situated atop laminar-flow air legs. In the 
RHK 350 AFM, the cantilever has a tilt angle of 22.5°. The extremely low noise level 
allows us to resolve atomic stick-slip friction. The RHK 350 AFM is shown in Figure 3.3 
(c). 
Last is an ultra-high vacuum (UHV) RHK 750 AFM (RHK Technology Inc.), 
referred to as the RHK 750 AFM henceforth, operating at a base pressure of ~6×10
-10
 
Torr. This low base pressure ensures an ultra-clean environment and minimizes the 
influence of sample surface contamination. The UHV pressure is also essential for 
matching experimental parameters with those of the simulations since the latter generally 
does not consider the presence of a surrounding gaseous environment. The RHK 750 
AFM includes a fast entry load-lock chamber for exchanging samples from ambient 
conditions by independently venting and evacuating the chamber without breaking 
vacuum of the main chamber. The entire AFM, with a surface science apparatus attached 
to it, is bolted onto a steel frame supported by vibration isolation air legs to reduce 
external mechanical vibrations. The RHK 750 AFM scanner is identical to the one in 
RHK 350 AFM, therefore also capable of achieving atomic stick-slip resolution as well, 
although the overall signal-to-noise ratio is similar or lower than the RHK 350 AFM, 
possibly due to the presence of the surface science system and its mechanical vacuum 
pumps operating continuously. In the RHK 750 AFM, the cantilever also has a tilt angle 
of 22.5°. 
The RHK 750 AFM by design allows for variable temperature experiments. For 
low temperatures, a built-in liquid helium cryostat (model RC-102 UHV, Cryo Industries 
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of America Inc., Manchester, NH, USA) is capable of cooling the sample down to 
approximately ~40 K. The cryostat is equipped with a silicon diode temperature sensor 
(DT-4XX series, LakeShore Cryotronics Inc., Westerville, OH, USA) located near the 
connection point between the cryostat and the AFM sample stage. A temperature 
controller (LakeShore 331, LakeShore Cryotronics Inc.) is connected to the temperature 
sensor allowing for real time temperature readout and logging. Note that due to the 
undesired thermal dissipation in the connection between the cryostat and the sample 
stage, the temperature at the sample has an offset of ~30 K above that of the cryostat. 
Finally, for elevated temperatures, specially designed samples holders are equipped with 
a tungsten filament below the sample, allowing the sample to be heated up to ~800 K 
using radiative heating. A K-type thermocouple is built in right below the sample, used 
for reading the more representative sample temperatures for both elevated and cryogenic 
temperatures. The RHK 750 AFM is shown in Figure 3.3 (d). 
3.2: Force Distance Spectroscopy 
Beyond its surfaces imaging and frictional tests at high resolution, an AFM can 
also serve as an important tool for nanoscale testing of mechanical properties of 
materials. In 1989, Burnham et al. pioneered the use of an AFM to measure mechanical 
properties of various materials as a function of tip-sample separation [16]. One specific 
mechanical testing operation modes is force distance (FD) spectroscopy, from which two 
important physical parameters can be obtained. The first is the measurement of the pull-
off force (or the adhesion force) between the AFM tip and the sample; the second is the 
determination of the elastic properties of thin films and nanoscopic regions of samples. 
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As the adhesion force is a significant quantity in nanotribology, nowadays it is common 
to perform morphology, friction, and adhesion tests altogether.  
A FD curve is the data recorded during a FD measurement. At the beginning of a 
FD test, while the tip-sample separation is large (also known as the out-of-contact state), 
there is no interaction between the tip and the sample, thus the cantilever is in its 
equilibrium state as it is not experiencing any interaction force. As the AFM scanner 
approaches the sample by extending the z-piezo on which the cantilever chip is mounted, 
the cantilever deflection is recorded simultaneously. This generates a plot of the normal 
force signal given by the cantilever deflection vs. vertical tip-sample displacement or 
distance (hence the name force-distance curves). A schematic of a FD curve is shown in 
Figure 3.4, taken for the simplest case of AFM. The green curve is the approaching 
portion (curve parts 1 and 2), and the black curve is the retraction portion (curve parts 3, 
4, and 5). At the right side of the curve (curve parts 1 and 5), the scanner is fully retracted 
and far away from the sample, therefore no forces act on the tip. The cantilever is then in 
its undeflected state. 
As the scanner further approaches the sample surface, the cantilever remains 
undeflected until the tip is brought close to the sample and experiences an attractive 
force. When the gradient of the attractive force exceeds the normal spring constant of the 
cantilever, there is a sudden jump associated with the snap-in of the tip, resulting in a 
sudden vertical jump in the FD curve. As the scanner continues moving toward the 
sample, the cantilever deflection increases. After reaching its full extension, the scanner 
starts to retract away from the surface and the cantilever deflection decreases. Due to 
adhesion between the tip and sample, the tip remains in contact with the surface causing a 
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tensile load on the tip. There is another sudden jump associated with the pull-off event 
when the gradient of the adhesive force reduction exceeds the cantilever‘s spring 
constant, corresponding the contact separation. The pull-off force is calculated based on 
the absolute force difference between the pull-off event and the equilibrium state.  
 
Figure 3.4: A typical force distance (FD) curve. Dark blue arrows indicate the direction of the 
AFM tip motion. The tip approaches the sample surface from a large tip-sample separation 
distance (out-of-contact state, curve part 1), and after the snap-in, the tip presses on the sample 
(in-contact state) while it pushes on the sample (curve part 2). This completes the approach part 
of the curve, plotted in green. After the approach, the tip retracts from the surface (curve part 3), 
and the tip remains in contact with the surface until the pull-off event occurs (curve part 4), and 
separates from the sample (curve part 5), plotted in black.  
Eventually the scanner retracts far enough in the direction away from the surface 
such that the cantilever returns to its undeflected state. In the linear region of the FD 
curve (in-contact portion), the slope represents the signal sensitivity of the PSD and will 
be used for force calibration procedures, to be discussed in Section 3.3. When the 
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cantilever stiffness is much greater than that of the specimen, the slope is related to the 
elastic modulus of the specimen and therefore material elastic properties can be extracted 
[17]. On the other side of the spectrum, when the stiffness of the surface is greater than 
that of the cantilever, a typical FD curve as shown in Figure 3.5 can be observed. The 
data was acquired on a graphite sample. In such cases, at all points on the curve while the 
tip is in contact with the surface, the force changes linearly with displacement. From the 
FD curve, it is possible to calculate the work of adhesion from the contact mechanics 
models introduced in Section 2.2. Specifically, the work of adhesion W is related to the 
adhesion force Fadh by   adh DMT        and  adh JKR   
 
 
   , for DMT and JKR 
regimes, respectively, assuming R is measured independently. Furthermore, if the work 
of adhesion for a pair of the materials is known, either from the literature or in-situ 
measurements [18], one can independently calculate the radius of an AFM tip R by 
measuring the adhesion force Fadh between that material pair and taking into account the 
proper contact mechanics model. 
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Figure 3.5: A typical FD curve measured in a direct pull-off measurement on graphite. The blue 
arrow indicates the magnitude of the pull-off force; the green arrow indicates the pull-off event. 
The pull-off force measured in this graph corresponds to ~18 nN. 
3.3: Force Calibration of AFM Cantilevers 
A full quantitative study by means of AFM is not possible without careful force 
calibration of the AFM cantilever. Regardless of the operation mode or detection method 
used, the measured signals, which are usually a voltage or a current, must be accurately 
calibrated to obtain forces. Therefore, cantilever force calibration is a key requirement to 
conduct accurate AFM studies. For commercial cantilevers, manufacturers often provide 
force constants that are highly inaccurate, making it necessary for the user to carry out a 
proper calibration procedure for each cantilever. Although many calibration methods 
have been introduced starting from the early development of AFM, no single method has 
been established as the primary standard. Here we discuss common methods that were 
used in the present studies. 
Pull-off force
Pull-off event
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3.3.1: Normal Force Calibration  
For normal force calibration, a commonly employed calibration method is the 
Sader method
2
 [19]. In this method, the normal force constant kn is calculated from the 
measurement of the cantilever resonance frequency f0 and quality factor Qf in a medium 
such as air or dry nitrogen, with the knowledge of its planar view dimensions (lateral 
dimensions) of the cantilever beam. With a regular optical microscope (Olympus BX 51, 
Olympus Inc., Tokyo, Japan), the cantilever lateral dimensions can be rather accurately 
determined. The measurement of f0,n and Qn can be performed in most AFM systems by 
monitoring the cantilever thermal noise spectrum or by deliberately exciting the 
cantilever. The force constant kn is given by 
            
      
           
    (3.4) 
where ρf is the density of the medium, b the cantilever width, l the length, and   
  the 
imaginary component of the hydrodynamic function, which depends on the Reynolds 
number, Re         
    , where η is the viscosity of the medium. For common 
rectangluar single-beam cantilevers, this method is reliable, and combined with an 
accurate f0,n and Qn, the uncertainty can be as low as ~5% [19].  
However, in the absence of a vicous medium (and thus in the case of extremely 
low cantilever damping, such as the case for UHV conditions), the Sader method cannot 
be applied. In this case, the geometrical method needs to be used instead for obtaining the 
normal spring constant according to the beam equation for the normal stiffness [20] 
   
    
   
.      (3.5) 
                                                          
2
 For convenience, Sader et al. have also created this online calibration applet: 
http://www.ampc.ms.unimelb.edu.au/afm/calibration.html  
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Here, E is the Young‘s modulus of the cantilever material; w, t, and l are the width, 
thickness, and length of the cantilever, respectively. Similar to the Sader method, the 
cantilever planar dimensions can be easily obtained from optical microscopy microscopy 
or manufacturer‘s specifications. However, the cantilever thickness can vary significantly 
over cantilevers even of the same type. Also the thickness can vary along direction of the 
cantilever‘s long axis. As evident from Equation 3.5,  the thickness has a strong effect on 
the normal stiffness because it shows up raised to the third power. To account for this, 
one either can use electron microscopy to measure the thickness, or calculate the 
thickness from the first normal resonance frequency f0,n of the cantilever in UHV 
conditions according to the following equation [20] 
  
 √    
      
   √
 
 
,    (3.6) 
where ρ is the material density of the cantilever. Filleter has shown that the geometrical 
method consistently gives a force constant that is about 17% lower than the Sader method 
[21], although the cause for the deviation remains unclear.  
The sensitivity of the photodetector S, which is needed to convert measured readout 
volts to nanometers of cantilever deflection, was determined by measuring the slope of 
the cantilever deflection signal in a FD curve, as discussed in Section 3.2. The inverse 
slope of the curve is given in a unit of nm/V. The normal force Fn can then be calculated 
by the equation 
               (3.7) 
where Va-b is the PSD normal voltage signal that one records.  
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3.3.2: Lateral Force Calibration 
There exist several methods for lateral force calibration. In this thesis, we have 
used three different lateral force calibration methods: (1) The Sader method for torsional 
force calibration [22]; (2) the geometrical method for lateral calibration [20]; and (3) the 
diamagnetic lateral force calibration (D-FLC) method [23]. The choice for a particular 
method is made depending on the specific instrumental limitations. 
The torsional Sader method is derived in an analogous manner to the normal 
Sader method, and thus similarly makes the assumption that the length of the rectangular 
cantilever beam is much greater than the width, which in turn is much greater than the 
beam thickness. It involves determining the natural torsional resonance frequency and the 
corresponding quality factor in a given medium, often in air or dry nitrogen. Using 
optical microscopy, the planar view dimensions of the cantielver are determined. 
Knowing those parameters, one calculates the torsional stiffness    according to the 
equation 
            
      
   
       (3.8) 
where    is the density of the fluid, b and l the width and length of the cantilever, 
respectively; Qt the torsional quality factor,    the torsional resonance frequencey, and 
finally the   
  is the imaginary part of the hydrodynamic fuction. With a measurement of 
the tip height, which can be obtained from electron microscopy, the lateral stiffness kφ 
can then be calculated [22].  
For the geometrical method for lateral calibration, the following equation is used 
to relate the rectangular cantilever dimensions to the torsional stiffness: 
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 .     (3.9) 
Here, G is the shear modulus of the cantilever material, h is height of the tip that is 
attached to the end of the cantilever. 
Silicon contact mode cantilevers were used for all results presented in this thesis. 
The following elastic properties of silicon are used consistently: E = 169 GPa, and ρ = 
2.33×10
3
 kg/m
3
, and G = 68 GPa for the <110> direction, for the beam geometry 
calibration [20, 24]. Optical microscopy is used to determine the planar dimensions of the 
cantilevers; electron microscopy was used to measure the tip height. Filleter showed that 
the geometrical method consistently gives a force constant that is about 10% higher than 
the Sader lateral method [21], and the cause for the deviation remains unclear. 
Lastly, the D-LFC method makes use of a home-built calibration setup consisting 
of a diamagnetic pyrolytic graphite (PG) sheet levitating atop four strong NdFeB 
magnets. The PG sheet (~5×5×0.5 mm
3
) acts as a spring vibrating laterally. Moreover, 
due to the low air and eddy-current damping, the spring constant of the calibrator was 
accurately predetermined by measuring the sheet‘s natural vibration frequency. This 
natural vibration frequency can be accurately measured with a high-speed camera (Micro 
eX1, Vision Research Inc., Wayne, NJ) at a frame rate of 1 kHz. Using MATLAB, the 
motion of the floating graphite can be traced and fit to a damped sinusoidal oscillation, 
allowing extraction of the natural frequency of the graphite. 
After the pre-calibration of the D-FLC device, it can then can be used to calibrate 
cantilevers. To this end, it is sufficient to do a regular AFM measurement on a clean 
muscotive mica specimen glued onto the PG sheet with the calibrator being the spring 
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system. During the scan, the floating PG sheet including the muscotive mica will move 
laterally relative to the magnets mounted on the AFM sample base. In this method, as the 
scanner is moving, the PG sheet undergoes a lateral displacement from which we 
evaluate the shearing force. This force causes a torsional deflection in the cantilever. By 
measuring the lateral output from the PSD as response to that cantilever twisting, and 
using the force evaluated, the cantilever lateral spring constant is calibrated. The 
important advantages of this method in comparison to other methods are that it does not 
rely on the knowledge of the lateral optical senstivity and the tip height. 
 
Figure 3.6: Schematic view of the D-LFC setup. Note here the design of the AFM. During the 
calibration, the AFM tip and the PG sheet are moving together with respect to the magnets. 
Due to the design limitions imposed by the design of the RHK AFM‘s, a special 
holder needed to be designed to render it compatible with those AFM
3
. The most 
important limitation is due to the fact that the scanner head needs to rotate in order to do 
                                                          
3
 The RHK AFM-compatible D-LFC setup was designed and built in collaboration Mr. Qizhan Tam (an 
undergraduate student the Department of Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics, University of 
Pennsylvania), by closely following the original design described in Ref. [21]. 
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tip approach, which means that the D-LFC needs to be able to also rotate in the in-plane 
direction to retain the required scan angle of the tip with respect to the graphite specimen 
(along the principal diagonals). This is achieved with a custom-designed aluminum 
fixture to hold the D-LFC setup. The fixture has a thin handle allowing for rotating the 
fixture without perturbing the entire sample holder and thus the scanner head. 
Additionally, an aluminum safety cap is designed to protect the levitating graphite from 
falling off the magnets during mounting and unmounting the setup, as well as during 
introducing the D-LFC into the chamber. The major components are shown in Figure 3.7 
along with a photograph of the entire setup in the AFM chamber when ready for 
calibration. 
 
Figure 3.7: Left: Schematic view of the holder for the D-LFC setup specially designed to ensure 
compatibility with the RHK AFM‘s. Right: Optical image of the setup mounted into a RHK 
specimen holder inside the RHK AFM.  
For all lateral force calibrations, with the exception of the D-LFC method, the 
sensitivity of the quadrant detector is assumed to be the same as the normal sensitivity 
[20]. The lateral force FL can then be calculated by the equation: 
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               (3.10) 
where Vc-d is the PSD lateral signal that one records. Note that for the cases of torsional 
Sader method or the lateral geometric method, one needs to convert    to kL to account 
for the fact that lateral twisting occurs at the tip end, this is achieved according to the 
equation  
   
  
  
       (3.11) 
where h denotes the tip height and l the cantilever length.  
3.4: Raman Spectroscopy 
Raman spectroscopy was invented by C.V. Raman in his Nobel Prize-winning 
discovery in 1928 [25]. It has been recognized as a valuable spectroscopy technique ever 
since. Raman spectroscopy is based on inelastic light scattering or the ―Raman effect‖, 
initially observed in molecular liquids [25]. When a laser (or other intense 
monochromatic light sources) is irradiated, most of the light is scattered by the sample at 
the same wavelength as that of the incident light source. This process is known as 
Rayleigh scattering. However, a small proportion of the incoming light (~1:10
7
) is 
scattered at a wavelength shifted from the original wavelength. The shift from the 
original wavelength is due to interactions of the light with excited states of the 
molecules/atoms in the material, leading to inelastic scattering. This effect is therefore 
referred to as inelastic light scattering. Specifically, if the scattered light is up-shifted 
from the initial state, the effect is called Stokes scattering; conversely, if the scattered 
light is down-shifted, then the effect is called anti-Stokes scattering. The energy 
difference between the incident and scattered photons correspond to internal energy 
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levels. Depending on the nature of the material under investigation, those levels 
correspond to vibrational, rotational, electronic, excitonic, and phononic modes etc [26]. 
The effects of Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering are schematically shown in Figure 3.8. 
 
Figure 3.8: Two types of inelastic electron scattering. Left: the final scattered state has a higher 
energy than the initial state (Stokes scattering); Right: the final state has a lower energy state 
(anti-Stokes scattering).  
In recent years, Raman spectroscopy has become a critical tool in studying carbon 
materials [27]. Ferrari et al. were the first to explore Raman spectroscopy for studying 
graphene [28] and demonstrated that graphene samples with different numbers of layers 
have distinct spectra, and therefore can be used in determination of layer thickness of 
graphene in a fast and non-destructive manner. A typical Raman spectrum on either 
graphene or graphite has two major vibrational modes: the E2g and A1g modes, 
corresponding to stretching and breathing mode of the carbon hexagonal network, 
respectively, as shown in Figure 3.9 (a). Those two modes result in three major peaks in 
the Raman spectrum obtained on graphite or graphene: the G and 2D peaks at 1580 cm
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and 2670 cm
-1
, respectively. A typical Raman spectrum on the center of a single layer 
graphene flake is shown in Figure 3.9 (b). 
 
Figure 3.9: (a) Vibrational modes of carbon atoms (black spheres) in a graphene/graphite 
network. The case on the left corresponds to E2g mode, or the ‗stretching mode‘; and the right 
case represents the A1g mode, or the ‗breathing mode‘. (b) A typical Raman spectrum on a single-
layer graphene, with the G and 2D peaks at ~1580 cm
-1
 and ~2700 cm
-1
.  
Notice that in the presence of defects (holes, edges, other atom species than 
carbon, or amorphization) in the graphene, an additional peak, termed the D peak, will 
appear at around ~1300 cm-1. For graphene studies, this peak is therefore often utilized in 
studying defects. The Raman spectrometer used for our work is NT-MDT Ntegra, as 
shown in Figure 3.10. A 532 nm excitation laser is used and only signals from Stokes 
scattering are recorded and analyzed. A Peltier-cooled CCD detector (Andor 
Technologies Inc., an Oxford Instruments company, Belfast, UK) with 1024×256 pixels 
was operated at -55 °C.  
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Figure 3.10: Results from Raman spectroscopy presented in the thesis are acquired with a NT-
MDT Integra Raman spectrometer. The key components of the spectrometer are indicated, from 
left to right: upright microscope, inverted microscope allowing for bottom illumination of the 
Raman laser, and finally the spectrum analyzer. The entire spectrometer is resting on an air table 
to reduce mechanical noise when the sample is moved with respect to the laser beam for 
recording a Raman map. 
3.5: TEM for Examining the AFM Tip Shape and Tip Radius  
While AFM is an extremely useful and the primary tool for tribological tests, it 
does not allow direct examination of the tip shape, or even the ability to directly measure 
the tip radius. As mentioned earlier, the latter is an important quantity because, for 
example, it is needed to apply continuum contact mechanics models for further analyses. 
Therefore, TEM needs to be utilized to provide additional information about the tip, 
which can reveal change or wear of the tip apex due during scanning [29]. The process of 
examining the tip after scanning is called post-mortem TEM. It is also necessary to do 
pre-mortem TEM, i.e., examining the tip before scanning, since tip dimensions can 
Spectrum analyzerInverted microscopeUpright microscope
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deviate significantly from the manufacturer‘s specifications and from tip to tip. The TEM 
is specifically used in the studies on the thermal activation of atomic stick-slip friction, 
where experiments and simulations are combined by matching their test parameters, more 
on this in Chapter 6.  
 
Figure 3.11: (a) Tip profile of a Si AFM tip; the probe chip (not shown) is located beyond the far 
left of the image. (b) A zoomed-in image of the tip shank. The typical fringes are due to the 
variation in the thickness of the shank. (c) A high-resolution TEM image of the tip apex where Si 
crystal lattice can be resolved. The tip is terminated by a thin amorphous silicon oxide layer.  
The combined pre- and post-mortem TEM images allow us to carefully compare 
and thus better understand the sliding mechanisms of AFM scans. Additionally, TEM 
imaging is critical calculating the work of adhesion, as discussed in Section 3.2. 
Specifically, one can use a tip to measure the adhesion force between the tip material and 
a sample; then from post-mortem TEM imaging the tip radius can be calculated. After 
choosing the appropriate contact mechanics model based on the material properties, the 
work of adhesion between the tip material and the substrate can also be determined. Note 
that for the tip radius determination, the intrinsic cantilever tip tilt angle is properly taken 
into account. Lastly, for matching with simulations, every experimental parameter needs 
10 μm 20 nm1 μm
(a) (b) (c)
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to be determined as best as one can, allowing simulations to create same test conditions 
and making the comparison between the experimental and simulation results reliable.  
AFM probe tip profiles are acquired using a special home-built tip holder 
compatible with the specific TEM instrument that was used [30, 31]. Figure 3.11 shows a 
typical series of images obtained using TEM. The novel holder was used to ensure 
repeatable imaging of probe tip profiles and is capable of mounting up to three probe 
chips at a session, and therefore increasing imaging throughput. Due to the intrinsic 
spatial limitations of the TEM and thus the corresponding probe holder design, only tip 
profiles along the long axis of the cantilever were examined. The TEM employed was a 
JEOL 2100 with a LaB6 thermionic filament having a 0.25-nm point-to-point resolution. 
Image data were collected at 200 keV under high vacuum conditions at a base pressure of 
10
-8
-10
-7
 Torr. The JEOL 2100 TEM is shown in Figure 3.12. 
 
Figure 3.12: The JEOL 2100 high-resolution TEM that was employed to investigate AFM tips.  
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Chapter 4: Adhesion Properties of Few-Layer Graphene: The Effect of 
Sliding History on Adhesion 
This Chapter presents results on the adhesion properties of few-layer graphene 
(FLG). Through these studies, we aim to gain better understanding of the effects which 
govern adhesion to graphene surfaces, and how those can affect contact area and friction 
during nanoscale sliding. This Chapter begins with an introduction to graphene, and then 
reviews previous friction and adhesion studies on graphene. Following the introduction, 
experimental details, including sample preparation and test protocols, are outlined.  
Subsequently, the results of these experiments and discussion of the results will be 
presented. The results in this Chapter have been partially published in Ref. [1]. 
4.1: Introduction and Prior Studies on Graphene Surface Energy and 
Adhesion 
Graphene is currently one of the most well-studied examples of an isolated two-
dimensional (2-D) material. Despite theoretical predictions of the electrical properties of 
graphene in 1947 [2], the first experimental sample was not discovered until 2004 [3]. 
The 2-D nature of graphene is given by the fact that it consists of single layers of carbon 
atoms that are arranged in a hexagonal pattern. Graphene sheets are covalently bonded in-
plane, whereas the interlayer interactions are governed by much weaker van der Waals 
interactions. Since its discovery, graphene has attracted much attention because it 
possesses many superior electrical, thermal, and mechanical properties [3, 4]. The 
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potential of graphene is so well recognized that the Nobel Prize of Physics in 2010 was 
awarded to its discoverers ―for groundbreaking experiments on graphene‖ [5]. 
Currently there exist a number of techniques to produce graphene, yielding 
various sizes, thicknesses, and quality. One of the most popular techniques is the 
mechanical exfoliation of graphene from bulk graphite, also known as the ―Scotch tape‖ 
method [3], which is capable of producing high-quality single layer and few layer 
graphene. However, the flake sizes are typically limited to tens of micrometers laterally. 
Nevertheless, due to the high quality, this method is appealing for fundamental research 
and characterization. Another commonly used technique is chemical vapor deposition 
(CVD) [6], which typically results in more defects in the graphene than observed in the 
exfoliation method [3].  However, CVD graphene synthesis can routinely produce single-
layer graphene at large scale, especially with the improving growth quality [7, 8], this 
route is most promising for mass production [9]. Another advantage of CVD graphene is 
that one can then transfer graphene onto a variety of substrates, allowing for chemically 
functionalizing the graphene [10-14]. Lastly, there are two other synthesis routes to form 
single graphene layers, including chemical synthesis [15, 16]  and thermal 
decomposition/epitaxial growth [17]. These latter two methods of graphene synthesis 
were not used in producing any graphene samples used in this thesis, and are not 
discussed further. 
There are a few studies of the mechanical and tribological properties of graphene, 
but these studies demonstrate that graphene exhibits remarkable mechanical and 
tribological properties. For example, macroscale friction measurements of graphene 
prepared by various methods (e.g. CVD, exfoliated, and epitaxial graphene) showed a 
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friction coefficient lower than bulk graphite [18, 19], suggesting a possible application as 
a solid lubricant. At the nanoscale, Lee et al. reported exfoliated graphene as the 
strongest material ever measured [4], with the strength of CVD graphene is only slightly 
lower than that of exfoliated graphene [20]. Filleter et al. showed that a single layer of 
epitaxial graphene has higher friction than a bilayer [21]. This phenomenon was later also 
observed on other exfoliated 2-D materials by Lee et al.
 
[22]. The monotonic decrease in 
friction from single to multiple layers was proposed to be a universal property of 2-D 
materials if the material is not strongly adhered to a supporting substrate [22]. This layer-
dependent “strengthening” (an increase in friction force along the sliding direction, until 
a saturation level was reached) is proposed to be a result of a thin-film puckering effect: 
thinner atomic sheets are more susceptible to out-of-plane deformation than thicker 
sheets, resulting in out-of-plane deformation of graphene sheets around the tip due to tip-
graphene adhesion and shear forces, leading to larger contact areas and thus higher 
friction [22], as shown in Figure 4.1. In a similar fashion, Egberts et al. investigated 
friction properties of CVD graphene and found that CVD graphene substantially lowers 
the friction force compared to the surrounding oxidized copper surface, and that the 
puckering effect, which previously had only been observed on exfoliated graphene, also 
occurs on CVD grown graphene. For graphite, Deng et al.
 
[23] recently reported that 
exposing the surface to ambient air increases the interaction between the AFM tip and top 
graphite layer; correspondingly, the top layer adheres strongly to the tip and locally 
delaminates when the tip slides over it at a tensile load, leading to increased friction as 
the load is decreased (i.e. a negative friction coefficient). This study focused on frictional 
effects as opposed to the dependence of adhesion on sliding. 
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Figure 4.1: (a) Graphene friction vs. layer numbers. The magnitude of the forces is normalized to 
the value for the thinnest layer. (b) and (c) The proposed puckering effect. As the AFM tip slides 
over the graphene membrane (direction indicated by the green arrows), due to the low bending 
stiffness of thin graphene (b), the graphene deforms elastically in the out-of-plane due to shear 
and adhesion forces, resulting in an increased contact area in front of the tip (indicated by the 
color scale, red being the highest deflection height and blue the lowest). Images adapted from 
[22]. 
Despite these advances in understanding the trends observed for the friction 
response of graphene, results from recent studies on adhesion between graphene sheets 
and an interacting countersurface
 
[24-27] have not produced clear trends (e.g., as a 
function of the number of FLG layers) and specific mechanisms governing adhesion have 
not yet been described. Given that adhesion is important for many potential applications 
of graphene (e.g. as a protective coating, in thin-layer devices, or for reducing surface 
friction), a better understanding of the adhesion behavior of graphene is desirable. In 
devices that use graphene as an integrated part of the structure, one must consider three 
different interactions: interfacial adhesion between the graphene and its substrate; 
adhesion between a moving asperity (e.g. an AFM tip, or an asperity on a counter-
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surface) and the graphene/substrate system; and for multilayer graphene films, the 
interaction between the graphene layers. To date, only a few studies have been devoted to 
explore these interactions with even fewer focused on the layer-dependence of adhesion 
[24-28]. Both theoretical and experimental studies conducted to estimate the adhesive 
interaction between graphene and SiO2 give a range of values for adhesion energies for 
graphene-SiO2 interfaces [24-28]. These discrepancies may be due to substrate roughness 
[29], substrate treatment, substrate morphology
 
[28], and sliding history; the lattermost 
effect will be discussed in the study. 
In this Chapter, adhesive interactions between silicon tips and FLG sheets on 
supporting substrate are investigated. AFM is used to determine the number of FLG 
layers and to perform local friction and adhesion measurements [30]. The pull-off forces 
between FLG samples and silicon tips are significantly affected by sliding the tip along 
the surface of graphene before conducting pull-off force measurements. This 
phenomenon is called the “sliding-history effect” in the following sections. 
4.2: Experimental Details 
4.2.1: Sample Preparation  
FLG samples were produced by the mechanical exfoliation method using bulk 
Kish graphite (Covalent Materials Inc., Tokyo, Japan) and deposited onto a Si substrate 
with a 300 nm thick SiO2 layer, or on freshly-cleaved muscovite mica substrates. Due to 
experimental limitations, graphene samples are at least 2-3 days old (initially exposed to 
air for a few hours, and then the remaining time in dry nitrogen) before any AFM and 
adhesion data were acquired. The Si substrate was cleaned before graphene exfoliation 
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using a piranha solution and then rinsed with deionized water (18.2 MΩ resistance). The 
root-mean-square (RMS) roughness of the silicon substrate was found to be ∼0.3 nm 
measured over a 1×1 µm
2
 area. Graphene samples were then characterized using optical 
microscopy and Raman microscopy to locate areas of interest before conducting AFM 
measurements. Before adhesion measurements were performed, these areas were again 
located with the AFM in topographic images acquired in contact mode. The height 
difference between subsequent layers was then used to confirm the number of layers 
present in the region of interest. Samples of FLG on muscovite mica were produced via 
micromechanical exfoliation onto a freshly cleaved mica surface inside a sealed chamber 
purged by clean dry nitrogen, at a relative humidity (RH) <2%. A typical graphene flake 
deposited on SiO2 is shown in Figure 4.2.  
 
Figure 4.2: Mechanical exfoliation method is used to prepare graphene samples. (a) Optical 
image of a typical graphene flake prepared this way. (b) A typical Raman map of the G band, and 
(c) AFM topography image of the same flake. Layer numbers are determined based on AFM 
topography and Raman topography images, and are indicated here by 1L, 2L etc. Single-layer 
graphene has a thickness of ~0.34 nm. 
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The bulk graphite sample used in this study is highly ordered pyrolytic graphite 
(HOPG, SPI Supplies Inc., West Chester, PA, USA). All graphite samples were cleaved 
ex-situ in laboratory air (RH ∼30-60%) and then introduced into the nitrogen-purged 
AFM chamber with a few minutes, thus minimizing air exposure. Adhesion 
measurements on freshly-cleaved samples were then conducted within 1 hour of cleaving 
the sample, while maintaining the low humidity environment. The graphite samples were 
then ―aged‖ by leaving the samples inside the AFM chamber at <2% RH for a period of 6 
days. Under these conditions, the gas environment will have trace amounts of water, 
oxygen, and other residual species [31]. In both freshly-cleaved and aged graphite 
samples, regions of interest are those areas having flat terraces greater than 100 nm in 
lateral dimensions. 
4.2.2: Experimental Protocol 
For experiments, the Raman spectrometer and Multimode AFM were first used to 
identify areas of interested and determination of the thickness. All other subsequent 
experiments were conducted in the RHK 350 AFM in a dry nitrogen environment. The 
dry nitrogen environment reduces the possible effects of water adsorption and prevents 
meniscus formation at the contact. Silicon contact-mode AFM cantilevers (CSC 37, 
Mikromasch Inc., Sofia, Bulgaria) were used as force sensors without further treatment, 
for all the experiments. The normal bending spring constant was calibrated using the 
Sader method [32]. The sensitivity of the PSD was the determined by measuring the 
slope of deflection versus z-sample displacement signal in a pull-off measurement against 
a Si substrate. Calibration of lateral spring constant was not necessary as the primary goal 
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was studying adhesion properties, which only involves normal forces and therefore lateral 
forces were less relevant. Pull-off force measurements were conducted by performing 
pull-off measurements on several different samples, including mechanically-exfoliated 
graphene on SiO2 wafers, freshly-cleaved graphite, and air-aged graphite.  
Two different series of experiments were performed: direct pull-off measurements 
and pre-sliding pull-off measurements. Both measurements utilize the already introduced 
FD spectroscopy. In direct pull-off measurements, adhesion measurements were 
performed using the following protocol. First, an area of interest was selected, the tip was 
then slid repeatedly over an area of 20×20 nm
2
 of a graphene sheet to reduce possible 
particle contaminants between the tip and surface. Second, after breaking the contact at 
least once, either 20 or 100 pull-off measurements were acquired at nominally the same 
area on a region of the graphene sheet at a rate of 1 Hz. Third, the procedure was then 
repeated at other randomly-selected regions of this area of interest pertaining to graphene 
having different layer thicknesses. Choosing layer thicknesses at random allows us to 
exclude the effect of tip changes on any trends observed as a function of layer thickness. 
Measured pull-off forces were then averaged for each region, where the error quoted in 
the pull-off value represents the standard deviation. 
In pre-sliding pull-off measurements, the following protocol was followed. First, 
just as for the case of direct pull-off measurement, once the area of interest was found, 
the tip was scanned over an area of 20×20 nm
2
 to remove tip contamination. Second, the 
AFM slow-scan direction was disabled to ensure the tip would slide over the same 20 nm 
line, within the limits of sample/tip drift. Drift was estimated to be 1-2 nm laterally per 30 
min of scanning. Third, after 512 cycles of scanning back and forth along the same line at 
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30 nm/s (total sliding time ~300 s, total sliding distance ~20 µm), scanning was halted 
and a series of pull-off measurements were then immediately recorded. The pull-off 
measurement was started from contact with retraction occurring first, so that the pull-off 
force could be recorded for the first moment the tip broke contact with the surface, and 
then was approached to the surface to make contact again. Subsequently, 19 additional 
pull-off measurements were recorded in the same position, i.e., without any lateral 
motion at a rate of 1 Hz.  
4.3: FEM Simulations 
Additionally, to gain mechanistic information and to mimic the processes 
governing single asperity adhesion on graphene, FEM simulations were conducted for 
pre-sliding pull-off measurements by Dr. Q. Li. For simplicity, we have simulated a 2-D 
contact mechanics problem considering adhesive interaction as described in the model in 
Ref. [22]. Briefly, the model consists of a single layer graphene sheet represented by a 
thin elastic plate, and the substrate is a rigid body representing the SiO2 substrate. The 
tip-graphene interaction is implemented by an effective adhesive force and a frictional 
shear stress. The values of graphene bending stiffness and in-plane rigidity for graphene 
were taken from Ref. [33]. Both the tip-graphene interaction strength, wtip−gr, and the 
graphene-substrate interaction strength, wgr−sub, are described by an effective adhesive 
potential derived for graphene based on the Lennard-Jones potential by integrating over 
the surface of the contacting bodies [34]. Using this model, the two types of pull-off 
measurements described above were simulated. The first case is intended to mimic the 
direct pull-off measurements, where the tip is brought into contact with the sheet and then 
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immediately withdrawn while the normal force was recorded. In the second case, 
intended to mimic the pre-sliding pull-off measurements, the same tip was brought into 
contact with the sheet and then slid along the surface under a compressive normal load 
until friction reaches a steady-state value. Following sliding, the tip was withdrawn from 
the surface while the normal force was recorded. The configurations were examined as a 
function of the interaction ratios between wtip−gr and wgr−sub. Two ratios were examined: 
1.2 and 2.0, representing cases with ‗fresh‘ and ‗aged‘ graphene surfaces, respectively. 
The maximum tensile normal load during retraction was regarded as the pull-off force. 
For the chosen ratios, the case of regular pull-off was compared to pre-sliding pull-off, 
representing the traditional and pre-sliding pull-off measurement, respectively. 
4.4: Results 
4.4.1: Direct Pull-Off Measurements 
Figure 4.3 (a) shows five datasets, each of 100 pull-off force values, plotted vs. 
the measurement number on FLG. The pull-off forces are measured by direct pull-off 
measurements, or FD measurements. The FLG regions had thicknesses ranging from 1 to 
5 layers, with one dataset acquired for each number of layers. Within each dataset, pull-
off forces are plotted in chronological order. In these measurements, pull-off 
measurement number 1 refers to the first measured pull-off force, 2 the second measured 
pull-off force, etc. The pull-off forces were normalized to the mean value measured for 
each set of measurements to better show the relative change in the force. Figure 4.3 (a) 
shows that the variation in pull-off forces measured at one area of interest does not vary 
significantly with increasing pull-off measurement number.  
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Figure 4.3: Normalized pull-off forces plotted versus measurement number on FLG with 1 to 5 
layers, acquired using direct pull-off measurements. The measured pull-off forces have been 
normalized to their mean values in each set of connected data points. Normalized pull-off forces 
plotted versus FD curve measurement number for (b) freshly-cleaved and (c) aged graphite, 
respectively. In (b) and (c) the same tip was used. However, each ―set‖ refers to pull-off forces 
measured in different regions of interest on the same sample. A gray dashed line indicates the 
mean value in each case.  
The absolute mean pull-off force measured on a single layer graphene in Figure 
4.3 (a) is 18.7±0.4 nN. This magnitude is representative of the values measured 
throughout the experiments. Similar values were obtained on regions with more layers. 
We can estimate the corresponding work of adhesion by applying continuum adhesive 
contact mechanics [35], and using an estimated tip radius of ~15±5 nm. This value is 
based both on manufacturer‘s values and on transmission electron microscopy 
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measurements of tip radii we acquired for other tips of the same make and model as that 
used here. This value is thus representative of unused AFM tips. According to the JKR 
model [36], this pull-off force corresponds to a work of adhesion of 0.26±0.09 J/m
2
 
between the silicon tips and graphene. When the DMT model is used [37], this pull-off 
force corresponds to a work of adhesion of or 0.20±0.07 J/m
2
. Averaging these two 
results in a mean value of 0.23±0.11 J/m
2
. This number is on the same order of 
magnitude as the values reported in the literature [25, 26]. 
In addition, direct pull-off force measurements were performed on freshly-cleaved 
graphite and aged graphite. In this case, each dataset consisted of 20 pull-off 
measurements within a given area of the sample, and two different areas of each sample 
were tested with the same tip. The results are plotted in Figure 4.3 (b) and (c), which 
show that for both freshly-cleaved and aged graphite, respectively, the pull-off forces did 
not vary over the course of a direct pull-off measurement series, just as observed in 
Figure 4.3 (a) for FLG. Furthermore, there was no significant change in the pull-off force 
trends measured on different regions of the freshly-cleaved and aged graphite samples. 
Figure 4.4 (a) shows the mean pull-off force as a function of the number of 
graphene layers for FLG as well as for freshly-cleaved bulk graphite. Approximately 100 
measurements are taken for each thickness value. For a given test, the same tip was used 
to measure all pull-off forces on FLG flakes of different thicknesses and on graphite. In 
each test, the pull-off force values were normalized to the mean value obtained for the 
lowest number of graphene layers, to emphasize the variation in adhesion as a function of 
the number of layers. This normalization also allows a comparison between pull-off 
forces measured with the three tips by reducing the effect of variability in tip size and tip 
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chemistry. Figure 4.4 shows that to within the standard deviation of the measurement, 
there is no variation in the measured pull-off force as a function of the number of 
graphene layers. Figure 4.4 shows that the pull-off forces measured on graphite were 
slightly lower on average than for FLG. However, the difference is within experimental 
uncertainty for Tips 1 and 2, and we note that the graphite sample had less air exposure 
than the FLG samples prior to insertion into the AFM chamber. The reduced air exposure 
of freshly cleaved graphite compared to FLG samples is due to the different amounts of 
time required for sample preparation in each case: the graphite can be cleaved, inserted in 
the AFM, and measured within as little as 10 minutes; FLG, on the other hand, requires 
optical microscopy and Raman imaging to identify the number of layers of graphene that 
are then targeted for subsequent AFM measurements. Figure 4.4 (b) shows the same 
experiment performed on a different FLG sample in ambient air, and also no significant 
variation in pull-off force is observed.  
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Figure 4.4: (a) Normalized pull-off forces versus number of layers of graphene. The same tip 
was used within one test, and a single area investigated for each bar plotted. The number of layers 
was varied with a random order. Different tips and FLG samples were used in the three tests. 
Each test on graphite was performed on an N2-aged sample, using the same tip used for the other 
FLG samples indicated for that test. Error bars represent the standard deviation in the mean value 
of the normalized pull-off force for each FLG or graphite sample (a few tens of measurements 
acquired for each). (b) Normalized pull-off forces versus number of layers of graphene, measured 
in ambient air. The same tip was throughout the entire measurement. The number of layers was 
varied in random order. Error bars represent the standard deviation in the mean value of the 
normalized pull-off force for each FLG (~100 measurements acquired for each). 
4.4.2: Pre-sliding Pull-Off Measurements 
In direct pull-off force measurements, lateral sliding of the tip does not occur, 
beyond the small amount of in-plane displacement that occurs (approximately 10% of the 
vertical extension, or ~10 nm) during a FD measurement resulting from the 22.5° tilt 
angle between the cantilever and the surface normal, which is intrinsic to the 
experimental protocol. FD measurements were repeated using a “tilt compensation” 
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protocol [38] that greatly reduces this in-plane displacement, and the trends were the 
same. 
However, the previously-reported dependence of friction on the number of layers 
involves prolonged lateral sliding (several µm) of the tip with respect to the sample [22]. 
These prior friction results indicate that it is problematic to measure adhesion using the 
direct pull-off technique, as it does not include the influence of sliding history on the 
interface. However, using the pre-sliding test protocol, the pull-off force acquired 
includes an effect of tip sliding on the pull-off force in the first instant the contact 
between the sample and tip occurs. 
Figure 4.5 shows the consecutive pull-off forces acquired after pre-sliding the tip 
on FLG samples, a freshly-cleaved graphite sample, and an aged graphite sample. In the 
same manner as Figure 4.3 (a), Figure 4.5 (a) shows the pull-off force recorded with 
increasing FD curve measurement number for FLG samples of different numbers of 
layers (1-5). In Figure 4.5 (a), the value marked by the gray dashed line represents the 
steady-state response used for normalizing the data and is based on the mean value of the 
20 data points for each sample. This removes the effect of the transiently high values 
observed during the first few pull-off force measurements. The same measurements were 
also performed on freshly-cleaved graphite, Figure 4.5 (b), and aged graphite, Figure 4.5 
(c), respectively. The first pull-off force measured is significantly higher than the pull-off 
forces subsequently measured for graphene (Figure 4.5 (a)) and for aged graphite (Figure 
4.5 (c)) surfaces. Specifically, the pull-off force measured for FLG were 12-17% higher 
for FD curve measurement number 1 in comparison to subsequently measured pull-off 
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forces. However, freshly-cleaved graphite (Figure 4.5 (b)) shows no transient change in 
the measured pull-off force. 
Figure 4.6 shows the mean value of the first pull-off force measured (normalized 
to the mean value of the 20 pull-off forces that are equivalent to the steady-state values 
found, indicated by the dashed line) for all layers of FLG and aged graphite. The data 
presented involves the normalized values acquired using multiple tips and different 
samples. For example, in the case of FLG, the data acquired is from more than 100 
different pull-off force measurements for each layer number. As in the case of the direct 
pull-off measurements, the error bars represent the standard deviation in the calculated 
mean value. Figure 4.6 shows that the first pull-off force is significantly higher than 
subsequent values. Furthermore, there is no statistically significant variation in the 
measured value of first pull-off force for graphene with the number of graphene layers. 
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Figure 4.5: (a) Normalized pull-off forces vs. measurement number on FLG with 1 to 5 layers, 
acquired using the pre-sliding methodology. The pull-off forces of the each set (connected with a 
solid line) have been normalized to the mean values of that particular set (represented by a grey 
dashed line). The measurements on graphene come from a single sample and have all been 
conducted using the same tip. The same pre-sliding measurement carried out on (b) freshly-
cleaved graphite and (c) aged graphite. In (b) and (c) the same tip has been used in both ―sets‖, 
but measurements have been performed on different regions of interest that are far away from 
each other. The pull-off forces have been normalized to the mean value of the dataset (black 
dashed line). 
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Figure 4.6: Mean pull-off forces of the first data point of all dataset of pull-off force 
measurements collected, normalized beforehand in a manner described earlier. The mean values 
for each FLG layer number and for aged graphite was calculated from over 100 measurements of 
an increased pull-off force during pre-sliding measurements. Error bars represent the standard 
deviation obtained from averaging the first data points for each layer number. 
Lastly, experiments were performed pre-sliding measurements on the following 
samples: FLG on mica and bare mica samples. The results are shown in Figure 4.7. For 
the case of mica (Figure 4.7 (a)), due to its strong adhesive interaction between the FLG 
and the substrate, the transient increase in adhesion is absent. Additionally, if the material 
has a strong intrinsic interlayer interaction, e.g. mica, there will also be no transient 
increase in adhesion, as shown in Figure 4.7 (b).  
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Figure 4.7: (a) Normalized pre-sliding pull-off forces measured on graphene on muscovite mica. 
Clearly, overall the pull-off force stays rather constant and no sliding-history dependence is 
observed due to the stronger graphene-mica adhesion. Notice the 1 layer graphene shows an 
extremely low variation. (b) Normalized pre-sliding pull-off forces measured on a bare muscovite 
mica substrate. No sliding-history dependence is observed in any of these cases.  
4.4.3: FEM Simulations 
FEM simulations were conducted to gain mechanistic insight into observed 
behavior. The two different types of AFM pull-off experiments were simulated: direct 
pull-off, and pre-sliding pull-off. We also investigated the effect of changing the adhesive 
interaction between the tip and the graphene relative to the graphene-substrate 
interaction. In the FEM simulations, only the first pull-off force is measured, as opposed 
to the AFM measurements where many subsequent pull-off forces are measured. The 
results of these simulations are shown in Figure 4.8. Figure 4.8 (a) shows that there is no 
difference in the pull-off force measured in both direct pull-off and with pre-sliding when 
the ratio between the tip-graphene interaction strength, wtip−gr, and the graphene-substrate 
interaction strength, wgr−sub, is 1.2, representing the case where the sample is not aged. 
Figure 4.8 (b) and (c) show snapshots of the FEM simulation during a pull-off 
measurement via the direct pull-off and the pre-sliding pull-off methods, respectively. 
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The deformation of the graphene film is the same during pull-off measurements in direct 
pull-off and pre-sliding pull-off measurements. However, when the ratio wtip−gr/wgr−sub is 
increased to 2.0 to represent the case of an aged sample where the topmost layer has 
higher adhesion, there is a ∼9% higher measured pull-off force in pre-sliding 
experiments compared to direct pull-off experiments. Figure 4.7 (d) and (e) show snap-
shots of tip, graphene film, and substrate during the pull-off simulation. Figure 4.7 (d) 
shows that in direct pull-off force measurements, the graphene film is symmetric around 
the tip and lifting off the substrate. However, Figure 4.7 (e) shows that pre-sliding 
drastically changed the interface configuration: at the same tip-substrate separation 
distance, the graphene film exhibits a greater amount of delamination for the case of pre-
sliding than direct pull-off, as well as a greater contact area at the point of snap-out, 
yielding a greater pull-off force. 
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Figure 4.8: (a) FEM simulation results for normalized pull-off forces for interaction rations of 
wtip−gr/wgr−sub =1.2 (green) and 2.0 (red) using direct pull-off measurements and with pre-sliding. 
The direct pull-off force is the same as that with pre-sliding for an interaction ratio of 1.2, 
whereas an interaction ratio of 2.0 results in an increase of ~9% compared to direct pull-off. (b) 
and (c) show excerpts from simulations with interaction ratio 1.2 for direct pull-off and with pre-
sliding, respectively. The same for (d) and (e) is shown but with interaction ratio 2.0.  
4.5: Discussion 
In direct pull-off measurements, the pull-off forces did not change over a set of 
100 measurements. The mean pull-off force observed on a single layer graphene is 
18.7±0.4 nN, corresponding to an average value of the work of adhesion of 0.23±0.11 
J/m
2
. This average value is well in the range of the values reported in the literature
 
[25-
27]. Only a slight variation in the direct pull-off force data is observed, suggesting that 
the contact geometry of the tip and graphene does not evolve significantly over the course 
of measurement. These slight variations are likely due to changes in local morphology or 
roughness of the substrate, as previously reported in the literature [27-29]. Similar results 
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were also obtained on both freshly-cleaved and aged graphite, although the standard 
deviations are higher than that observed for FLG. The origin of this variation is not 
understood. Figure 4.4 shows a weak but statistically insignificant variation in measured 
direct pull-off forces on FLG as pull-off measurements are repeated, which is consistent 
with previously reported adhesion measurements in the literature [22, 27]. Further 
experiments conducted on different number of layers of FLG in laboratory air also show 
a negligible variation in the measured pull-off forces with the number of layers.  
These observations of direct pull-off forces with insensitivity to the number of 
graphene layers are in apparent contrast to the previously-reported layer-dependent 
friction force on graphene. A monotonic decrease in friction force of approximately 
∼50% is observed for a four layer FLG in comparison to one layer [22]. The mechanism 
behind the layer-dependent friction is explained by the lower bending stiffness of single 
layer graphene. Being more susceptible to out-of-plane elastic deformation, higher 
friction occurs than for thicker sheets because adhesion and friction forces lead to larger 
contact areas between the tip and graphene. However, in direct pull-off force 
measurement (without pre-sliding of the tip), no variation was observed in the work of 
adhesion as a function of number of layers. Thus, the total intrinsic adhesive interaction, 
which is due primarily to van der Waals forces, does not depend observably on the 
number of layers. Thus, as postulated previously, the observed dependence of friction on 
number of layers is not due to changes in tip-sample adhesion. Furthermore, it suggests 
that the contact geometry in direct pull-off force measurements is rather different than 
what occurs during friction measurements. A possible explanation for the layer-
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insensitive pull-off force measurements may result from the fact that adhesion forces are 
dominated by the surface interactions between the AFM tip and the graphene surface. 
FEM results in Figure 4.8 (b) and Figure 4.8 (d) show that the graphene sheet deforms 
symmetrically under tensile forces, consistent with the literature [39]. This symmetric 
deformation of the graphene sheet during pull-off measurements is likely to be isolated to 
the topmost graphene layer in either the FLG or bulk graphite samples, resulting in a 
layer-independent pull-off force. A FEM simulation with different numbers of layers will 
be discussed in a future publication. 
The steady-state pull-off forces observed in pre-sliding pull-off measurements on 
FLG in Figure 4.5 (a), i.e., the pull-off forces recorded at pull-off measurement numbers 
greater than 5, show similar trends as those determined from direct pull-off 
measurements Figure 4.3 (a). Similar trends are also observed for measurements done on 
freshly-cleaved and aged graphite between the steady state values measured in pre-sliding 
measurements in Figure 4.5 (b) and (c) respectively, and those measured on the same 
sample using the direct pull-off measurement technique in Figure 4.3 (b) and (c), 
respectively. This result indicates that after 5 pull-off measurements, the contact between 
the AFM tip and the sample is not affected by previous sliding. However, the increase in 
the first pull-off force measurement shown in Figure 4.5 (a), which can be up to ∼17% 
higher than the steady state value, demonstrates that the nature of the interface just before 
the first pull-off measurement after sliding must be distinct from the other situations. 
The variation in the initial enhancement of the pull-off force in pre-sliding 
measurements (Figure 4.6) is independent on the number of layers. Hence, the thin-film 
puckering effect that strongly influences friction measurements cannot be responsible for 
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the pull-off force enhancement since that effect depends on the number of layers and is 
absent for graphite. Using AFM, Deng et al. reported aging of graphite samples after 
cleavage when exposed to air increases the interaction between a sliding tip and the 
topmost graphite layer relative to the interlayer bonding between the bulk graphite layers 
[23]. We hypothesize that this mechanism is primarily responsible for the adhesion trends 
we observe in pre-sliding measurements.  
This hypothesis is supported by two observations. First, as discussed above, the 
transient increase in pull-off force with pre-sliding, the steady-state pull-off force with 
pre-sliding, and the pull-off force from direct pull-off measurements are all independent 
of the number of layers, and that a transient increase in the pull-off force also occurs on 
aged graphite. Thus, it appears to be related to the state of the topmost graphene layer of 
the sample. Second, in freshly-cleaved graphite samples, no increase in pull-off force was 
observed in pre-sliding measurements, just as Deng et al. saw no increased tip-sample 
interaction for freshly-cleaved graphite [23]. These observations are consistent with the 
mechanism demonstrated by varying the adhesive interaction between the tip and 
substrate shown in the FEM simulation in Figure 4.8: aging the sample increases the 
adhesion between the topmost layer of graphene, and the structure of the graphene region 
around the contact is more strongly affected by sliding. It is further shown that if one 
imposes a strong adhesive interaction between the graphene and the substrate, for 
example by examining graphene exfoliated onto freshly-cleaved muscovite mica, the 
transient increase in adhesion is again lost. 
The proposed mechanism by which pull-off forces are enhanced after pre-sliding 
is illustrated schematically in Figure 4.9. Due to a low substrate-graphene interaction 
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energy, the graphene loosely adheres to the substrate. Exposing the graphene to air 
(during sample preparation and the steps required to identify graphene on the substrate) 
results in aging of the top graphene layer (indicated by the red color), leading to an 
enhanced tip-graphene interaction that exceeds that of the graphene-graphene interlayer 
interaction. When the tip comes into contact, a symmetric pucker will form around the 
AFM tip as shown in Figure 4.9 (a). Upon sliding in Figure 4.9 (b), the symmetric pucker 
on the top-layer transforms asymmetrically such that the pucker at the front edge of the 
tip is larger in comparison to the rear edge. The size of the pucker at the front is expected 
to depend on the thickness of the graphene, as inferred from the friction measurements in 
Ref. [22]. After some sliding distance, the pucker reaches a maximum, steady-state size, 
resulting in a maximum steady-state contact area. Tip sliding is then halted and the tip-
graphene contact is assumed to not relax; the tip then begins retract from the surface. This 
initial stage of a pre-sliding pull-off measurement is shown in Figure 4.9 (c). Owing to 
the increased tip-graphene interaction, the interfacial configuration of the tip and top 
graphene layer changes significantly, leading the top-layer to delaminate. The force 
required for separation is thus enhanced. This is consistent with the friction 
measurements of Deng et al., who see enhanced friction when retracting after pre-sliding 
on aged graphite or graphene [23].
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Figure 4.9: A schematic view of the pre-sliding pull-off measurement. The bold, green arrows 
indicate the direction of the tip motion. The red line represents the top graphene layer that is aged 
and thus can delaminate due to its enhanced interaction with the tip. (a) The AFM tip makes 
initial contact with the graphene sheet prior to reciprocating over that local area. (b) While 
scanning in a reciprocating motion, a small, asymmetric pucker gradually develops due to 
adhesion and friction between the sample and the tip. (c) At the end of the sliding cycles, the tip 
retracts. Due to the strengthened tip-graphene interaction, the interfacial configuration has 
changed such that the top layer locally delaminates. This enhances the pull-off force. (d) After 
retraction, the graphene sheet relaxes and returns to the undeformed state.  
Comparing the case of a few graphene layers or many layers (graphite) to a single 
layer of graphene, based on previously-reported friction measurements [22], the single 
layer has a bigger pucker owing to its lower bending stiffness (associated with its low 
thickness). However, this does not lead to an even greater enhancement in the pull-off 
force compared to multiple layers. There are two factors which can contribute to this lack 
of layer dependence: (1) for multilayer samples, the interlayer interaction between the top 
graphene layer and second layer below is stronger than the interaction between 
monolayer graphene and the silicon oxide substrate. Therefore, there will be an additional 
force resisting the delamination of the top-layer, which tends to increase the pull-off force 
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for multilayers; and (2) there is an increased strain energy release rate for thinner layers 
due to the more highly deformed graphene around it. This will tend to decrease the pull-
off force for thinner layers. These two effects can explain why the first pre-sliding-
enhanced pull-off force for monolayer graphene (when weakly adhered to it substrate) is 
not significantly different than that for multilayers or for graphite. Full verification of 
these hypotheses would require detailed atomistic calculations which are beyond the 
scope of this paper. Finally, once the contact is broken, the top-layer pucker relaxes as 
shown in Figure 4.9 (d), and subsequent measurements show lower pull-off forces in 
comparison to the first measured pull-off force. The steady-state value obtained during 
subsequent measurements is similar to the case obtained during direct pull-off 
measurement.  
We note that in some of the sets of measurements, particularly Figure 4.5 (a) for 
1, 3, and 5 layers, and Figure 4.5 (c) for both measurement sets of aged graphite, the 
relaxation to the steady-state value of the pull-off force is not immediate: the next two or 
three pull-off force measurements show a slightly enhanced pull-off force. This suggests 
that, in some cases, the relaxation of the region of graphene deformed by the pre-sliding 
persists over a surprisingly long time scale, as the time elapsed between successive pull-
off measurements in Figure 4.5 is 1 s. The lack of consistency in observing this effect 
could be due to thermal drift, or due to inhomogeneities in the graphene surface 
chemistry. Further work is required to fully understand this effect. 
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4.6: Summary  
To summarize, from this study we have a better understanding of the roles of the 
three adhesive interactions that altogether govern the response of the entire mechanical 
system: the interfacial adhesion between the graphene and its SiO2 substrate; adhesion 
between a moving asperity and the graphene/substrate system; and the interlayer 
interaction for multilayer graphene films. Adhesive interactions between tip and graphene 
increase upon exposing the graphene surface to oxygen-containing environments. The 
effect of sliding history on the surface of FLG and graphite becomes important when the 
adhesive interaction between the surface and the tip exceeds the graphene interlayer 
bonding or the graphene/substrate adhesion. Finally, given the insensitivity of the pull-off 
force to the number of layers of FLG, the graphene-substrate adhesion and the graphene 
interlayer bonding is apparently relatively unaffected by chemical modification, in 
contrast to the tip-graphene interaction. This result is consistent with the previous 
literature demonstrating the chemical impermeability of graphene sheets [26]. Based on 
our picture of the adhesion behavior of graphene, we hypothesized that the effect of 
sliding history is localized to the topmost layer and does not influence subsequent layers 
in multilayer FLG. However, more work is needed to further investigate the nature of the 
graphene deformation below the top layer, for example, by comparing the results of fresh 
to aged FLG samples, and by combining with simulation, which can provide information 
at and below the buried interface.  
To summarize, experiments were performed to investigate the nanoscale adhesion 
properties of graphene onto silicon oxide using silicon AFM probes in nitrogen-purged 
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environments. Although previous observations show that friction on graphene, as with 
other atomically-thin films, exhibits a strong dependence on the number of layers, direct 
pull-off measurements (with no pre-sliding) show that the pull-off force is independent of 
the number of graphene layers. Based on estimates of the tip radii used, the average work 
of adhesion between the silicon tips (which have a native oxide) and graphene is found, 
using continuum adhesive contact mechanics, to be 0.23±0.11 J/m
2
. However, if the 
graphene or graphite has been aged via exposure to air, or a N2 atmosphere (which 
contains trace amounts of water and oxygen), and if the tip is pre-slid against the sample, 
the pull-off force is enhanced by 12-17% the first time the tip-sample contact is broken. 
The enhancement disappears after subsequent pull-off force measurements at the same 
location. The enhancement is not observed for thin graphene layers that were deposited 
on freshly-cleaved muscovite mica and then aged; nor was it observed on freshly-cleaved 
graphite.  
These results indicate that aging of graphite and graphene films result in 
strengthening of adhesive interaction between a silicon tip and the topmost layer of 
graphene on the sample. This effect is seen to occur in FEM simulations using physically 
reasonable parameters. Based on results of Deng et al. [23], the aging process leads to 
some degree of oxidation of the surface, and this more polar surface interacts more 
strongly with the native oxide of the silicon AFM tip. When the interaction between the 
tip and the topmost layer of graphene/graphite is further strengthened by sliding, the tip-
graphene interfacial configuration is substantially altered such that topmost layer locally 
delaminates under tensile loading, leading to an enhanced pull-off force. Upon 
subsequent pull-off force measurements, the topmost graphene/graphite layer relaxes to 
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the geometrical state it had before sliding. The effect is suppressed in FLG exfoliated 
onto freshly-cleaved muscovite mica because the strong interaction energy between the 
mica and the graphene prevents the local delamination. These measurements, or the 
observation of a sliding dependent pull-off force, demonstrate the importance of the three 
interfaces (tip/substrate; substrate/graphene; graphene/tip) when measuring adhesion 
forces on 2-dimensional materials. It also shows that minimization of adhesion forces on 
graphene-terminated surfaces that will be exposed to oxygen-containing atmospheres can 
be attained by using few layers that are strongly adhered to their substrate. 
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Chapter 5: Fluorination of Graphene Enhances Friction Due to 
Increased Corrugation 
 From the previous Chapter, the interfacial shear strength of silicon tips sliding 
against graphene was observed to be enhanced due to aging, and combined with pre-
sliding, this aging effect can result in an increased contact area and thus greater adhesion 
force. This Chapter presents the results of friction studies of silicon tips sliding against 
graphene and fluorinated graphene (FG). Chemical modification of graphene by chemical 
reaction with fluorine gas will be shown to be another pathway by which the interfacial 
shear strength can be modified. Specifically, this chapter will focus on the frictional 
behavior of graphene compares with fluorinated graphene, including how various degrees 
of fluorination influence friction. Through this examination, it will be possible to 
understand the role of fluorination on τ and Ar. This Chapter begins with discussion of 
the friction reducing behavior of graphene and how chemical functionalization of 
graphene can influence friction. Following the introduction, experimental details, 
including sample preparation and test protocols, will be outlined. Subsequently, the 
results of the experiments and discussion of the results will be presented. The results 
presented in this Chapter have been partially published in Ref. [1].  
5.1: Introduction to Graphene and Fluorinated Graphene 
To gain more fundamental understanding of friction, graphene has proved to be 
an excellent material of choice for a number of reasons. First and most importantly, many 
studies on graphene to date have demonstrated promising friction-reducing properties 
even at thicknesses of one atomic layer [2-7]. Second, it is the thinnest known stable 
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material, the strongest ever measured, among many other superlative properties, making 
it interesting for both fundamental research and engineering applications. It is currently 
the most well-studied example of an isolated 2-D material. The special combination of 
these properties, along with high chemical stability and low friction and wear for 
graphene-treated surfaces [5], makes graphene an outstanding candidate for many other 
tribological applications.  
To date, nearly all friction studies on graphene friction have been performed on 
pristine graphene, and as the material is relatively novel, only a few groups have reported 
experimental [8-16] or simulation [13, 17-21] studies of chemically functionalized 
graphene. There are several reasons for studying graphene derivatives. First, pristine 
graphene is a zero-band-gap semiconductor [22], whereas for many electronic 
applications, it is more desirable to have materials with a band gap, or even better, a 
tunable band gap. Inspired by the success of chemical modification of carbon nanotubes 
[23], similar treatments have been exploited to create a tunable band gap in graphene‘s 
energy spectrum. It has been demonstrated that a band gap opening can be induced by 
adsorption of atomic hydrogen on graphene [24, 25]. Another candidate was graphene 
oxide [26], although it is reported to be less energetically stable [27, 28]. Recently, 
because of its strong electronegativity, fluorination has been adopted as stable way of 
chemically functionalizing the carbon scaffold of graphene [29, 30]. 
FG, obtained by reacting graphene with xenon difluoride (XeF2) gas, has a wide 
band gap that is as high as 2.9-3.0 eV depending on degree of fluorination [9, 10]. 
Several novel electronic applications have been reported based on FG [8, 16, 31]. 
Specifically, Robinson et al. observed that upon fluorination of graphene, it became 
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optically transparent, and that the electrical conductance decreased by 6 orders of 
magnitude. Other studies include Nair et al. [9] and Withers et al. [16], also synthesized 
FG and demonstrated the promising capabilities of tuning its electronic properties. 
Second, it is well known that macroscopic graphite fluoride is an excellent solid lubricant 
whose tribological properties can out-perform bulk graphite. Additionally, at the 
macroscale, it has been shown that adding fluorine atoms will make carbon-based 
materials more hydrophobic and reduces friction, which is the case with 
polytetrafluoroethylene [32]. However, at the nanoscale it is less clear whether the same 
trend can be observed when adding fluorine to graphene membranes.  
Prior studies by Kwon et al. observed an increase of 6× in friction between a TiN 
coated AFM tip on graphene upon fluorination, which was hypothesized to be caused by 
damping effect via flexural phonons which in turn increased the out-of-plane stiffness of 
graphene resulting in higher friction [12]. In  simulation results based on the density-
functional theory, Leenaerts et al.‘s calculations showed that both the Young‘s modulus, 
E, and the Poisson‘s ratio, v, of FG are smaller than those of pristine graphene, which in 
theory would result in lower bending stiffness for FG [18]. This result is contradicting 
Kwon et al.‘s results and their DFT calculation. Additionally, they have also suggested 
that the discrepancy between the calculated elastic constants (E and v) and experimentally 
measured are likely to be caused by the presence of atomic defects in experiments. In 
their simulation study, Wang et al. found a low friction behavior between two FG layers 
in a shearing motion due to the low interlayer interaction induced by the electronegativity 
of F atoms, although no direct comparison with pristine graphene has been made [21].  
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From these studies, we see that the underlying mechanism for causing changes in 
frictional behavior of FG is not conclusive, and thus more study is needed. To date, it is 
also not clear how chemical modification affects the puckering mechanism seen in of 
atomically thin graphene films, as reported by Lee et al. [4] and discussed in Chapter 4 of 
this thesis. Additionally, the friction properties of silicon tips sliding against fluorinated 
graphene samples with various degree of fluorination will be studied to examine the 
influence of fluorine content on friction and other key mechanical properties. The atomic 
structures of graphene, partially fluorinated FG, and fully fluorinated FG are shown in 
Figure 5.1. 
 
Figure 5.1: Atomic structures of (a) graphene, (b) partially fluorinated graphene, and (c) fully 
fluorinated graphene. Black spheres represent carbon atoms and green spheres represent fluorine 
atoms. Note the hexagonal structure of graphene is retained after fluorination, although the 
perfectly planar structure is lost due to the different bonding properties between C-C bonds and 
C-F bonds, resulting in out-of-plane deformation. Note that the structures illustrated here only 
represent ordered fluorination.  
GrapheneCarbon
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5.2 Experimental Details 
5.2.2: Sample Preparation  
Graphene and FG samples were prepared by Dr. J. Robinson (U.S. Naval 
Research Laboratory, Washington, D.C.). The methodology for fluorination follows the 
same methodology as described in Ref. [10]. Briefly, graphene films were grown on 
copper foils using CVD, then transferred to SiO2/Si substrates [33]. Transferred graphene 
samples were then coated with a photo-resist layer that was then patterned. The sample 
was then exposed to 1 Torr XeF2 and 35 Torr N2 carrier gas in pulse mode at 
approximately 30° C in a Xactix
®
 XeF2 etching system (SPTS Technologies Inc., 
Newport, UK). As the coated regions were protected by photo-resist, only the uncoated 
regions were fluorinated. After XeF2 exposure, the resist was removed in a short (~1 
min.) acetone soak. After resist removal, pristine graphene regions are characterized side-
by-side with fluorinated regions by optical microscopy, Raman spectroscopy, and AFM, 
allowing for a direct comparison of the influence of fluorination on the structure and 
mechanical properties on the films. The entire preparation is schematically shown in 
Figure 5.2. 
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Figure 5.2: Sample preparation steps: (a)-(c) CVD graphene grown on Cu foil and transferred 
onto SiO2/Si substrate. (d) PMMA mask was locally patterned. (e) Graphene on SiO2/Si was 
selectively etched by XeF2 gas; (f) after lift-off, pristine and fluorinated graphene were obtained 
side-by-side on substrate. 
5.2.1: Experimental Protocol 
Optical microscopy was first used to examine the optical contrast that developed 
as a result of graphene fluorination. Following this step, the samples were inserted in the 
Raman spectrometer with an excitation laser wavelength of 532 nm used to investigate 
the carbon properties of graphene and FG. For friction studies, two AFM systems were 
used. First, the RHK 350 AFM was used for its high force and displacement resolution, 
and second, the Asylum AFM was used for its large scan range. All measurements are 
performed in dry nitrogen environment (<2% RH). Load-dependent friction experiments 
were performed by unloading the normal force from high to low until pull-off occurs, 
while the lateral force signal was monitored simultaneously. For all experiments, contact 
mode AFM silicon cantilever probes (CSC 37, Mikromash Inc.) were used. The normal 
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force constant of the cantilevers was calibrated by the Sader method [34]. For lateral 
force calibration, for the RHK 350 AFM, the D-LFC method was used [35]. For the 
Asylum AFM, due to the spatial constraints of the fluid cell and the magnetic tip holder, 
the Sader lateral calibration method was used instead [36]. 
5.3: MD Simulation Protocol 
To further identify the mechanism of friction enhancement due to fluorination, 
MD simulations of a nanoscale tip sliding on a fluorinated graphene surface were 
performed. These simulations were conducted using LAMMPS code [37] and the reactive 
force-field (ReaxFF) [38, 39] by Prof. Shenoy and his group. Specifically, a 
hemispherical Pt(111)-terminated asperity consisting of 1,626 atoms was slid over 
graphene or FG samples, which were supported by a stepped Pt(181) surface consisting 
of 5,280 atoms at 10 K of low temperature. The stepped Pt(181) surface qualitatively 
mimicked the atomic-level roughness of the SiO2 substrate used in the experiments. The 
radius of the Pt tip was 2.3 nm, and the size of the Pt substrate was approximately 
10×6×1.2 nm
3
 (length × width × height). Periodic boundary conditions were enforced at 
the edges along lateral directions. In the simulations, the inter-atomic interaction in 
fluorinated carbon systems was described by the ReaxFF potential [38] and the charge 
transfer effect was determined using the charge equilibration (QEq) method [40] at every 
MD step. The temperature of the system was controlled by the Berendsen thermostat, 
which rescales atom velocities every time step. The normal load was controlled by 
adjusting the initial tip height from the film, and the topmost 3 layers of the tip atoms 
were allowed to move only along the sliding direction to prevent rotation of the tip during 
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sliding. A virtual atom is introduced at 40 Å ahead of the tip and connected through a 
linear spring to mimic the lateral compliance of the AFM system. The simulation models 
used for both FG (specifically, C4F) and pristine graphene are shown in Figure 5.3.  
 
Figure 5.3: Two snapshots of MD simulations during tip sliding from left to right. The red 
arrows indicate the scan direction. The black arrows indicate the direction of the normal load. (a) 
C4F and (b) pristine graphene.  
5.4: Results 
5.4.1: Optical Properties  
Figure 5.4 (a) shows an optical image of a typical FG sample on the SiO2/Si 
substrate. Because of the insulating nature of FG, regions that were exposed to XeF2 
fluorination appeared almost optically transparent, as described in Ref. [40], in contrast to 
the un-fluorinated (pristine) graphene regions that were protected by photo-resist. Within 
the fluorinated regions, one can observe some distributed purplish islands. These are 
multi-layer fluorinated graphene regions, as reported previously [10].  
 
(a)
(b)
Pt tip Pt tip
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Figure 5.4: (a) Optical image of graphene and FG after 10 minute XeF2 exposure. Small purplish 
islands are multi-layer fluorinated graphene regions. (b) Optical image of graphene and FG after 
1 minute XeF2 exposure. Blue boxes are drawn to better indicate the graphene-FG boundary.  
5.4.2: Raman Spectroscopic Properties on Graphene and FG 
Figure 5.5 (a) shows a Raman D peak map of the area containing both FG and 
pristine graphene. On the fluorinated area, shown in the blue box, the D peak signal is 
significantly higher, indicating a significant presence of defects. In order to better 
understand the influence of fluorination time on the properties of graphene, we examples 
samples where the degree of fluorination was systematically varied by controlling the 
XeF2 gas exposure time, ranging from 60 sec to 1200 sec. We then measured the 
corresponding Raman spectra. Figure 5.5 (b) shows a set of representative Raman spectra 
taken on both pristine graphene and FG samples. Clearly, after 60 sec of fluorination, one 
can observe a pronounced increase of the D peak compared to the spectrum taken on 
pristine graphene, indicating that the hexagonal carbon structure of pristine graphene has 
been altered. As the fluorination progresses, the intensity of the 2D peak is suppressed 
50 μm
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FG
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and the D peak emerges further, indicating that the material is becoming increasingly 
more fluorinated. Based on this Raman data, we therefore conclude that the enhancement 
of defects in FG depends sensitively on the relative degree of fluorination of graphene.  
 
Figure 5.5: (a) Raman D peak map of the area indicated with red box (iii) in Figure 5.3 (b). (b) 
Raman spectra of graphene with various degrees of fluorination. For pristine graphene (black 
spectrum), the ratio between the 2D and G peak intensities indicates that the region consists of a 
single layer graphene [41]. As soon as the fluorination begins, a clear D peak appears, signifying 
the presence of defects due to fluorination. As the exposure time further increases, the intensity of 
2D peak is suppressed and the D peak emerges, indicating that graphene is becoming more 
fluorinated.  
5.4.3: Frictional Properties on Graphene and FG 
AFM data acquired across a graphene-FG boundary is shown in Figure 5.6 (a) for 
topography, and (b) and (c) for friction. These data clearly demonstrate that friction on 
FG is much higher than that on graphene. High-resolution atomic stick-slip friction data 
were also acquired across a scan range of a few nanometers. The results are shown in 
Figure 5.6 (d) and (e) for graphene and FG, respectively. Figure 5.6 (d) shows that the 
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pristine graphene area exhibits a regular atomic stick-slip pattern, indicating a highly 
ordered graphene surface. In contrast, Figure 5.6 (e) shows no regular stick-slip friction 
pattern, suggesting that fluorination has destroyed the regularity of the graphene surface. 
Thus, both friction enhancement and the increase in disorder depend directly and 
sensitively on the degree of fluorination of graphene. 
 
Figure 5.6: AFM topography and AFM friction map scanned on the area indicated with the red 
box (i) in Figure 5.4 (a). (a) Topography image from which it is clear that fluorination does not 
modify the roughness or topography of the area, (b) The corresponding friction signal taken at the 
same area. Darker region corresponds to lower friction forces. (c) Friction image collected on a 
different area. (d) High-resolution lateral force image acquired on the pristine graphene in (c), 
atomic stick-slip friction can be resolved with a periodic lattice, indicating the surface is highly 
ordered. (e) High-resolution lateral force image taken on FG. The absence of stick-slip friction on 
FG suggests that fluorination has destroyed the regularity of the graphene surface. 
For a better quantitative comparison, we located the probe at an edge of graphene-
FG boundary and let it scan repeatedly along a horizontal line crossing that boundary. A 
representative set of friction vs. normal load measurements collected simultaneously on 
graphene and FG is shown in Figure 5.7 (a). By performing linear fits on the friction data, 
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the effective nanoscale friction coefficient can be found for FG, denoted by μFG, and for 
graphene, denoted by μgraphene. Comparing the two, one can see that μFG is 6 times greater 
than μgraphene, for the particular sample we measured. In the same manner, we performed 
friction vs. load tests on samples of various fluorination times, and extracted μFG and 
μgraphene, and plotted the ratios between them in Figure 5.7 (b) as a function of fluorination 
time. For samples exposed to XeF2 for 150 sec or longer, Figure 5.7 (b) has a slope of 
0.28±0.02 min
-1
, indicating that each unit increase in friction ratio corresponds to 3.6 
minutes of exposure or roughly a 13% increase in F/C ratio based on recent XPS studies 
[42]. 
 
Figure 5.7: Friction vs. load data acquired across the graphene-FG boundary. Comparison of 
friction vs. normal load data sets plotted obtained by AFM experimental data. The slope of the 
two data sets are fit by a linear function, revealing a 6 times difference for friction coefficients 
between FG and pristine graphene. (b) Ratio of measured coefficient of friction (from linear fits 
to respective friction vs. normal load plots) between fluorinated graphene and graphene, as a 
function of fluorination time. Labeled vertical lines indicate specific stoichiometries determined 
from X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) for corresponding fluorination times [42].  
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5.4.3: MD Simulation Results 
MD simulations were performed for a nanoscale tip sliding on graphene sheets as 
a function of atomic content of fluorine on graphene at three different constant normal 
loads: pristine graphene, C8F, and C4F, representing increasing fluorination times. Figure 
5.8 (a) shows the variation of friction with normal load for these simulations. Consistent 
with experiments, friction on all FG samples is much higher than on pristine graphene; 
the effective μFG/μgraphene ratio ranges from 7.3-8.0.   
We then calculated the interaction energy between the tip and the sample as we 
varied the tip position. Three contour plots representing the spatial variation of tip-sample 
interaction energy for pristine graphene, C8F, C4F, and C2F are shown (Figure 5.8 (c)-(f)). 
We extracted the local amplitude of the potential energy variation (the energy 
corrugation) and plotted it against the atomic fluorine content (Figure 5.8 (b)), illustrating 
a strong dependence. For example, at 0 nN applied load, pristine graphene exhibits a 
corrugation of only 12.9 meV, while the corrugation of C8F is 206 meV, 15 times larger. 
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Figure 5.8: Results from MD simulations. (a) Friction as a function of normal load for pristine 
graphene, C8F, C4F, and C2F. A strong increase in friction occurs once the graphene is 
fluorinated. Additional fluorination does not affect the friction further. Overall μFG/μgraphene ratio 
ranges between 7.3-8.0. (b) Corrugation amplitude of the potential energy as a function of atomic 
content of fluorine on graphene from the simulations in (a), calculations performed at 3 different 
loads: 0, 10, and 20 nN. (c)-(f) Contour maps of the tip-sample potential energy for the same 
samples. Each map is shown for an area of ~0.7×1.0 nm2. The color scale for all three maps 
covers the range 0-0.9 eV. 
5.5: Discussion 
First, from the experimental point of view, we can rule out the influence of the 
relative humidity. Indeed, since the relative humidity was always kept very low in our 
system (< 2% RH), and given the hydrophobic nature of the fluorinated surface compared 
to graphene [9], we therefore rule out that the significant increase of friction was 
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somehow a result of capillary condensation on FG [43]. Second, we consider the 
puckering mechanism. Puckering of atomically-thin films has been identified as a 
mechanism for extra frictional dissipation observed on two-dimensional for the following 
two reasons: (a) a lower bending stiffness would lead to more puckering. However, the 
out-of-plane bending rigidity of FG is not significantly lower than that of graphene or 
may even be higher [9, 11], and from the MD results, there was no indication of 
puckering of FG in front of the sliding tip, as evident from Figure 5.3 (a). This excludes 
the puckering effect [4] as a mechanism for the observed friction enhancement. (b) 
Higher adhesion would lead to more puckering. However, the adhesion on FG was not 
significantly different that on graphene as confirmed by our experimental measurements 
and MD simulations.  
Given that aforementioned mechanisms for friction enhancement on FG in 
comparison to pristine graphene will not yield the observed friction contrast, the 
increased energy corrugation for FG, as determined from MD simulations, emerges as a 
likely the mechanism for the recorded variation in friction. The relationship between 
friction and energy corrugation has been extensively discussed in previous studies [44-
46]. The underlying physical behavior is explained by the PT [47] model which describes 
a spring-coupled entity sliding in a rigid one dimensional sinusoidal potential at zero 
temperature as discussed in Chapter 2. A transition from smooth, low friction sliding to 
unstable, higher friction occurs when the corrugation energy along the sliding direction 
E0 exceeds ka
2/2π2, where k is the lateral contact stiffness at the tip-sample interface, and 
a is the lattice constant. In the stick-slip regime, the static friction Ff (the force at which 
slip occurs) is equal to πE0 /a. Indeed, for the MD results, aFf /πE0 is in the range of 2-5, 
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consistent with Ref. [51] and the idea that the PT model is a reasonable framework. We 
deem the MD simulations to be reliable, as they reproduced the experimental finding of 
greatly increased peak friction with increased fluorination. While care should be taken in 
comparing MD simulations with AFM experiments, Li et al. [48] recently showed very 
good agreement between energetic parameters, specifically the energy corrugation 
extracted from MD simulations and well-matched experiments. 
The enhanced corrugation is readily explained by the high electronegativity of the 
fluorine atoms. The highly localized negative charge over F atoms as well as their 
geometric protrusion above the carbon basal plane leads to a strong local variation in the 
interfacial potential energy at fluorinated sites. Density functional theory calculations 
[21] have recognized that the electrostatic interaction originating from the polarized 
bonds between carbon and functional groups will dominate over the van der Waals 
interaction by altering the potential energy surface which in turn affects the friction 
behavior accordingly. Our results are also qualitatively consistent with the 
aforementioned MD simulations of hydrogenated graphene by Dong et al. [49], who 
predicted that partially hydrogenating the upper surface of graphene will increase friction, 
although no experimental data in vacuum have been reported to verify this prediction. 
Dong et al. found that increased friction was unrelated to changes in adhesion or film 
elasticity, but rather, was due to increased potential corrugation induced by the H atoms. 
Fessler et al. reported that hydrogenation increases friction for graphene and attributed 
this increase to hydrogenation-induced contamination. Cleaning the surface with the 
AFM tip reduces contamination and hence decreases the friction [50]. Here, we 
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extensively scanned the area of interest prior to friction measurements. We therefore do 
not expect this cleaning effect to affect the observed friction contrast.  
Moreover, regarding the order of fluorination in MD, it is observed that the 
regular distribution of F atoms on graphene adopted in the simulations led to friction 
traces and energy corrugation maps that exhibit ordered patterns, as shown Figure 5.8 (a). 
This is in contrast to the disordered image of the FG sample as seen in experiments, 
shown in Figure 5.8 (f), where no regular stick-slip pattern was observed. To see the 
order-dependent frictional characteristics, disordered C4F is prepared by attaching F 
atoms with the number of 0.25 F/C ratio on the graphene where the sites are randomly 
selected. As shown in Figure 5.9 (b), the profile has an irregular pattern which is different 
from the case using ordered FG samples but the overall shape is similar to the 
experimental results, consistent with the hypothesis that fluorine atoms would be 
randomly distributed on the graphene sites. The maximum peak friction becomes lower 
for the case of d-C4F due to the irregularity induced frictional scattering, but the value is 
still higher than that of pristine graphene. Müser et al. have shown using generic 
atomistic simulations and a scaling analysis that, for atomically-flat surfaces, disordered 
surfaces exhibit higher friction than ordered surfaces that are otherwise chemically 
identical [51]. Indeed, Dong et al.’s results [49] show that disordered arrangements of H 
atoms can greatly increase friction on graphene. Therefore, despite differences between 
simulations and experiments in the arrangement of F atoms, both are consistent with the 
hypothesis that fluorination greatly increases friction because of the corrugation induced 
by localized charge. 
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Figure 5.9: Simulation results for C4F. (a) Friction traces obtained in MD simulations of sliding 
on ordered FG and graphene. Consistent with the experimental observations, the simulation 
results indicate that friction on FG samples is much higher than that on pristine graphene. 
Because of the regular distribution of F atoms on graphene, the friction profile shows ordered 
pattern for FG samples that is different from the experiments. (b) The line profiles of the friction 
force for disordered C4F as a function of normal load. 
Finally, from that the simulation results shown in Figure 5.8 (a), (b), and (f), it is 
noted that the MD results suggest that the energy corrugation and μFG reduce slightly 
when F/C ratio exceeds 0.25 and approaching 0.5. No corresponding reduction in friction 
was observed in our experiments for these fluorination levels. The inconsistency could be 
related to aging effects of the sample (i.e. slow desorption of fluorine, as reported by 
Stine et al. [42]) during measurements or the ideally simplified, well-ordered FG 
structure we adopted in our simulations. Another possibility is that at long fluorination 
time, the F content is sufficiently high such that it essentially forms another layer 
completely covering graphene. A similar trend has been observed for hydrogenation of 
diamond surfaces [52]. More studies are needed to fully explore this effect for 
fluorination of graphene.  
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5.6: Summary  
In conclusion, we find that friction on FG strongly depends on the relative degree 
of fluorination, with increasing fluorination leading to higher friction. Moreover, no 
ordered lattice in atomic stick-slip friction can be resolved on FG, indicating that the FG 
is disordered. This effect is attributed to significantly altered energy landscape 
experienced by the tip due to fluorination. Static friction rises in proportion to this energy 
barrier, in accordance with the Prandtl-Tomlinson model. These results provide the first 
insights into the atomic-scale effects of functionalization on friction properties of 
graphene; and more importantly, they suggest a potential approach to sensitively probe 
the local chemistry and structure of functionalized graphene. Finally, we observed that 
fluorination of graphene surfaces provides a pathway to alter the shear strength of 
graphene-tip interfaces.  
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Chapter 6: Thermally-Activated Atomic-Scale Friction 
Chapters 4 and 5 presented results which demonstrated that it is possible to alter 
adhesion and friction by changing the tip-graphene adhesive interaction and the real 
contact area, as well as by changing the interfacial potential energy landscape of the 
material via functionalization. This chapter transitions to a new topic. Rather than 
modifying the chemistry of the surface to vary the shear strength, the influence of the 
scanning speed and temperature will now be examined in detail to demonstrate their 
influence on the shear strength. This Chapter is organized with the following structure: 
first, prior studies on the speed and temperature dependence of atomic-scale friction will 
be reviewed. New results demonstrating the effect of friction by varying the speed of 
sliding, the content of which was published in Ref. [1], will then be presented. Finally, 
recent and preliminary results on the temperature dependence of friction will be discussed 
in the context of both previous literature and the results on speed dependent friction.  
6.1: Introduction 
In the PT model introduced in Chapter 2, the assumed temperature of the model 
was 0 K, which obviously is not accurate given that most experimental measurements of 
atomic stick-slip are conducted at room temperature (~300 K). Since the typical 
interfacial potential energy corrugation of approximately 1 eV was observed (obtained 
from fits to experimental data using the PT model [2]), the thermal energy at 300 K (kBT 
= 0.026 eV), while small, is not negligible and cannot be ignored in considering a 
comprehensive description of atomic-scale friction. To account for this additional source 
of energy, the PT model at finite temperature (the ―PTT model‖) was developed. This 
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model has predictions for the speed dependence of atomic-scale friction [2-9] as well as 
the temperature dependence [5, 10-14]. However, the form of these variations depends on 
the speed or temperature range studied, and the underlying mechanisms remain a matter 
of debate. Furthermore, there exists a number of experimental studies showing that the 
PTT model is not widely applicable in atomic friction studies, because the mechanisms of 
thermally activated friction are still under debate. For example, the speed-dependence of 
friction was investigated by Zwörner et al. on various samples, including diamond and 
HOPG [9], and it was found that friction was insensitive to the speed. In another study, 
Barel et al. found that the speed dependence can be either increasing or decreasing 
depending on the system temperature [15]. Additionally, Bouhacina et al. and Gnecco et 
al. observed that Ff ∝ const + ln(v) [2, 16], where Ff is friction and v is the scanning 
speed. Later, Sang et al. updated this model and derived that Ff ∝ const+ln(v)
3/2
 [8]. Data 
by Riedo et al. were consistent with this model [4]. In this picture thermal activation is 
considered during atomic-scale sliding including the fact that the lateral force is 
increasing as the tip is sticking. The model predicts a saturation of the friction force at 
sufficiently high speeds. However, there are only two studies where stick-slip behavior 
was resolved while measuring friction as a function of temperature [3, 4]. Furthermore, 
the range of speeds examined in these studies is rather limited: ~μm/s. Thus, it is not 
well-established whether these thermally activated models are indeed accurate 
descriptions of atomic friction processes. The present work focuses on further 
investigation of the scanning speed dependence (the speed at which the sample is 
translated with respect to the fixed end of the cantilever) and the temperature dependence 
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of atomic stick-slip friction (the temperature of the specimen), which allow us to 
understand the laws of friction the atomic scale, and in turn possibly reveal the influence 
of speed and temperature on the shear strength of materials at contact interfaces.  
Given the lack of validation of thermally activated atomic friction models, 
fundamental studies of friction where atomic stick-slip friction is observed over the 
complete parameter space examined is motivated. Atomic stick-slip friction is determined 
by the observation of stick-slip with lattice periodicity in lateral force measurements, 
which can then be analyzed to understand the elementary mechanisms of friction [17-19]. 
Atomic stick-slip often occurs when two clean surfaces, at least one of which is 
crystalline, are translated in relative motion [20]. Fundamental mechanisms of atomic-
scale sliding have already been analyzed in many studies using the PT model [21, 22]. 
The PT model describes sliding as a process of building-up followed by an unstable 
release of energy in sufficiently compliant elastic elements of the system while traversing 
a periodic energy landscape (corresponding to the surface lattice sites) with sufficiently 
deep local energy minima. Upon slip at the maximum lateral force (the static friction 
force), physically unspecified dissipation causes the interface to stop slipping at the next 
lattice site (or sometimes multiple lattice sites, as reported by Medyanik et al. [23] and 
Roth et al. [24]) and the process repeats. 
As discussed above, the PTT model appears to be widely applicable to atomic 
friction studies where scanning speed or temperature is varied, in contrast to the PT 
model. However, validating models quantitatively, understanding how energy is 
dissipated, and describing the atomic-level processes by which slip occurs dynamically at 
the interface are beyond the capabilities of the PTT model and are challenging because of 
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the inaccessibility of the buried interface in experiments. As observation of these 
processes may be the critical to the solution of thermally activated friction, a method 
must be derived to visualize the contact in greater detail. However, it is currently 
impossible experimentally to directly observe the contact with atomic resolution and 
record atomic stick-slip during sliding. Given that this is the likely pathway to the 
development physical models of friction and to understand the dissipation mechanisms, 
this level of detail can at present only be obtained by comparing atomic stick-slip 
experiments with MD simulations. These simulations provide a means of directly 
observing and interpreting atomic interactions within the interface [25, 26].  
However, a critical discrepancy between AFM experiments and MD simulations 
is that the scanning speeds of AFM and MD, until the present work, differ by orders of 
magnitude. This issue results from: (a) the femtosecond time steps used in standard MD 
to capture atomic motion limit the time duration that can be simulated, constraining the 
simulations to high scanning speeds (>10
-1 
m/s); and (b) the far slower scanning speeds 
(<10
-6 
m/s) of AFM experiments which are typically constrained by instruments‘ intrinsic 
mechanical and data acquisition limits. This discrepancy limits the ability to reliably 
compare results from AFM and MD, and provides a primary scientific motivation for this 
experimental study: to improve the experimental apparatus of the AFM such that high 
scanning speed atomic stick-slip measurements can be recorded. 
6.2: Speed Dependence of Friction 
Two approaches exist in investigating thermally activated friction: varying the 
scanning speed and varying the temperature (or a combination of the two). In the first 
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part of this study, the friction force as a function scanning speed is investigated. Varying 
the scanning speed of AFM atomic stick-slip measurements has real engineering 
applications. In the development of atomic friction theories, most AFM measurements 
achieve a range of scanning speeds of 1 nm/s to 1 µm/s. This range of scanning speeds 
compares well with piezo motors and inchworms [7]. However, MEMS devices typically 
operate between a range of μm/s – mm/s [27] and the current generation of hard disk 
drives typically achieve a relative speed between the write/read head and the disk 50 m/s 
[28]. Additionally, real scanning speeds achieved in engineering mechanical systems, 
such as in automobile cylinders, typically operate at scanning speeds on the order of m/s. 
Therefore, the results of fundamental scientific models of friction derived from AFM 
experiments have limited applicability to the greater engineering community unless 
experiments can replicate conditions closer to these real mechanical systems. Second, 
varying the temperature is important for the examination of dry sliding under extreme 
environments, such as in aerospace or vehicle applications. It also opens a greater 
parameter space to examine the influence of thermal activation than can be achieved 
solely by varying the scanning speed. Further discussion on the temperature dependence 
of friction in Section 6.3. The following section presents the details regarding work 
performed in order to close the scanning speed gap between AFM experiments and 
simulations for the first time.  
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6.2.1: Experimental Details 
6.2.1.1: Preparation of Gold Samples and Experimental Conditions 
Polycrystalline gold samples were used in the speed dependence experiments. 
Following the deposition methodology pioneered by Nogues et al., [29], gold samples 
were prepared by thermal evaporation of bulk gold (purity 99.99%, Kurt Lesker Inc., 
Pittsburgh, PA, USA), onto freshly cleaved muscovite mica (SPI Supplies Inc.). The 
main evaporator chamber (Kurt Lesker PVD 75) was operated at a pressure of ~10
-7
 Torr. 
The nominal thickness of the gold layer is approximately 300 nm. A representative as-
deposited gold sample is shown in Figure 6.1 (a). The reason that muscovite mica is 
chosen is that an atomically clean and flat substrate can be easily prepared by cleaving 
immediately before inserting into the deposition machine. After the deposition, the gold 
surface has many grains with an average grain size of ~100 nm, as shown in Figure 6.1 
(b). The next step is to perform flame annealing shortly before inserting to the AFM 
chamber using a hydrogen torch to heat the sample such that it glowed for about 30 sec. 
As a result of hydrogen flame annealing, the gold surface formed atomically flat terraces 
several 10‘s or even 100‘s of nm wide (and running for many micrometers or more in 
length) separated by monatomic steps, as shown in Figure 6.1 (c). Next, the sample was 
loaded into the fast entry lock of the AFM system and subsequently pumped down to 
high vacuum. While pumping down, the fast entry lock was baked at 160 °C for 8 hours 
to reduce the adsorbed water vapor on the sample and sample holder (as well as on all 
surfaces of the load lock itself). Subsequently, the sample was inserted in the main AFM 
chamber (base pressure ~6×10-10 Torr), and then annealed in vacuo to ~450 °C for ~1 
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hour to desorb any remaining surface contaminants from the gold. Following this last 
annealing stage, the sample was left in the chamber for 3-5 hours to thermally equilibrate 
with the surrounding microscope. 
 
Figure 6.1: Gold samples prepared through thermal evaporation onto freshly-cleaved muscovite 
mica. The nominal thickness of the gold layer is 300 nm. (a) Optical camera image of the as-
deposited sample; (b) AFM topography image, as-deposited; grains with an average size of ~100 
nm are visible. (c) AFM topography, after annealing, showing many atomically flat terraces. 
6.2.1.2: Experimental Protocol for Friction Measurements 
All experiments were conducted in the RHK 750 AFM at room temperature (RT) 
and in an ultra-high vacuum (UHV) environment, where the base pressure was 
maintained at approximately 6x10
-10
 Torr. Single crystal silicon contact-mode cantilever 
probes with integrated tips (Mikromash CSC 38) were used throughout the experiments; 
the silicon surface has a native silicon oxide layer. The rectangular AFM cantilever‘s 
force constants were calibrated using the beam geometry method [30] by determining the 
thickness of the cantilever by measuring the first normal resonance and optically 
measuring the cantilever length and width. The optical sensitivity of the PSD was 
Optical Image AFM Topography AFM Topography
1 cm 500 nm 200 nm
(a) as-deposited (b) as-deposited (c) After annealing
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assumed to be the same in both lateral and normal directions. Calibration of output volts 
from the PSD to nanometers was achieved by acquiring normal force versus z-
displacement curves and determining the slope of the resulting data. The lateral force, or 
the twisting signal of the cantilever measured at every position, is differentiated from the 
friction force, which is the half the calculated average force of the difference in the lateral 
force in the forwards and reverse scanning directions (deliberately excluding the sticking 
portion of the friction loop). Note that this mean value is different than the maximum 
value due to the amplitude of the stick-slip fluctuations; a statistical average of the 
maximum value is truly representative of the lateral force at which slip occurs, but is 
subject to larger error than the mean value since one must identify the small number of 
points where slip occurs. In practice, we have found that using the mean value provides a 
robust comparison with MD simulations with a significantly reduced uncertainty [1, 3]. 
The error bars given in the normal and friction force represent the standard deviation in 
the calculated mean. Only areas of the sample containing large terraces of more than 100 
nm
2
 in lateral dimension were examined. All data was acquired at an applied load of 
0±0.2 nN. The scan rate was varied randomly with ten cycles per scanning speed. 
Before performing the friction experiment, TEM (JEOL 2100, JEOL Inc.) images 
of the tip apex were acquired first to determine the work of adhesion between the SiO2 
and the gold sample. The procedure is as follow. A new AFM tip was used to measure 
the pull-off force by averaging 25 pull-off measurements on the gold sample, 
subsequently TEM images of the tip apex were acquired to calculate the tip radius R. 
Using the DMT model (Equation 2.8), the work of adhesion W12 was determined to be 
0.05±0.03 J/m
2
.  
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In order to justify the use of the DMT model, the Tabor‘s parameter, µT, was 
calculated from this number for the work of adhesion. µT is a transition parameter that is 
used to determine the contact regime and if defined according to Equation 6.1 [31]. It 
ranges from <<1 for DMT regime [32] to >5 for JKR regime [33] 
    (
      
 
   
   
 )
   
    (6.1) 
where R is the tip radius, W12 the work of adhesion, Ec the composite elastic modulus, as 
defined in Section 2.1.2, and finally z0 is the equilibrium separation distance [32]. The z0 
is assumed to have a lower-bound value 0.1 nm [34].The following elastic constants were 
used: E = 78 GPa and ν = 0.44 for gold [35], and E = 55.6 GPa and ν = 0.16 for SiO2 [36], 
resulting in a combined modulus of Ec ~ 36 GPa. For the tips used for friction 
experiments, an upper-bound value of µT was found to be 0.29 from Equation 6.1, much 
lower than 1, thus indicating that the DMT model is indeed suitable. (Due to the 
similarity between the tips, others tips used in this study can also be assumed to follow 
the DMT model.)  
For the radii of the tips used for experiments, TEM images of the tip apex were 
acquired before and after the experiments to check for changes to the tip during the 
experiment. Since it can be difficult to determine the tip radius even from post-mortem 
TEM imaging of the tip apex, pull-off force measurements were used to estimate the tip 
radius using the DMT model [32].  
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6.2.1.3: Design of a High-Speed Piezo Scanner  
This section outlines the improvements made to the AFM apparatus to obtain 
significantly higher experimental scanning speeds than those achieved in the AFM study 
published in Ref. [3], which was ~1 μm/s. Design parameters for this improved 
experimental apparatus can be estimated as follows. Given the lattice periodicity of gold 
(~0.288 nm) and the desired scanning speed, the average rate the tip would traverse the 
lattice is approximately 347 kHz. To resolve atomic stick-slip motion, one would need 
approximately 10 data points per stick-slip event. Thus, it is necessary to measure at a 
rate of approximately 3.5 MHz or higher to observe atomic stick-slip while coinciding 
with the scanning speeds attainable in MD simulations. 
To record the lateral force signal at the desired speed, high speed electronic 
acquisition hardware was required to measure stick-slip behavior at MHz sampling rates. 
The acquisition rate is normally determined by the bandwidth of the data module of the 
instrument (SPM 100/PLLPro, RHK Technologies Inc.), which is around 125 kHz. 
Although this bandwidth is sufficient for obtaining clear atomic stick-slip friction at scan 
speeds in reasonable scan amplitudes (~10 nm), the speed is limited to the range of ~1 
nm/s to ~1 μm/s. At higher speeds (10 - 100 µm/s), the limited bandwidth of the 
controller is not sufficient to observe the atomic lattice. A second challenge is the 
inherent resonance frequency of the AFM scanning head: in our case, it is in the range of 
~1.5 kHz [37]. This can cause significant ringing of the scan piezo at the turning points of 
scans, as well as a variation of the scan speed during a single friction loop, both occurring 
when the speed is sufficiently high. Therefore, at higher speeds, these problems can 
distort images and cause problems in determining the exact scanning speed. To 
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summarize, both the low bandwidth of the acquisition hardware and a low resonance 
frequency of the scanner limit the speeds attainable where clear atomic stick-slip friction 
can be measured. We will discuss solutions to each of these problems in the following 
paragraphs. 
To measure atomic stick-slip at high scanning speeds, an external National 
Instruments (NI) data acquisition device (USB-BNC 6125, 16 bits A/D conversion, 
National Instruments Inc., Austin, TX, USA) having a sampling frequency of 1.25 MHz 
will be used. The USB-BNC 6125 is shown in Figure 6.2. It provides enough bandwidth 
to achieve scanning speeds up to ~40 μm/s (as a reference, conventional MD simulations 
are typically performed at 0.1 m/s scanning speeds or higher). This maximum scanning 
speed was determined by assuming ten points per sticking phase when resolving stick-
slip was desired. Given the sampling rate (1.25 MHz) of the acquisition device and the 
size of the atomic lattice (0.288 nm [3]), the maximum scanning speed can be 
determined. Using the combination of the RHK controller with the NI acquisition device, 
the lateral signal was recorded sufficiently fast to see stick-slip with the NI data 
acquisition device while recording the normal force and other channels at a slower 
sampling rate with the controller. The average friction forces to be reported vs. scanning 
speed were determined using the lateral forces recorded by the RHK controller, whereas 
lateral forces showing stick-slip resolution were always acquired from the NI device.  
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Figure 6.2: NI USB-BNS 6125, with a data sampling rate of 1.25 MHz. Only one analogue input 
channel is connected to the lateral signal channel output from the AFM controller.  
The second challenge is the low resonance frequency of the scan head. To 
overcome this, a new home-built sample holder was designed and constructed. This 
sample holder lowered the mass of the sample that must be moved when measuring 
atomic stick-slip by only translating the sample itself, rather than the entire AFM scan 
head. To achieve this, the sample was mounted atop a small, high-frequency shear piezo 
(EBL#2, EBL Inc., East Hartford, CT, USA). The intrinsic resonance frequency of the 
shear piezo was ~1.5 MHz, as calculated from the manufacturer‘s specifications. This 
frequency was expected to be affected slightly by the additional mass of the sample after 
mounting onto it, but was estimated to be still ≳ 1 MHz, and therefore was still much 
higher than the above mentioned resonance frequency of the AFM scan head since the 
total mass is still far less, and the structural stiffness much higher, than that of the AFM 
head. 
Figure 6.3 (a) and (b) show the completed sample holder. Figure 6.3 (c) shows a 
schematic cross-sectional view of the sample holder when glued (H61, Epoxy 
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Technology Inc., Billerica, MA, USA) onto the shear piezo. Additionally, the sample 
holder was equipped with a tungsten filament at the bottom of the holder, allowing for in 
situ annealing to a temperature up to ~600° C. Much lower temperatures were typically 
used, considering the maximum allowed temperature of the piezo elements and the epoxy 
that was applied in the holder. A K-type thermocouple was mounted near the sample 
surface to monitor the temperature while annealing. Figure 6.3 (d) and (e) show the new 
sample holder inside the AFM chamber. Since the sample is mounted atop a steel wedge 
and the AFM scanner rested on the flat top assembly of the sample holder, the tip 
approached the sample surface by walking the entire scanner the left side.   
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Figure 6.3: (a): Photographs of the newly designed sample holder. The green arrow indicates the 
flat top assembly of the new sample holder. (b) A close-up photograph shows the shear piezo 
mounted on a ramp. The blue arrow indicates the direction of shearing. The green arrows indicate 
the lead wires supplying voltage to the shear piezo. (c) Schematic cross-sectional view of the 
sample when mounted onto the shear piezo and a steel wedge. The steel wedge is has an angle of 
5° to compensate the intrinsic tilt angle of the AFM yet allowing the tip to approach. (d) The new 
sample holder mounted into the AFM chamber. (e) AFM cantilever and a gold sample. Due to the 
steel wedge, the tip can be brought into contact by walking the AFM scanner laterally to the left. 
After the entire setup was completed and tested, a function generator (Agilent 
33250A, Agilent Inc., Santa Clara, CA, USA) combined with a voltage amplifier (NF 
HSA 4101, NF Corporation Inc., Yokohama, Japan) were used to supply a triangular 
signal of 100 peak-to-peak volt, allowing for sample translation through the shear piezo 
Inside the AFM
Cantilever and tip
Shear piezo
Steel wedge
Au on mica
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e)
Flat top assembly Piezo lead wires
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at various frequencies. In all experiments, the normal applied load was zero and the 
scanning speed was varied by altering the frequency of the shear piezo, which could 
range from 30 mHz to 10 kHz, far below the piezo assembly‘s resonance frequency. The 
scan size of the shear piezo was determined by calibrating the shear piezo by averaging 
the number of stick-slip events and using the nearest-neighbor lattice spacing of the 
Au(111) surface [3]. 
6.2.2: MD Simulations Protocol 
Complementary simulations, performed through collaboration by the Martini 
group at the University of California Merced, consisted of the apex of an amorphous SiO2 
AFM tip scanning over a Au(111) surface. The gold substrate had dimensions of 
10×10×5 nm
3
 (length × width × thickness). The atoms in the bottom 1 nm of the substrate 
were fixed and the positions of the rest of the atoms in the substrate were unconstrained. 
The AFM tip was modeled as a truncated cone with a top surface diameter of 3 nm, 
bottom surface diameter of 2 nm, and 3 nm height. Amorphous SiO2 was obtained by 
quenching a block of crystalline SiO2 and then cutting the desired tip shape from the 
block. MD simulation model is shown in Figure 6.4. The topmost atoms in the tip were 
treated as a rigid body that was subject to a 0 nN external normal load and connected by a 
harmonic spring to a support that moves laterally at a constant speed. A Langevin 
thermostat was applied to the free atoms maintained a temperature of 300 K. 
Parallel replica dynamics (PRD) was used to accelerate the simulations [38]. The 
number of parallel replicas was determined by the target scanning speed. For the slowest 
scanning speeds (v = 25 µm/s), there were 200 replicas running in parallel on 200 
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processors. In this case, the simulation job took 516 hours and mean time between slip 
events was approximately 7000 ps while the time for an uncorrelated slip event was less 
than 50 ps. 
In all simulations (MD and PRD), the inter-atomic interactions within the tip and 
substrate were described via the Tersoff [39] and Embedded-Atom Method (EAM) [40] 
potentials, respectively, and the long range interactions between tip and substrate were 
modeled using the Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential. The LJ parameters are Si-Au: ε=0.0047 
eV and ζ=3.38 Å, O-Au: ε=0.0033 eV and ζ=3.04 Å obtained using the standard mixing 
rules for dissimilar elements [16, 17]. The validity of these parameters was confirmed by 
comparing the work of adhesion predicted in the simulation to that measured 
experimentally. The work of adhesion (0.042 J/m
2
) calculated from the simulation was 
consistent with the value of 0.05±0.03 J/m
2
 measured in experiment. All simulations 
were performed using LAMMPS simulation software [41]. 
  
Figure 6.4: MD model of the SiO2 tip scanning across the Au(111) substrate. Gold-colored 
spheres represent gold atoms. Black-grey particles represent SiO2. The red arrows indicate the 
direction of the normal load. 
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6.2.3: Experimental Results 
AFM friction experiments are performed on gold samples containing atomic 
steps. The samples are prepared according to the methodology described in Section 
6.2.1.2. Figure 6.5 shows a high-purity Au(111) sample after annealing inside the AFM 
chamber. The integrity and cleanliness are demonstrated by the presence of herringbone 
surface reconstruction and stick-slip friction. The herringbone surface reconstruction on 
gold has previously been reported by Harten et al. [42] and by Narasimhan et al. [43], 
among others. Due to the reconstruction, the Au(111) surface exhibits a large scale 
periodic transition between face-centered cubic (fcc) and hexagonal close packed (hcp) 
hollow site locations. According to those previous reports, the reconstruction is known to 
originate from two competing energetic aspects: (a) the surface atoms have a preferential 
bond length shorter than that in bulk due to their lower coordination number; and (b) the 
surface atoms are confined by the atoms below, where they prefer to sit on local potential 
minima (hollow sites).  
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Figure 6.5: (a) Topographic image shows large terraces (> 100 nm
2
) are observed on the Au(111) 
surface. The quality of the surface preparation was verified by the presence of herringbone 
surface reconstruction (shown in (b)) and the stick-slip pattern in the friction signal (shown in 
(c)).  
Li et al. has reported that the herringbone reconstruction has only a minor effect 
on the net frictional dissipation [44]. In this study, for simplicity, only fcc areas were 
selected for friction experiments. Two different silicon contact-mode probes (Mikromash 
CSC 38, Mikromasch Inc.) were used (called Tips 1 and 2 subsequently), as shown in 
Figure 6.6. From the pull-off force and the value for work of adhesion of 0.05±0.03 J/m
2
 
obtained earlier, a value for the tip radius of 30±20 nm and 9±6 nm for Tips 1 and 2 were 
obtained, respectively, giving a contact radius of 2±1 nm and 0.8±0.5 nm for Tips 1 and 
2, respectively. As discussed in Section 3.1.2 and evident by Equation 3.2, the total 
lateral stiffness, ktot (which includes the contributions of the lateral stiffness of the contact, 
cantilever, and the tip) is an important test parameter for matching experiments with 
simulations. It can be directly determined since it corresponds to the slope of the friction 
trace during the ―stick‖ phase. For Tips 1 and 2, ktot was determined to be 5.4±0.7 N/m 
200 nm
(a) (b) (c)
20 nm 1 nm
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and 5.5±0.9 N/m, respectively. The mean value of the two was subsequently used to 
match the total lateral stiffness obtained in the MD.   
 
Figure 6.6: Pre-mortem TEM images of Tips 1 and 2 used for data acquisition. The initial tip 
radius for Tip 1 is 4.9 nm and 3.6 nm for Tip 2.  
A representative lateral force data set is shown at a shear frequency of 300 Hz, 
acquired from the NI data acquisition device that is controlled by a custom-written 
LabVIEW script
4
. At this shear frequency, ten sliding cycles occur in ~33.3 ms. Data 
were collected for 1 sec at the maximum bandwidth of the acquisition device, resulting in 
1.25×10
6
 data points. A MATLAB script
5
 was then used to analyze this data string. The 
entire data string is plotted vs. sliding time and shown in Figure 6.7 along with the 
specific steps within the algorithm of the script. Next, each individual lateral force trace 
                                                          
4
 LabVIEW programming was developed in collaboration with Mr. Travis Hunt (an undergraduate student 
the Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Pennsylvania), and Mr. Qizhan Tam (an 
undergraduate student the Department of Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics, University of 
Pennsylvania). 
5
 MATLAB programming was developed in collaboration with Mr. James Hilbert (PhD Candidate, 
Department of Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics, University of Pennsylvania) and Mr. 
Qizhan Tam (an undergraduate student the Department of Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics, 
University of Pennsylvania). 
10 nm 5 nm
(a) Tip 1 (b) Tip 2
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in the forward and reverse direction were identified, and plotted vs. time. Finally, since 
the shear piezo was pre-calibrated, the lateral signal can be plotted vs. sliding distance, 
from which average friction force is calculated. Figure 6.7 (d) shows that the friction loop 
is tilted. This was attributed to the fact that the shear piezo also deformed in the out-of-
plane direction. The change in normal force has two effects. First, it changes the friction 
force. This would cause a change in the width of the friction loop, but this is not 
observed. According to the deviation in normal force signals, the out-of-plane 
deformation is ~10% of the shear deformation, resulting in a variation of <10% in the 
total applied load (when shearing at low rates, this deformation is compensated by the 
AFM feedback control, as evident from the small error bars in the normal force). We 
conclude this effect is negligible. Second, a small portion of the normal force signal may 
be coupled in to the lateral force signal (this can be due to rotational misalignment of the 
PSD or other misalignment in the AFM [45]). This would cause the lateral force to have 
an offset that varies with the lateral position, leading to a tilting of the friction loop. This 
is exactly what we observe. Thus, we conclude that the effect is due to normal-lateral 
instrumental coupling. This small variation in the sample z-position during scanning had 
a negligible effect on the experiment.  
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Figure 6.7: Step-by-step schematic illustration of the analysis method using custom-written 
MATLAB script. The algorithm is used to extract individual friction loops in the string of data 
collected at each frequency. (a) A representative friction vs. time data acquired at 300 Hz with 
Tip 1. At sliding time ~150 ms the shear piezo was actuated for 10 cycles and stopped 
immediately, at sliding time ~175 ms; given the frequency, 10 cycles lasted for ~33.3 ms. (b) A 
zoomed-in plot of the individual sliding cycles at the red dashed box in (a). MATLAB script is 
then used to identify forward and reverse scan directions, and plotted vs. sliding distance in (d). 
From (d), fiction force is calculated.  
Figure 6.8 shows the experimentally measured friction force as a function of 
scanning speed for the two different tips. Single atomic stick-slip was resolved up to 
speeds of >10 μm/s, after which an insufficient number of data points per stick-slip event 
could be recorded. The typical logarithmic increase in friction force is observed starting 
from the minimum scanning speed, approximately 1 nm/s, until a plateau was observed at 
a speed between 1-10 μm/s in both cases. To interpret these results, the data were fitted to 
the PTT model [4, 8] using the following equation:  
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where FL is the mean friction to be measured and v the speed that is varied during the 
experiment. T  is the temperature, kB is Boltzmann‘s constant, Fc the mean friction force 
at zero Kelvin (athermal friction), β is a parameter related to the shape of the lateral 
potential profile and describes the rate of increase of friction with speeds at low speeds, 
and v0 is a characteristic speed given by 
 0  
  0    
  tot√  
,      (6.3) 
where f0 is the characteristic attempt frequency, and ktot the total lateral stiffness [2, 4]. 
For a sinusoidal potential with periodicity a and barrier height E0,  
     0        (6.4) 
and 
    √   ( √  ).    (6.5) 
Combining Equations 6.3 and 6.5 gives a new expression for and v0:  
 0  
  0   
√   tot
   0
   
   tot
,    (6.6) 
where the pre-factor (af0) can be considered as the undamped slip speed scaled by the 
ratio between the thermal energy (kBT) and energy associated with elastically deforming 
by 1 lattice site (a
2
ktot). Therefore, higher attempt frequency, higher temperature, and a 
more compliant system all contribute to a greater v0.  
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Figure 6.8: Friction force vs. scanning speed for Tip 1 (black squares) and 2 (red circles). The 
solid line (Tip 1) and dashed line (Tip 2) are fits of the PTT model to the data, which yield, for 
Tip 1: Fc= 1.5±0.2 nN, β = (4.8 ± 2.0)×10
5
 N
3/2
/J, and f0 = 108±42 kHz; and for Tip 2: Fc = 
0.9±0.2 nN, β = (2.5±0.3)×105 N3/2/J, and f0 = 700±200 kHz. The normal applied force is 0.0±0.2 
nN in both data sets. Error bars represent the standard deviation in the calculated mean friction 
force. Top-left inset shows a friction loop acquired with Tip 1 at ~5.8 μm/s; an atomic stick-slip 
pattern can be clearly resolved corresponding to scanning along the [110] direction.  
The three fitting parameters, β, f0, and Fc can now aid in distinguishing variations 
between the two measurements. Given the plateau in the friction measurements at high 
scanning speeds, the Fc had to be determined first, as an average of the data points in the 
plateau, and used in the PTT fit at lower scanning speeds, where β and f0 were extracted. 
In both experiments, the values of β are similar to within a factor of 2, which is to be 
expected as β describes the shape of the potential energy corrugation of the surface and 
should similar in both cases since the same materials are involved and both tips are 
roughly the same size; the only difference would be in the atomic structure of the 
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amorphous silica-terminated tip and possibly in the nanoscale roughness of each tip. 
Thus, it is reasonable for β to be comparable for both cases. Similarly, Fc does not vary 
significantly between the two tips, which is also to be expected as Fc describes the 
magnitude of the friction force when it is not influenced by thermal energy, which should 
be the same for identical materials and tip geometries; different contact areas due to 
different atomic-scale structural features of the tip could cause Fc to vary somewhat. 
Finally, the discrepancy between the values of f0 of the two tips is relatively large. 
However, both values are within the same range as other AFM experiments reported 
before [2-4], and given the difference in the effective mass between the two tip apices (as 
the estimated tip radii are different), the difference in the coupling from the instrument 
noise to the tip, and the large experimental uncertainty, this difference in attempt 
frequency is not surprising. 
6.2.4: MD Simulations Results 
The simulation-predicted mean friction force is shown in Figure 6.9. Significantly, 
the slowest scanning speed obtained from PRD simulations (25 μm/s) is smaller than the 
fastest speed of experiments (~580 μm/s), and is also approximately three orders of 
magnitude slower than previously achieved scanning speeds in MD. Overlapping 
datapoints at 0.1, 0.2, and 0.5 m/s from MD and PRD validate the PRD simluations. 
Achieving this overlap is a primary point of novelty for the work in this thesis as well as 
the MD simluations. 
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Figure 6.9: Friction force as a function of scanning speed from MD at 300 K (cyan diamonds) 
and 0.5 K (purple triangles), and PRD (blue circles) at 300 K. Dashed lines indicate fits of the 
PRD data to the PTT model using a value of Fc of 2.56±0.02 nN from the simulations run at 0.5 K, 
yielding β=(2.9±0.2)×105 N3/2/J and f0=120±30 GHz. 
MD simulations were run at 0.5 K to mimic sliding friction without thermal 
activation; the resulting constant friction force plateau at 2.56±0.02 nN was then used as 
the value of Fc in the PTT model fit. Above scanning speeds of 4 m/s, friction increased 
rapidly with speed, deviating from the plateau predicted by the PTT model. The 
unphysically high friction at high speeds is consistent with previous observations, 
although no physical explantation was provided [3]. The present simluations reveal that it 
is associated with surface wear, quantified empirically by measuring the root mean 
square surface roughness, which was observed to increase dramatically at these speeds 
due to irreversible displacements of atoms. The high speed data was excluded from 
subsequent analyses, enabling isolation of friction from wear and subsequent fits of the 
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data to the wearless PTT model. Fitting the 300 K simulation data up to 1 m/s then yields 
β = (2.9±0.2)×105 N3/2/J, and f0 = 120±30 GHz for the simluations.  
6.2.5: Discussion 
For the combined AFM and MD study, we observed single stick-slip events 
across 10 orders of magnitude of speed. In the AFM data, for the two tips used in 
experiments, β agreed to within a factor of 2, being (4.8 ± 2.0)×105 N3/2/J and 
(2.5±0.3)×10
5
 N
3/2
/J for Tips 1 and 2 respectively. At mentioned previously, the 
discrepancy between these two values is reasonable. Although the tip and sample 
materials are the same for both measurements, the sliding direction for both tips was the 
[110] direction, the calculated contact radii for the two tips differ by a ratio of 
approximately 1.5, leading to different values of β. Furthermore, given that it is not 
possible to observe the tip apex in contact with the surface during sliding in the 
experiments, the atomic structure at the end of each tip could differ, contributing the 
variation in β we observed. This suggests that either the interfacial potential is not 
strongly dependent on the details of the amorphous tip‘s surface atomic structure, or the 
tip structures are relatively similar. Similarly, the Fc values agree within a factor of 1.7, 
being 1.5±0.2 nN and 0.9±0.2 nN for Tips 1 and 2 respectively. The larger tip produced 
the larger value of Fc. This difference is consistent with theoretical predictions that Fc 
increases with the contact area, resulting from the fact that more atoms at the interface 
contribute to friction [26, 46, 47]. The greatest discrepancy between fits of the PTT to the 
friction data acquired from the two tips is the 6.5 times difference between the two f0 
values, being 108±42 kHz and 700±200 kHz for Tips 1 and 2 respectively. While they 
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are both in the range of previously-reported AFM experiments [2-4], the difference 
suggests that either the effective mass of the two tip apices are rather different 
(potentially this arises from their different size and shape) or the coupling of instrument 
noise to the tip in each experiment was different [48].  
To better compare experiment and simulation, the AFM data from Figure 6.8 and 
the MD/PRD data from Figure 6.9 are plotted together in Figure 6.10 allowing further 
analysis. Figure 6.10 clearly shows that the speed gap between simulations and 
experiment has been closed. However, there is a significant difference between the 
measured and predicted friction force, despite matching the conditions as closely as 
possible. We can understand this difference by comparing the three fitting parameters, β, 
Fc, and f0, extracted from the fits of the PTT model to the experimental and simulation 
data. The lateral potential shape (β) can be directly fit to both experiment and simulation 
data; these values are consistent (2.9×10
5
 N
3/2
/J from simulation, and 4.8×10
5
 N
3/2
/J and 
2.5×10
5
 N
3/2
/J from experiments). This indicates that the shape characteristics of the 
energetic landscape for the experiments and simulation are comparable. The mean 
athermal friction force (Fc) of 2.56 nN, fit to the simulations run at 0.5 K, is somewhat 
larger than the two experimental values (0.85±0.18 and 1.5±0.2 nN), but it is of the same 
order of magnitude. The attempt frequency (f0) from the simulation of 120±30 GHz is 
several orders of magnitude larger than those from the experiments (108±42 kHz and 
700±200 kHz). The remainder of this section examines the root causes of the differences 
in Fc and f0, which may explain the difference in the predicted and measured friction. 
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Figure 6.10: MD (cyan and red solid diamonds), PRD (blue solid circles), and experimental 
results from Tip 1 (black squares) and Tip 2 (red solid circles) plotted together. MD predictions 
are reported for 1.0 nm (cyan diamonds) and 2.2 nm (red diamonds) contact radii, rc, where the 
latter is consistent with an extrapolation of the low-speed friction trend observed for Tip 1. The 
relationship between Fc and contact size is also used to extrapolate the PRD data to a 2.2 nm 
contact radius (blue hollow circles). 
The discrepancy in Fc may have three origins: differences in tip shape, scanning 
direction, and contact area. First, a truncated cone-shaped model tip was used for the 
PRD simulations; this differs from the approximately hemispherical experimental tip 
shapes indicated by TEM images (Figure 6.6). Additional MD tests were performed to 
investigate the influence of tip geometry by simulating a hemispherical tip with the same 
approximate contact radius as that of the truncated cone. The change to a hemispherical 
model tip increased friction only by ~6% (data not shown), which is within the 
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uncertainty of the contact mechanics calculations, indicating that geometry cannot 
explain the experiment-simulation difference in Fc.  
Second, the scanning direction was [110] in the experiments and [100] in the 
simulations. However, MD simulations run over a range of scanning directions produced 
only a ~4% change in mean friction force (data not shown). Therefore, scanning direction 
also cannot explain the discrepancy.  
Finally, the effect of contact area is considered. Recall that the simulation contact 
area was designed to match a value estimated from experiments, where that estimate was 
based on a continuum contact mechanics model, a limitation imposed by being unable to 
directly measure contact area experimentally [32]. To test the sensitivity of Fc to the 
contact area, simulations of truncated cone-shaped tips with different circular contact 
radii were conducted. Friction increased linearly with contact area (data not shown), 
consistent with previous simulation [26] and experimental results [46, 47]. Based on the 
linear relationship between friction and contact area, increasing the model simulation 
contact radius from 1.0 nm to 2.2 nm would lead to MD results that, when extrapolated to 
low speeds (below ~10
4
 nm/s), agree well with the low-speed experimental results 
(Figure 6.10: MD simulation data, red diamonds; extrapolated PRD data, hollow blue 
circles). This contact radius (2.2 nm) is consistent with the experimental estimation, and 
is reasonable given the limitations of using a continuum model to describe nanoscale 
contact [49, 50] and the significant uncertainty associated with determining the tip radius. 
This suggests that the contact area may contribute to the observed difference in friction 
between experiment and simulation. However, such a shift will not resolve the large 
disagreement in the onset speed of the plateau. 
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The experiment-simulation discrepancy can only be fully resolved by addressing 
the difference in attempt frequency, f0. Mass (inertia) may be one cause of this difference, 
as discussed previously [3]. However, unlike the previous study, here no extrapolation of 
the data to fit the PTT model was necessary. Furthermore, the possibility of effects due to 
surface contamination can be excluded since the experiments were performed in UHV. 
We therefore can compare the results with confidence. In analyzing the tip masses, the tip 
apex in MD/PRD simulation is only comprised of a few thousand atoms, significantly 
smaller than the AFM tip or the cantilever, both of which exhibit thermal vibrations that 
can produce slip attempts. For a harmonic system, the attempt frequency will be related 
to the structure‘s effective mass, m, by 
       
 
  
√
 
 
,      (6.7) 
where k is the spring stiffness. This expression, with the fit values of f0 from experiment 
and simulation and the known simulation tip mass, predicts an effective experimental tip 
mass of exp~10
-11 
kg, corresponding to a volume of ~4×10
-15
 m
3
 (assuming a density of 
2.6 g/cm
3
 [51]). While it is not exactly known how much of the tip actually contributes to 
thermally activated friction, the calculated volume is consistent with that of a real AFM 
tip, estimated to be ~7×10
-16
 m
3 
based on the TEM tip images and the use of a method of 
disks from the tip profile [52]. This range of masses cannot be directly tested using MD 
simulations given the size-scale limitations of the MD method due to computational 
constraints. However, simulations of tips scanning at 1 m/s with artificially increased 
atomic masses showed that friction increased with mass (data not shown), consistent with 
our numerical solutions of the PTT model (higher mass reduces f0; fewer slip attempts per 
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unit time lead to higher mean friction, similar to the effect of scanning faster). Thus, the 
small tip mass in the MD provides one explanation for the difference between simulation 
and experiment. In other words, a larger tip mass in the simulations would shift v0 and the 
onset of the plateau to lower values. 
Within the range of contact areas, tip masses, and scanning speeds explored in the 
simulations, the experimentally observed friction plateau is not reproduced. Physically, 
the plateau represents attaining a high enough scanning speed that available vibrations of 
the atoms at the end of the tip apex no longer have enough time assist in overcoming the 
local interfacial potential energy barriers [53]. In the PTT model, only those thermal 
vibrations of the tip apex are considered. However, other thermal noise sources, such as 
thermally induced vibrations of the cantilever, or athermal instrument noise, such as 
mechanical vibrations of the AFM apparatus and electronic 60 Hz noise, are not included 
despite the fact that they too can lower the activation barrier to slip by adding energy into 
the contact [48, 53]. Both athermal and thermal noise sources are inherent in every 
experiment, but are not captured in simulations. By applying the master equation method 
[54], the influence of both athermal and thermal noise sources can be captured 
simultaneously via numerical modeling. In this approach, both noise sources are specified 
in the model, with the magnitude of the athermal noise vibration to be modeled 
determined by calibrating its amplitude in the experiment with respect to the amplitude of 
the cantilever‘s thermal noise (as determined in a power spectrum of the cantilever 
signal). This analysis indicates that two transition points can occur: a plateau-like 
reduction in slope at low speed determined by low frequency instrument noise, and a 
plateau at high speed due to higher frequency thermal noise [48], as shown in Figure 
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6.11. The master equation method was applied (details in Ref. [1]) assuming thermally or 
athermally excited vibration of the cantilever at 200 kHz and an amplitude of 0.20 nm. 
This amplitude corresponds to an effective temperature of 1800 K based on the 
equipartition theorem [55], thus, the noise observed in the experiment is likely a 
combination of the thermal noise from the AFM cantilever oscillating at its first lateral 
resonance and athermal noise associated with the mechanical vibrations of the AFM 
apparatus. This modeling is the only current mechanism by which the low-speed friction 
plateau observed in experiments and the high-speed friction plateau observed in 
simulations can be linked. 
 
Figure 6.11: Master equation method (two-noise model) fit to experimental data. One can 
observe that due to the instrument noise, it is possible to reproduce two transitions in friction vs. 
speed data.  
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In Figure 6.11, there are two transition points. One transition point occurs at 
approximately v = 10
4
 nm/s (F = 1.5 nN), which results from the instrument noise. The 
second transition point occurs at v = 8×10
9
 nm/s (F = 2.56 nN) originating from thermal 
noise. In the low speed regime before the first transition point, the two-noise model fits 
the experimental data well. After the first transition point, the fitting curve enters a lower 
slope regime, which is not the same as the plateau in the experiment. The difference 
between the fit and the experimental data points can be rationalized by the following two 
mechanisms. First, the instrument noise was assumed to be independent of scanning 
speed. Given the complexity in the experimental setup, the additional shear piezo used to 
scan the sample at the high speeds, and the sensitive electronics that are used in 
measuring atomic stick-slip at high scanning speeds, it is possible that a speed dependent 
noise source is captured in the experimental data. More specifically, if the instrument 
noise amplitude varies with scanning speed, it is possible that the friction force can be 
further suppressed at the first plateau regime. Second, the parameters for thermal noise, 
specifically the attempt frequency, are adopted from the simulations. It was previously 
demonstrated that MD simulation significantly underestimates the effective mass of tip 
apex, thus overestimating the attempt frequency. In combination with a larger effective 
mass of tip apex, the two slope fit, resulting from instrumental noise, would be able to 
better fit the experiment measurements, especially at the higher speed regime. More 
discussion on this can be found in [1] and [48, 53].  
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6.3: Temperature Dependence of Friction 
Next, friction properties as a function of temperature were explored. The goal of 
this study was to understand the atomistic mechanisms that govern the temperature 
dependence of nanoscale friction. Greater understanding of the temperature dependence 
of friction will directly benefit a wide range of engineering applications as well as 
provide fundamental insight. More specifically, there are a variety of devices with 
tribological interfaces that need to operate at elevated temperature environments, e.g., 
sensors in combustion systems [56] or in power plants [57], as well as next-generation 
hard drives which incorporate the heat-assisted magnetic recording (HAMR) technology 
[58]. In HAMR technology, there are high-temperature components for which 
tribological issues are major challenges [58]. Additionally, the temperature dependence 
of friction is relevant in aerospace applications, including satellites and spacecraft, which 
are constantly exposed to harsh conditions such as temperatures ranging from below 4 
Kelvin to several hundred degrees Kelvin.  
Several recent studies have reported a strong reduction of friction with increasing 
temperature, an effect termed thermolubricity [10, 13]. According to the PTT model, low 
friction at elevated temperatures is explained by the fact that atoms at the interface 
benefit from thermal excitations which provide energy to help overcome local energy 
barrier and enable tip atoms to slip. Experimental studies at the nanoscale have observed 
friction being reduced at elevated temperatures [5, 11, 12, 14]. Specifically, Zhao et al. 
studied friction between silicon nitride (Si3N4) tips and HOPG surfaces in UHV for 
temperatures between 140-750 K, and found that friction decreased with temperature in a 
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nearly exponential fashion [11]. Schirmeisen et al. studied Si tips sliding on a silicon 
surface (with native oxide) and observed a similar trend above 100 K. However, from 50 
to 100 K, friction increased with temperature, thus producing a maximum friction force 
near 100 K [5]. Barel et al. used a simple multi-bond model of the interface and 
explained that this peak at 100 K was due to the competition between thermally activated 
interfacial bond rupture and bond formation processes, which were assumed to have 
different activation energies [15]. However, the nature of these bonds is not specified, 
and thus it is not possible to predict the temperature dependence of friction for other 
materials based on this model alone.  
In this part of the study, AFM experiments and MD simulations are closely 
matched to examine the temperature dependence of atomic-scale friction. Specifically, 
the sample temperature is controlled across a wide range of temperatures during scanning 
and MD simulations over the same range are conducted. Experimental parameters, 
namely environment, sample material, contact area, normal and lateral stiffnesses, and 
load, were also matched as closely as possible in the MD simulations. MD provides 
access to the atomistic details of the contact interface, and provides valuable insight into 
topics such as interfacial bond formation and rupture as considered in the model of Barel 
et al., for example. Since this is an ongoing project, this Section only presents 
preliminary experimental and simulation data.  
6.3.1: Experimental Details 
A bulk MoS2 sample (SPI Supplies Inc.) was cleaved ex situ in laboratory air (RH 
∼30-60%) to expose the (0001) surface, and then immediately introduced into the fast 
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entry lock of the RHK 750 AFM system, which was then evacuated. The fast entry lock 
was then baked at 140 °C for 12 hours. Subsequently, the sample was inserted in the 
main AFM chamber, and then annealed in-situ at ~200° C for ~1 hour to desorb surface 
contaminants, after which the sample was left in the chamber for 3-5 hours to equilibrate 
with the chamber environment. The base pressure of the main chamber was maintained at 
~1×10
-9
 Torr. A single crystal Si contact-mode AFM cantilever probe with an integrated 
tip (CSC 38, Mikromasch Inc.) terminated by its native oxide was used throughout the 
experiments. The cantilevers were calibrated in the manner discussed in Section 6.2.1.2. 
Error bars given in the friction force represent the standard deviation in the calculated 
mean. All data were acquired at a nominal applied load of ~0 nN in the presence of 
adhesion which is discussed below.  
The sample temperature was varied by heating or cooling the sample and the 
stage that holds it. The temperature was measured from a K-type thermocouple that was 
mounted directly underneath the sample. Although the AFM tip temperature was not 
directly varied, according to earlier studies one can assume that the tip, given its small 
thermal mass, will quickly reach a steady state at a temperature close to that of the 
sample through radiative and conductive heat transfer [5, 11]. Due to the long thermal 
time constant (in the order of tens of minutes) associated with the large sample holder 
and the bulk sample, for elevated temperatures, the temperature was ramped up from RT 
with an increment of ~30 K until reaching ~480 K. For low temperatures, it was cooled 
from RT in decrements of ~10 K until reaching the minimum temperature achievable 
with liquid nitrogen, corresponding to approximately 115 K. Since each scan took 
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approximately five minutes to complete, a small thermal fluctuation in the sample 
(approximately 2-3 K) was inevitable during the measurement. In between each friction 
scan at a given temperature, pull-off forces were also measured. 
6.3.2: MD Simulations Protocol 
Complementary simulations were performed by the Martini group at the 
University of California Merced. The simulation model consists of an apex of a diamond 
AFM tip with hydrogen termination scanning over a MoS2(0001) surface. The MoS2 
substrate was modeled as a two-layer thick system with lateral dimensions of 18×16 nm
2
 
(length × width). The tip had a spherical shape with a radius of 2.5 nm. The topmost 
atoms in the tip are treated as a rigid body subject to a 0 nN external normal load, and 
connected by a harmonic spring to a support that moves laterally at a constant speed. A 
Langevin thermostat applied to the free atoms maintained the desired temperature. In all 
simulations, the inter-atomic interactions between the tip and hydrogen are described via 
the AIREBO potential [59], the interactions within the  substrate are described via the 
REBO potential [60], and finally the long range interactions between tip and substrate are 
modeled using the LJ potential. All simulations are performed using LAMMPS 
simulation software [41]. 
6.3.3: Results and Discussion 
Figure 6.12 shows the pull-off force measured over a range of sample 
temperatures. The mean pull-off force was ~7.3±1.8 nN, and a nearly constant trend was 
observed as a function of temperature, consistent with the Zhao et al.‘s results for Si3N4 
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tips in contact with both HOPG and MoS2 [11, 12].  Importantly, this suggests that 
surface contaminants, whose population on the surface of either the substrate or the tip 
can vary strongly as a function of temperature, are not present in an amount that alters 
adhesion. 
 
Figure 6.12: Pull-off force acquired as a function of sample temperature, ranging from ~115 – 
300 K. A systematic variation of the pull-off force with temperature was not observed. The blue 
dash line represents the mean value (~7.3 nN) of the data set and the red box indicates the range 
of the standard deviation of the mean.  
Figure 6.13 (a) and (b) show representative lateral force images acquired during 
friction measurements at T = 290 K and T = 391 K, respectively. A clear stick-slip pattern 
with the periodicity of the MoS2(0001) surface lattice was observed near RT. However, 
as the temperature was increased, the periodicity of stick-slip pattern changed drastically, 
resulting in a much shorter periodicity (a factor of 2-3) compared to the pattern obtained 
at RT. While this effect could be attributed to thermal fluctuation, more systemic study is 
needed to uncover the mechanism. It was once again recovered when the temperature was 
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lowered back to near RT. Figure 6.13 (c) shows the friction force vs. sample temperature 
acquired at scanning speed of ~17 nm/s. A clear decreasing trend can be observed as 
temperature increased from 115 – 300K, after which the friction force was extremely low 
(0.21 ± 0.11 nN averaged over the temperature range of 300-480 K). Given that adhesion 
was temperature-independent and the friction forces reproducible when the temperature 
was brought back to RT (the order of temperature variation was RT to cryogenic 
temperatures and back to RT), a change in the tip shape or chemistry can be ruled out as a 
possible mechanism for the change in friction. Note that above RT, the error bars are 
smaller than the size of the data point. However, at cryogenic temperatures, the size of 
the error bars increase significantly as a result of more tilted friction loops due to the 
increase of friction.  
 
Figure 6.13: Stick-slip friction is clearly observed for scans performed near RT (a), however, as 
the temperatures increases (b), the pattern significantly decreased compared the one obtained at 
RT shown in (a). These images were used for calculating friction forces. (c) Friction vs. sample 
temperature varied from ~115 – 480 K, a strong decrease in friction was observed, data acquired 
at a 17 nm/s scan speed. 
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Next, the scan speed was varied across three different scan speeds, 17 nm/s, 34 
nm/s, and 67 nm/s. The results are plotted together allowing us to better compare the 
effect of speed across this range of temperatures. Figure 6.14 (a) shows that, for all three 
speeds, friction dropped rapidly as a function of temperature, as predicted by 
thermolubricity. Above RT, friction remained fairly insensitive to temperature. Note here 
again that the sequence of temperature variation was RT to high temperature, then cooled 
down to RT, then from RT to cryogenic temperatures and back to RT. Figure 6.14 (a) 
inset plots friction vs. temperatures from ~115-180 K, and shows that, in addition to the 
decrease of friction with increasing temperature, the difference between friction forces as 
a function of speed increases with a decreasing temperature. This is roughly indicated by 
the straight lines, which are drawn simply to indicate the trend and are not fits to any 
model. More specifically, the absolute slope of the straight lines increases with 
decreasing temperatures, indicating that at low temperatures, friction is more sensitive to 
speeds than above ~180 K. This speed-dependent friction at a particular temperature has 
not been reported yet in the literature.  
MD simulations were performed by closely matching the experimental parameters 
as described above. These results are plotted in Figure 6.14 (b). A decreasing trend in 
friction force as a function of temperature is observed, although this trend is less 
pronounced in comparison to the experiments. This can be explained by the differences in 
contact size, tip material, and scanning speeds. Additionally, a speed dependence of 
friction can also be observed from the simulations, as shown in Figure 6.14 (b) inset. 
However, the trend shows that the speed dependence of friction changes modestly due to 
the temperature. This trend is significantly less strong compared to the trend observed in 
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the present experiments and also to the results reported by Perez et al.‘s from their MD 
study on Cu/Cu contact [54]. The cause of the disagreement could be related to the exact 
details of the simulation and the difference in materials studied by Perez et al. More 
studies are required to investigate this discrepancy.  
Currently no experimental data is available yet below ~115 K in this study. 
According to a recent review paper by Krylov and Frenken [18], as temperature 
approaches to the absolute zero, it is expected that friction will approach a constant 
maximum force regardless of the scanning speed. This prediction is also consistent with 
the PTT model, suggesting that at 0 K, friction enters an athermal regime where the 
maximum friction force is related to the Fc. 
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Figure 6.14: (a) Friction vs. temperature data acquired at three different speeds. For all three 
speeds, friction drops rapidly as a function of temperature up to RT, at which point friction 
remains fairly insensitive to temperature. Inset: At cryogenic temperatures, a trend of speed-
dependent friction at a particular temperature  is visible, indicating that at those temperatures, 
friction is more sensitive to speeds than above ~180 K. Straight lines are drawn simply to indicate 
the trend. (b) MD simulation results from studies at a comparable temperature range after closely 
matching the test parameters, plotted for the same axis ranges as (a). Similar friction behavior is 
observed, although the dependence is far less strong compared to the experiments. The inset 
shows that the friction forces are also slightly affected by the scanning speed, with higher 
scanning speeds leading to higher friction, as seen previously for studies at room temperature.  
In our experiments, adhesion and friction were measured at a sample temperature 
between ~115 and ~480 K. While no significant variation in adhesion was observed as a 
function of sample temperature, friction exhibited a strong dependence on temperature. 
The friction dependence is qualitatively consistent with the effect of thermolubricity. A 
friction peak at cryogenic temperatures was absent, in contrast with Schirmeisen et al.‘s 
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report for a Si/Si interface [5]. Since the peak was related to bond formation and breakage 
between the tip and sample, and thus highly dependent on the material properties of the 
two, it is possible that for Si/MoS2 interface this peak is located at below ~115 K, or is 
even absent. Additionally, comparing to Zhao et al., [12], the rapid increase of friction as 
the temperature is reduced occurs at ~120 K as opposed to ~220 K in Zhao et al. [12]. 
This could also be rationalized by the fact that the tip material, Si3N4, is different in 
Zhao‘s experiment than silicon which is used here. Further experiments at lower 
temperatures are necessary to fully understand the origins of this behavior. Finally, the 
observed speed dependence of friction was also in accordance with Sang‘s calculations 
for friction as a function of temperature and speed [8]. 
6.4: Summary 
In the first part of the study, the speed dependence of atomic friction between 
AFM tips and atomically-flat gold surfaces was studied using matched AFM experiments 
and MD simulations. For the first time, AFM experiments and MD simulation results 
were reported with an overlapping range of scanning speeds for the same material system 
and with optimally matched conditions. Despite the efforts to match conditions, there 
remained a discrepancy between the measured and modeled friction force. This 
discrepancy was explored using the PTT model to fit the experimental and simulation 
data separately. This analysis suggested that the difference in the magnitude of the 
friction from experiment and simulation may originate from the attempt frequency and 
the mean athermal friction force. These parameters were associated with reasonable 
differences in experimental and simulation contact area and tip effective mass. 
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Furthermore, the low speed friction plateau observed only in the experiment was 
explained in terms of system vibrations and instrument noise. These finding suggested 
that some or all of these factors may still preclude direct matching of experimentally-
measured and simulation-predicted atomic-scale friction. Further study is needed to 
isolate the role of each factor and then potentially address the issue in simulations. 
However, awareness of the limitations of atomistic simulations to fully or accurately 
capture the contact area, tip effective mass, or instrument noise in an AFM experiment 
helps us better understand the predictions of such models and in turn use the information 
they provide to complement measurements and ultimately fundamentally understand 
atomic-scale friction. 
Friction between a Si tip (with native oxide) and a MoS2 sample were also 
performed at various temperatures ranging from ~115-480 K. For adhesion, no 
temperature dependence was observed, consistent with prior reports. However, friction 
experiments showed a strong temperature effect that is consistent with the concept of 
thermolubricity. Specifically, starting from cryogenic temperatures (~115 K), friction 
initially had fairly large forces and was quickly reduced as temperature increases. Beyond 
RT and up to ~480 K, friction was almost insensitive to temperature. Additionally, from 
~115 K to ~180 K, speed-dependent friction at a particular temperature was observed as a 
function of speed: for the same temperature, friction force was increased at higher 
scanning speed than at lower speeds, indicating that at the cryogenic temperatures, speed 
has a more pronounced effect on friction, as also predicted by the PTT model. A similar 
trend was observed in the MD simulations, although the strength of the temperature 
dependence was less strong in comparison to the experiments, which could be related to 
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the various differences in test parameters. Lastly, speed-dependent friction at a particular 
temperature was also observed from the simulations; however, currently disagreement 
exists between the trends in MD in comparison to the AFM. More studies are required to 
investigate these discrepancies.  
In summary, we observed that both speed and temperature have a significant 
effect on atomic-scale friction, and that both parameters are related, as predicted by the 
PTT model. For the first part of the study, the speed gap between experiments and 
simulation was closed by a coordinated approach involving increasing the scanning speed 
in AFM and slowing down the scan speed in MD simulations. A friction plateau is 
observed at an ultra-high scanning speed, as predicted by the PTT model. However, such 
a trend was not observed in the closely matched MD simulations. Additional analysis 
suggested that this friction plateau could be induced by the larger inertia in the 
experiments, or by thermal or athermal noise of the AFM which could not be captured by 
the present simulations. For the temperature dependence study, AFM friction tests were 
performed as a function of temperature and a strong decrease of friction with increasing 
temperature was observed, in accordance with the PTT model and more recently also 
predicted by the thermolubricity effect. In short, both studies suggested that the 
interfacial shear strength can be well controlled and predicted by altering the scanning 
speed and the system temperature, providing pathways to tailor frictional properties of 
interfaces. 
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Chapter 7: Concluding Remarks and Future Work 
The majority of the content of this thesis is a result of the research conducted 
during my Ph.D. studies and has already been published in peer-reviewed manuscripts [1-
3]. However, there are open questions and future research directions, which will be 
outlined in this Chapter. This Chapter consists of four sections; the first three will 
summarize and discuss the conclusions of studies of the adhesion properties of graphene 
(Chapter 4), of the friction properties of fluorinated graphene (Chapter 5), and of 
thermally-activated friction processes (Chapter 6). In each section, following summaries 
and conclusions, open questions will be outlined, and planned experiments and future 
work will be discussed. Finally, an overall outlook will be provided covering all the work 
presented.   
7.1: Adhesion Properties of Graphene and Other 2-D Films 
Adhesion properties of graphene and graphite were investigated with AFM and 
FD spectroscopy. For aged graphene, a sliding-history dependence of adhesion was 
found, i.e., upon exposure to dry nitrogen or ambient environment, the pull-off force is 
transiently increased after the tip has pre-slid over the surface[1]. This effect is also 
observed on aged graphite, and on aged graphene, provided it is loosely adhered to its 
underlying substrate, such as SiO2. These findings indicate that aging of graphite and 
graphene films results in the strengthening of adhesive interaction between a silicon tip 
and the topmost layer of the sample. This effect is also seen to occur in closely matched 
FEM simulations. Based on results from the literature [4], the aging process involves 
oxidation of the top-layer of graphene, causing it to interact more strongly with the native 
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oxide of the silicon AFM tip. When the interaction between the tip and the topmost layer 
of graphene/graphite is further strengthened by sliding, the tip-graphene interfacial 
configuration is substantially altered such that topmost layer locally delaminates under 
tensile loading, leading to an enhanced adhesion force upon pulling off the AFM tip. 
Subsequent pull-off measurements show a rather steady value. The effect is suppressed 
when graphene is strongly adhered, such as on muscovite mica, due to the strong 
interaction energy between the mica and the graphene, preventing local delamination of 
the graphene from the mica substrate. The observation of a sliding history-dependent 
pull-off force demonstrates the importance of the three interfaces (tip/sample; 
sample/graphene; graphene/tip) when measuring adhesion forces on 2-D materials. It also 
shows that adhesion forces on graphene-terminated surfaces that will be exposed to 
oxygen-containing atmospheres can be minimized by using one or at most a few layers 
that are strongly adhered to their substrate. This study, combined with the results 
thickness-dependence of friction as published in Ref. [5], demonstrates that contact area 
is strongly affected by the number of layers of 2-D films, as evidenced by the puckering 
effect for friction and by enhanced adhesion forces upon pre-sliding of aged graphene 
surfaces. Therefore, arranging the number of layers for 2-D films offers a pathway to 
alter the contact area during sliding while the interfacial shear strength remains constant.  
While the proposed mechanism can explain our experimental observations, there 
are a number of unknowns and unresolved issues. These open questions need to be 
answered through further studies to more fully understand the governing mechanisms. In 
the following, a list of recommended studies is presented to extend this work. 
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1. Uncovering atomistic mechanisms of this observed effect is challenging as it is 
difficult to model surfaces that are less than ideal, for example, oxidized samples. The 
next step in this project would be to carry out similar pre-sliding experiments in UHV on 
clean graphene surfaces. Under these vacuum conditions, the surfaces will not be 
oxidized if they are prepared (i.e., cleaved) in situ; or if they can be treated in such a way 
that they will not be oxidized, so that pristine surface chemistry can be maintained. In 
addition, the ability to reverse the oxidation process, for example by in situ vacuum 
annealing to substantially reduce or eliminate any oxidization on the sample, would help 
to verify the proposed model. Given the inherent environmental similarity of UHV AFM 
experiments and MD simulations, performing tests inside the UHV AFM provides one 
with the ability to match experimental and simulation conditions, allowing reliable 
comparisons between the two. 
2. We observed that for direct pull-off measurements, pull-off forces remain 
constant, and the proposed mechanism is that adhesion forces are primarily dominated by 
the surface interactions between the AFM tip and the graphene surface of the top layer. 
However, the detailed atomistic mechanism and how that picture might fit in the 
continuum mechanics remain presently unclear.  
3. It was also found that that if one imposes a strong adhesive interaction between 
a graphene sample and the substrate, for example by examining graphene exfoliated onto 
freshly-cleaved muscovite mica, the transient increase of adhesion force after scanning is 
eliminated. Indeed, mica is known for its high surface energy and thus is capable of 
strongly adhering to single or possibly few layer graphene. Indeed, it is known to prevent 
graphene from puckering during sliding [5]. The fact that the transient adhesion effect 
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was suppressed for up to 3 layers of graphene suggests that the interaction between 
graphene and muscovite mica extends at least 1 nm (approximately the thickness of 3 
graphene layers). Recently, Tsoi et al. reported that few-layer graphene is able to screen 
van der Waals forces from an underlying SiO2 substrate [6]. This seems somewhat 
contradictory to our results, since we observed an absence of sliding history-dependent of 
adhesion on tri-layer graphene deposited on muscovite mica. Therefore, a systematic 
experiment (and also combined with simulations) to study the pre-sliding effect as a 
function of number of graphene layers deposited on mica is warranted. 
4. As shown by Lee et al., layer-dependent friction is observed not only for 
graphene but also for three other exfoliated 2-D films: MoS2, BN, and NbSe2 [5]. 
Studying the pre-sliding adhesion experiments on these other 2-D films will elucidate the 
hypothesis that the adhesion enhancement effect is more general.  
5. As an extension of the experiment on layer-dependent friction, it would be 
valuable to investigate and quantify the effect of normal load, temperature, and scanning 
speed on the frictional behavior of graphene and other 2-D materials, which again will 
provide insight into the mechanism of the puckering effect, and possibly uncover other 
mechanisms controlling atomic friction. Specifically, recent MD simulations on friction 
as a function of load showed a monotonically increasing trend for supported graphene, 
and on suspended graphene friction is observed to first increase and then decrease with 
increasing load [7].   
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7.2: Friction Properties of Fluorinated Graphene and the Influence of Other 
Chemical Functionalization 
In the second study, it was observed that friction on fluorinated graphene is 
strongly affected by the degree of fluorination, which is controlled by the exposure time 
of the graphene film to the XeF2 gas. With increasing fluorination time, a corresponding 
friction ratio of >11x higher than on pristine graphene was observed. This strong 
dependence is attributed to the fact that attachment of fluorine atoms to the graphene 
scaffold greatly enhances the local energy barrier for sliding and thereby significantly 
alters the energy landscape experienced by the tip apex. These results provide new 
insights into the atomic-scale effects of functionalization on friction properties of 
graphene; and in addition, they suggest an approach to sensitively probe the local 
chemistry and structure of functionalized graphene. Collectively, these results provide 
important new insights into the atomic-scale effects of functionalization on graphene, 
showing how the structure, chemistry, electronic behavior, and frictional behavior are 
coupled together. They also demonstrate how atomic-scale friction is a sensitive probe of 
the local chemistry and structure of functionalized graphene. Lastly, it is demonstrated 
that surface functionalization offers a way to tailor the potential energy landscape of thin 
films, which in turn allows friction to be tuned according to specific needs in 
applications.  
There still exist several open questions, which are desirable to address through 
experiments and simulations. Below, a list of recommended studies to extend this work is 
presented.  
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1. Present studies only focused on systems of single layer graphene and FG. It 
remains unclear how friction on multi-layer FG and graphene behaves at the highest 
degree of fluorination, and as a function of the number of layers of graphene and FG. For 
example, it would be interesting to see if the layer-dependent friction observed on 
graphene [ref] extends to its chemically modified relatives. The aim then would be to 
gain further insight into the mechanism of the influence of fluorination and the degree of 
fluorination on friction as a function of the film thickness.  
2. From the MD results on ordered C2F, we found that the potential energy 
surface (PES) experienced by the tip apex is decreased in corrugation compared to that of 
C4F, although the values for both the PES and friction coefficient are still much greater 
than those for pristine graphene. We explained this by hypothesizing that greater 
coverage of fluorine atoms is approaching the limit where a dense fluorine layer is covers 
the graphene, therefore maximally screening the carbon energy landscape, resulting in a 
flatter PES. However, more studied should be devoted to fully understand the 
mechanism. Additionally, Dong et al. predicted that friction between a diamond tip and 
hydrogenated graphene will initially increase with increasing degree of hydrogenation, 
and then decrease again when approaching a fully hydrogenated state [8]. Given that 
there are similarities between FG and hydrogenated graphene, it is worth investigating 
whether this prediction also holds for fully fluorinated graphene.  
3. According to our proposed mechanism, the attachment of fluorine atoms to 
graphene greatly increases the local energy barrier for sliding and alters the PES 
experienced by the tip apex. For the particular system that examined, the specific 
distribution fluorine is unknown, although fluorination occurs nominally on the top 
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surface only. However, at extended fluorination times, it is possible that fluorine also 
penetrates to the bottom surface. Therefore, it remains extremely interesting to 
intentionally fluorinate both top and bottom surface and compare friction properties to 
those of top side fluorinated graphene. 
7.3: Thermally-Activated of Atomic-Scale Friction  
In the study of the speed dependence of atomic friction, our collaborators were 
able to significantly reduce MD simulation scanning speeds by using accelerated MD, 
and we were able to significantly increase experimental scanning speeds by improving 
the AFM apparatus, while resolving stick-slip behavior in both. This led, for the first 
time, to obtaining experimental and simulation results with an overlapping range of 
scanning speeds. Other parameters, namely environment (vacuum), materials (a SiO2 tip 
on a gold sample), contact area, temperature, normal and lateral stiffnesses, and load 
were also matched as closely as possible. Using the PTT model to compare and contrast 
experiment and simulation data, we made the first experimental observation of the 
saturation of the friction force above a critical scanning speed, as predicted by the PTT 
model. However, friction in experiments was larger than in simulations. PTT energetic 
parameters for the two were comparable, with minor differences attributable to the 
contact area‘s influence on the barrier to slip. Recognizing that the attempt frequency 
may be determined by thermal vibrations of the larger AFM tip mass or instrument noise 
allows the discrepancy to be fully resolved. Thus, atomic stick-slip friction is well 
described by the PTT model if sources of slip-assisting energy are accounted for.  
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In the study on temperature dependence of atomic friction, the influence of 
temperature on friction between a Si AFM tip (with native oxide) and MoS2 samples was 
investigated using both AFM experiments and MD simulations. From the preliminary 
AFM results, elevated sample temperatures were achieved by resistive heating of the 
sample until ~480 K; for low temperatures, liquid nitrogen was used in the low 
temperature cryostat to cool down the sample temperature until ~110 K. In MD, the test 
parameters were matched as closely as possible, including the materials, environment 
(vacuum), temperatures, materials, contact area, normal and lateral stiffnesses, and load. 
Our preliminary data revealed that, in general agreement with the PTT model and with 
the concept of thermolubricity, friction decreases significantly as the system temperature 
increases. This phenomenon can be understood by considering that tip atoms, when 
stuck, are sitting in a minimum of the interfacial potential energy. The higher the 
temperature, the more thermal energy will assist the tip to transit to the next energy 
minimum, resulting in lower static friction. Conversely, at lower temperatures, there are 
fewer thermal excitations to assist the tip to overcome an energy barrier, thus increasing 
friction.  
While the same trend was observed in the MD, the temperature dependence was 
much less strong than what was observed in experiments. Additionally, as shown in 
Section 6.3.3, under cryogenic temperatures in AFM, speed-dependent friction at a 
particular temperature was also observed. Specifically, for the speed range examined 
(from 17 nm/s to 67 nm/s), in the temperature range of ~115 K to ~170 K, friction was 
more sensitive to the scanning speed at a lower temperature than at a higher temperature. 
Although friction did vary as a function of temperature, it was found that adhesion did 
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not change across the temperature range between ~115 K to ~300 K. Therefore, adhesion 
is not the cause of the temperature dependence of friction. In summary, from both 
studies, we concluded that both scanning speed and temperature will affect friction and 
thus are possible ways to alter the interfacial shear strength. In particular, temperature 
plays a significant role in determining the magnitude of static friction.  
Despite these findings which strongly support the hypothesis that atomic stick-slip 
friction is a thermally activated process, there are remaining open questions and more 
areas that worth exploring. Below is a partial list.  
1. To date, much effort has been devoted to explore scanning speed and 
temperature, although the latter is preliminary, including the studies described in Chapter 
6 of this thesis. However, the correlation between the temperature and the scanning speed 
would become more clear if the influence of both was examined in the same experiment, 
i.e., changing the scanning speed across ~6 decades of speeds at different temperatures. 
Specifically, one could utilize the custom-designed high-speed shear piezo scanner from 
Chapter 6 combined with the full capabilities of the liquid helium cryostat. Obtaining 
friction vs. speed data sets at various temperatures would allow us to explore each of the 
fitting parameters in the PTT models as a function of time. First, although β in Eq. (2) in 
Chapter 6 is related to the shape of the potential energy corrugation (and can be extracted 
from the slope of the friction vs. speed data prior to reaching the high speed plateau), it 
does not explicitly depend on temperature. While this parameter has been found to be in 
the same order of magnitude for both SiO2/Au and Pt/Au contacts, and good agreement 
was found between AFM and MD, does this mean that one can expect the slope is 
invariant with temperature and materials at the interface? Second, Fc was extracted as the 
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value at the plateau of the AFM friction data, which by itself represents attaining a high 
enough scanning speed that available thermal vibrations of the atoms at the end of the tip 
apex no longer have enough time to assist in overcoming the local interfacial potential 
energy barriers. According to the PTT model, this is equivalent to the friction at zero K, 
or the athermal regime. Will changing the system temperature shift the plateau, and if so, 
by what amount? Specifically, one can expect that decreasing the temperature will shift 
the plateau upward, since then thermal vibrations of the tip atoms will already be 
significantly less than at room temperature or even higher. Conversely, does higher 
temperatures cause a downshift of the plateau? If so, theoretically it would be possible to 
result in speed-invariant friction force starting from low speeds.  
2. Extending the above study simultaneously varying both the scanning speed and 
system temperature also allows one to investigate speed-dependent friction at a particular 
temperature that was observed in the preliminary temperature dependence data. 
Specifically, at ~115 K, if varying the speed by a factor of 4 results in a difference of 3 
times in friction, then changing the speed by a few orders of magnitude will drastically 
results in more than 10 times difference in friction. Additionally, lowering the 
temperature to ~40 K will only strengthen the trend of this gap, but to an extent that is not 
known. Lastly, the preliminary data showed that the speed dependence of friction 
increases with a decreasing temperature, will this mean that near zero K the friction 
difference will be spread maximum? However, this prediction has to contradict the PT 
model, which predicts that in the athermal regime the speed does not affect friction since 
due to the Fc asymptote. This paradox could be solved by considering Krylov and 
Frenken‘s theoretical prediction is correct that all friction forces will become a step 
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function at zero K [9], in other words, friction will then reach a constant value (Fc) 
regardless of the scanning speed. Experimentally, to fully resolve the trend near the zero 
K regime, one must dramatically improve the cryostat performance, which requires a 
significant amount of effort.  
3. Extending the speed and temperature dependence studies on other materials, 
including graphene, will also provide insight into atomic-scale friction of 2-D materials, 
and prove or disprove existing literature examining temperature dependence of friction 
for both suspended and supported graphene [10], and the role of intrinsic wrinkles in 
graphene [11].  
4. Finally, experiments at elevated temperatures for temperature dependence of 
friction can be improved by utilizing novel heated AFM probes, as first developed by Lee 
et al. [12]. Those heated AFM probes are capable of achieving localized heating at the 
interface, and has a few advantages over radiative heating using a tungsten filament 
mounted right underneath the specimen, which is the case in the present study. Currently, 
during scanning at elevated temperatures, thermal drift needs to be minimized by 
allowing sufficient time, which is on the order of tens of minutes. Despite this additional 
effort, the temperature fluctuation during a single scan still remains 1-2 °C. Given the 
small thermal mass of the heated probes, extremely short heating and cooling times (in 
the order of 50 μs) can be achieved, significantly shortening the time of required for 
reaching steady-state, thus improving the efficiency of data acquisition. Another 
important advantage of the heated probes is that they can operate under humid or 
controlled environment [13], whereas the conventional method of heating the entire 
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sample requires vacuum conditions in order to avoid oxidation due to heating. While the 
latter is beneficial for purposes of comparison to present MD studies, being able to 
perform temperature dependence studies at humid environment opens door to testing 
influences of meniscus effects [14] and adsorbates [15]. Those studies are valuable since 
both humidity and adsorbates are more realistic conditions under which real engineering 
devices operate, and therefore will improve our understanding of the role of contaminants 
and humidity in frictional processes.  
7.4: Overall Outlook 
 This thesis presented three nanotribological studies investigating various ways of 
tuning friction, i.e. both decreasing and increasing it. We observed that besides varying 
the surface commensurability [16], surface termination [17], potential [18], and vibrating 
the cantilever at a certain frequency [19], temperature can also play a significant role, as 
predicted by thermolubricity, We also observed that besides tuning the band gap of 
graphene, different degrees of fluorination of graphene allows one to tune friction. 
Furthermore, desired friction properties can be achieved by properly choosing the 
thickness of graphene as a result of the puckering effect of 2-D materials. With regard to 
the adhesion properties of graphene, we observed that when no tip sliding has occurred, 
adhesion force is rather low and reproducible, suggesting that when graphene is applied 
as thin protective coating where no robbing contacts are involved, adhesion is less 
crucial. However, due to aging of graphene, enhanced adhesion cannot be ignored for 
sliding interfaces; therefore one must be cautious in designing graphene-based M-/NEMS 
by considering the influence of surface aging along with the puckering effect of 2-D 
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materials. Despite the abovementioned and other tremendous advancements in 
nanotribology over the last few decades, there is space for further explorations and 
improvements, including the ones listed above. Fortunately, one of the most exciting 
advancements that modern technologies bring us is the powerful combination of the 
improvement of instrumentation and the tremendously increasing computing power, 
enabling more precise experiments and more reliable atomistic simulations of larger 
systems. Ultimately, this all allows us to see a real buried interface more clearly and 
accurately, and to discover more fundamental physical laws of tribology. 
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